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Abstracts

Our potential for communication depends on a mutational characteristic of the 

consciousness structure as embodied, and not on the conscious subject as claimed by 

the objectivistic- or subjectivistic-biased theories that are based on Cartesian dualism. 

This study criticizes the absurdity of the objectivistic bias, as illuminated by Husserl, 

M erleau-Ponty’s notion of “embodiment,” and Gebser’s philosophy o f  “plus- 

mutation.” After exploring the modem technological milieu as the inevitable 

consequence of objectivistic-biased tradition, the dangers o f  this milieu are illustrated 

with Ellul, Heidegger, and M umford’s arguments. Thereafter, this work considers 

how the annihilation o f  space results in the annihilation o f  communication. For that 

purpose, Peirce’s semiotics, Gebser’s "plus-mutation” , and K ram er’s dimensional 

accrual/ dissociation theory are used as a methodological framework. This study 

shows the topological characteristic of the lived body that is rooted in habit and that 

develops through our embodiment within a social and cultural world. Through this 

phenomenological account o f  communication in the technological milieu, the fact that 

institutional, not constitutional, process between technologies as world and lived- 

human is integral to existential understandings o f  our relations to technology is 

indicated.



I. Introduction

W e do not simply accommodate ourselves to our technology: we confine or 

limit our desires and so ourselves to them. It is undeniable that we tend to become our 

tools, i.e., project ourselves into them and hence, we find ourselves in our things. Not 

only because o f  such technology as the Internet, television (TV) or VR (Virtual 

Reality), but also because everything about us is registered; such reserve technology 

becomes, as a resource, the veritable mirror o f  ourselves. As a further extension of 

ourselves via technology, we are reflecting our bodies with the idea o f  the genetic 

code, the “genes" that make us who we are. Like the plastic promise of cosmetic 

surgery, the ambition of the Human Genome Project demonstrates that we are 

literally, not merely metaphorically, to be tooled  by our tools.

The Human Genome Project and the cloning o f  an adult sheep help to recall 

the force o f  Heidegger’s original insight into the issue o f  the mechanization of naîiiie 

and the calculation of life itself. Media technology and communication technology 

are not merely part of this mechanization tendency. Communication technology is the 

main driving force in the sense that modem new communication technology is 

shrinking the globe, erasing spatial, temporal, and cultural boundaries, serving 

ultimately to erase space, time, and culture (Kramer, 1997).

Communication technology (or information technology)' repeatedly attracts 

those who work in the field of communication. Communication technology is also of

' 'Comm unication technology' and 'Information technology' can be used interchangeably. In this 
study, the term 'com m unication technology' fits better than 'information technology (IT).' Because, in 
using the term information technology, people show a tendency that they regard technology as a mere 
technique, not as an enfram ing power. This tendency o f  tacit, yet som ehow  intentional, non
discrimination is one important part o f  this study. We can notice this tendency in the hyperbolic 
slogans o f  many countries concerning information technology and future.



interest to scholars in such fields as linguistics, philosophy, and education. In spite of 

such multifarious interest, the question, "what exactly are media technology and 

communication technology?” remains full of  meaning.

The deployment and development of what is called new communication 

technology, more specifically o f  electronic equipment for linking computers and 

telecommunications systems into networks, is seen to be at the foundation o f  this new 

society. The computer is no doubt the single most important element in the field of 

new communication technology. It is the machine upon which everything else, such 

as increased productivity and efficiency, telecommunications hookups, networking 

patterns, data storage and transfer, depends. Given its centrality, it might also be 

granted that there can exist a number o f ways of talking about the computer. Further, 

it would produce an endless debate to dig deeper into the meaning of technology. 

However, as Carey (1981 ) suggests, the current debate about technology and its 

assessment are dominated by the two perspectives that demonstrate the principal 

difference.

One could insist that the computer can programmed with the capacity to 

handle certain uninteresting tasks in order to free our lives for more leisure time. 

People with this perspective generally regard the technology as an instrument for self- 

realization, i.e., a liberation from the constraints placed upon us by our nature. 

Therefore, technology will enhance the quality of life for those people in any number 

o f  fields, such as health care, education, or banking. This perspective is an optimistic 

ideology o f  technical determinism  that would liberate society in McLuhan, similar to 

that found in Pool (1983) and Bell (1970).



On the other hand, another could adopt a Luddite position and condemn the 

machine for what it will do to existing social structures. One could say that the 

machine is fundamentally irrelevant because it has nothing to say about the important 

existential questions of the lifeworld. Some people in this position believe that 

humankind must restrain the self-propelled dynamics of technological development. 

This viewpoint is guided by the apocalyptic nightmare of the possible destruction of 

humankind. This is a more pessimistic cultural determinism in Mumford (1970) that 

increasingly found communication technology that tool of oppression and the means 

o f  elevating an elite minority of 'remote-controllers. '"

As Carey (1975) indicated, the problematic points of the modem 

technological milieu are not the mal-function of technological applications, but rather, 

the nature of modem technology and the viewpoint that technologists, scientists, and 

communication theorists share. M odem  computer enthusiasts such as Sola de Pool, 

may be willing to share their data with anyone. W hat they are not willing to give up 

so readily is the entire technocratic worldview that determines what it is that qualifies 

as valuable fact. It is not the data they wish to monopolize; instead, they cling to the 

approved, certified, authorized mode o f  thought, indeed the very definition o f  what it 

means to be reasonable, because, as Heidegger (1977) noted, technology is not some 

collection of artifacts but, in fact, a “way of seeing or a mode of revealing,” or a kind 

o f  being (p. 3). Therefore, technology can be better understood in the sense o f  a 

language-analogue rather than a thing-analogue. When we consider technology in the

■ The M umford's critique o f  the concentration o f  power, profit and prestige o f  the preexistent 
hegem ony through control o f  com m unication technologies c losely  allied with the perspectives o f  
Carev (1989). Schiller ( 1989). and M osco (1989). And the concept o f  "control" is prevalent in Innis 
(1951).



sense o f  a being, rather than as a thing or tool, the nature of technology is much closer 

to us.

Some people who regard technology as a mere tool frequently repeat this 

cliché: "Guns d on 't  kill people, people kill people." Ellul (1964) warns there is 

danger in this kind o f  reasoning, because it leads to the "attractive notion which 

would apparently resolve all technical problems: that it is not the technique that is 

wrong, but the use men make of it. Consequently, if the use is changed, there will no 

longer be any objection to the technique" (p. 96). However the problem is that the use 

o f  technique is ontologically inseparable from technique itself. The being of 

technique is its use.

Some critics (e.g., Roszak, 1969; Toffler, 1970) rejected Heidegger and Ellul 

for their "extremely pessimistic" conclusions; in particular, Toffler accuses them of 

being a "technophobes." Regrettably, however, much o f  these futurologistic disputes 

have not preceded public awareness. Instead of helping to shape and inform the 

public’s consciousness of what technology is and where the threat lies, futurologistic 

approaches have, in many cases, reflected the public 's unrefined mechanistic notions 

o f  technology and the groundless optimism that whatever the problem is, man can 

solve it. Toffler 's  Future Shock  is one such example. In spite of many futurologists' 

promising technological future, this study sides with the so-called 'pessimistic 

technophobes' such as Ellul and Heidegger, in the sense that this study fully 

appreciates the depth and the latitude of the warnings presented by both philosophers 

regarding the seriousness of the modem technological milieu.



Heidegger’s intuition is that treating everything as "standing reserves” makes 

possible endless disaggregation, redistribution, and reaggregation for its own sake. In 

this respect, information, and especially digital information is truly endlessly 

transformable in nature. When everything becomes standing reserves or an endless 

resource, people and things will no longer be understood as having essences or 

identities. In this sense, as Kramer (1997) indicates, Heidegger’s view, then, suggests 

that in the modem  technological world, "the whole world is identified as a system of 

operations and functions” (p. 85). As a consequence, communication becomes 

rationalized and reduced to being a sequential exchange, and strictly informative.

Further, as Gebser (1985) and Mumford (1963) illustrate, technology supplied 

the Ina l  metaphor o f  the rational cosmos; nature as a gigantic machine, performing 

like clockwork. Since, as Ellul (1964) indicates, the human body was a part of nature 

it too came to be looked upon as a mechanical thing, an automaton, like a robot. In 

other words, "the efficiency in the pursuit of a system ’s interests threatens to 

transform humans into cyborgs” (Kramer, 1997, p. 136). In the same vein, Heim 

(1993) argues that "the danger of technology lies in the transformation o f  the human 

being, by which human actions and aspirations are fundamentally distorted” (p. 61). It 

means that with the use o f  computer technologies, in particular, the hypertext 

structure of the Internet and multimedia, a radical change of our everyday thought and 

work takes place such that everything, including human beings, becomes resources. 

This tendency toward mechanization o f  nature and lifeworld is conceptualized as ‘the 

Cartesian-subject biased’ viewpoint in this study.^

The Cartesian subject-biased view  is the sam e as the Cartesian object-biased view . Both terms 
indicate the sam e subject-object dualism that influenced alm ost o f  all modern, rationalistic



The first argument o f  this study begins with the critical investigation of the 

Cartesian subject-biased viewpoint o f  technology. The position that conceives of 

technology as instruments to transform something can be regarded as a Cartesian and 

subjectivist bias. From this biased standpoint, it is supposed that a self or a subject 

can use a thing as an instrument to effect a desired result in the outer world. This 

argument will be outlined in chapter II and further elaborated in chapter III. Within 

this context, the clear-cut differentiation between subject and object is absurd.

In his late work. The Crisis o f  European Sciences, Husserl (1970) develops a 

strongly critical attitude towards modem science and technology. He diagnoses a 

great divide between physicalist objectivism and transcendental subjectivism. In 

reconstructing m odem  mathematics and the technical use of formulae in the sciences, 

Husserl comes to the conclusion that the process that he calls technicization 

{Technisierung) is the central cause o f  the division and o f  the consequent crisis of 

modemity.

Technicization connotes the narrowing of experience by abstraction from 

other meanings, the oversimplication of focus on method instead o f  deep sense- 

making, and following empty mles instead of working toward full understanding. 

This pathological form o f  technicization tums reality into a resource for possible 

worlds. According to the later Husserl, the process of technicization achieves an 

increase of efficiency at the price o f  loss of meaning.

perspectives. Even though there are much differences in the specific topic or areas Postmodernism and 
Deconstruction critiques aim at. what they share in comm on is this bias. In this study, the concept, 
‘present-obsessed way o f  thinking" indicates the same bias o f  different aspects. (Kramer. 1988, 1997; 
Culler, 1982; Seung. 1982) H eidegger insists that the last stage o f  this bias is that everything is 
regarded as standing-reserve, resource and he called it the end o f  thinking; calculation (Heidegger. 
1977). In detail. Chapter 3 o f  this study.



Under Husserl’s influence, Merleau-Ponty (1962, 1964) suggests the notion of 

‘em bodim ent’ of technology. The material relation between humans and the world 

should be conceived as a symbiotic and mediated relation instead of a divided and 

instrumental one. Humans are the only agents who can experience and reflect this 

relation. They cannot reflect the relations from outside with a god’s view; they must 

do it within the relations, with a navigational and embodied view. This view 

recognizes the human body as a center that always finds the “maximum or optimal 

grip” (Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p. 302; see also 1964) in its relations with technology in 

particular and with the existential world in general. In a different description, thus 

embodied relationship, Ihde (1990) suggests, “technics (technology) is a symbiosis of 

artifact and user within a human action” (p. 73). In his book. Technology and the 

Lifew orld, Ihde (1990) focuses on human-technology relations and the cultural 

embeddedness of technologies. Following a relativistic ontology, he draws a 

distinction between the “direct bodily and perceptual experiences of others and the 

immediate environment” and “technologically mediated experiences” (p. 15). Based 

on the notion o f  embodiment, he suggests that we look for different degrees of 

mediation in our technologically textured world. Ihde (1990) argues:

There is . . . .  a deeper desire which can arise from the experience of 

embodiment relations. It is the doubled desire that, on one side, is a 

wish for total transparency, total embodiment, for the technology to 

truly “become me.” .... The other side is the desire to have the power, 

the transformation that the technology makes available. Only by using 

the technology is my bodily power enhanced and magnified by speed.
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through distance, or by any o f  these other ways in which technologies 

change my capacities. These capacities are always different form my 

naked capac i tie s . . . .  The desire is, at best, contradictory. I want the 

transformation that the technology allows, but I want it in such a way 

that I am basically unaware o f  its presence. I want it in such a way that 

it becomes me. Such a desire secretly rejects what technologies are and 

overlooks the transformational effects which are necessarily tied to 

human-technology relations. This illusory desire belongs equally to 

pro- and anti-technology interpretations o f  technology. (Ihde, 1990, 

p.75)

This description of the connection between human and technology well demonstrates 

one o f  the arguments of this study: ‘technological embodiment’ or ‘embodied vision.’ 

To understand the meaning o f  communication technology, it is crucial to 

understand the notion o f  ‘em bodim ent’ based upon the critique of ‘subject-biased’ 

perspectives. In addition, it should be obvious that there are no grounds for supposing 

that the technological revolution takes place in one moment at a specific time.

Instead, this transformation occurs over a long period o f  time. Further, we should also 

take into account the following consideration: the influence of our use of media on 

the structures of our mind should not be interpreted as a one-way street and vice 

versa.

Are we doomed to be merely a ready-to-use resource? Does communication 

end as thinking has arrived at the final stage: the calculation? It is not necessarily so. 

The development of m odem , state-of-the art communication technology ‘relieves’



physical, not communicative, effort. The aim of this study is to investigate a way to 

grasp the meaning of communication technology in the context of this modem 

technological milieu. Along the efforts to find a way, Gebser’s (1985) philosophy 

could serve as an exceptional guide.

Gebser (1985) does not side with the prophets o f  doom, nor does he believe 

that our civilization’s progress is inevitable as many futurologists propagandize. For 

Gebser. technology is a projection of the rational consciousness which needs to be 

understood and “ retracted” from a position that transcends the inherent limitations of 

the rational consciousness. Gebser argues that this retraction need not entail an 

annulment o f  technology: this would only amount to a denial of the constitutive 

structures of consciousness and a mere dissolution of existing civilizational forms. 

Rather Gebser argues for a perspective that recognizes a balance based on the 

actualization o f  an intensified consciousness: aperspectivity. This study suggests 

aperspectivity can be utilized to grasp the meaning of communication technology, as 

it offers a means to appreciate the technology of systematization as well as pre- and 

unperspectival forms o f  truth/reality (e.g., taste and smell, though difficult to share 

“objectively,” are shared nonetheless).

Rationale of the studv

According to country, climate, and population, the definition of “one best 

way” will undoubtedly vary, thereby creating the illusion o f  substantial differences. 

Nevertheless, Ellul (1964) argues that “all those differences will have been calculated 

by some technician with the same automatistic logic"* ” (pp. 130-131 ). Under these

■* What Ellul calls ■automatistic' logic is ‘modern', ‘scientific.' ‘Cartesian-subject biased', 'present- 
obsessed .' 'pensee  objective' and rational' logic as is called by different scholars.
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modem technological cultural conditions that regard any difference as "deviance” , 

“deviation” implies more than mere difference. The central difficulty is that 

technology’s current mode of rational-scientific legitimation encourages a style of 

intercultural delivery and implementation that is insensitive to cultural exigencies 

and, thus, subverts existing social meanings and practices (Pilotta and Widman, 1986,

p. 161).

Through the mediation of now omnipresent information, communication, and 

image technologies, there is no more "country,” because the "global village” is not a 

village, but rather an urban complex o f  global diversity, including all the ethnic 

neighborhoods contained within the city. As Kramer (1997) suggests, "the call for 

monoculturalism is a consequence o f  this fundamentalistic reductionism. The 

empirical reality of multiculturalism is not conducive to the values of utility, 

efficiency, and profitability, which are held supreme by modem paradigm"(p. 120; 

also see in press).

With the context o f  the recognition described above, this study will explore 

and criticize the modern paradigm from which the problematic understanding of 

communication and communication technology stems. Rooted in this exploration, the 

second aim o f  this study will be to investigate the notion of "embodiment” through 

the comparisons between modem notion of vision (visiocentrism) and Merleau- 

Ponty’s “embodied vision.” This comparison illustrates the absurdity o f  the Cartesian 

viewpoint and provides a different way of seeing the relationship between human and 

technology.



I I

In addition, this study will explore the transformation occurring in the process of 

semiosis or communication in the technological milieu and will explain the meaning 

of that transformation: semiosis/communication as a mere "calculation,” at the same 

time communication/semiosis as a form (process) o f  aperspectivity. Finally, the 

implication o f  explorations mentioned above will be discussed in terms o f  the critical 

situation of intercultural communication and the meaning o f alterity (Otherness), e.g., 

the encounter with alterity in the modem technological milieu.

This study will support this contention through the use of examples. 

Zimmerman (1990) offers a sagacious recognition of the technological situation that 

he calls paradox:

Instead of trying to "solve" the problem of modern technology by 

furious actions and schemes produced by rational ego, then, Heidegger 

counseled that people learn that there is no exit from the "problem."

We are cast into the technological world. Insight into the fact that there 

is no exit from it may, in and o f  itself, help to free us from the 

compulsion which characterizes all attempts to become "matters" of 

technology— for technology cannot be mastered. Instead, it is the 

destiny of the West. W e can be "released" from its grip only to the 

extent that we recognize that we are in its grip: this is the paradox. 

(Zimmerman, 1990, p.220)

Hence, our understanding of our technological dilemma is constrained by our 

situatedness within the context o f  technology. Therefore, the first step on the path to 

freedom is to realize the paradox of freedom in the modem technological milieu.
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Acceptance of the paradox does not necessarily guarantee that one will be free. 

However, it does remove the concealing shroud from the illusion of the essence of 

modernity 's technological “ mode o f  revealing,” thereby creating an “opening."

Central to this study is the exploration o f  how we are to live with and in the 

technological society without becoming another component in its machinery. 

However, theorizing about communication will never be more than an exploration, in 

the sense that exploration does not entail end. The purpose of this paper, therefore, is 

not to provide a solution but rather to question the meaning of communication and its 

technology in this technological milieu, because, as Heidegger (1977) suggests, 

questioning builds a wav (p. 4).

Purpose of the studv 

Among the various elements in the communication process, this study focuses 

on the setting (conditions) o f  communication. Changes in communication technology 

usher in transformations of time and space consciousness; as a consequence, there are 

alternations in the communication process (semiosis). Similar to many critical 

communication theorists, especially Habermas, the primary consideration of this 

study is how the technization o f  the lifeworld results in the colonization or 

mechanization of communication. In this sense, this study lies in the realm of critical 

communication approaches.

The investigation is based on the phenomenological perspective, rather than 

Marxist or (post-) structuralist perspectives. It offers a critical assessment of the 

m odem  technological drive as it imposes transformations on the communication 

process in a unilinear and uniform way. The unilinear way of communication and
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semiosis results in the crisis of communication, as merely a transmission of “object.” 

Therefore, as a critique o f  this dangerous tendency in the communication field, this 

study can be regarded as one of the necessary investigations for intercultural and 

international communication.

Hence, this study has three specific purposes. First, it provides a critique of 

Cartesian dualism (subjectivism or objectivism) as an inadequate, unsustainable 

foundation for communication study. Second, the dangerous situation contextualized 

by modem technological milieu as the process of technization o f  lifeworld 

communication is examined. Third, it investigates changes in the mode of 

communication (semiosis) as a result of technological change with some examples 

that illustrate the change.

Outline of the studv 

Chapter II describes the theoretical background for this study. To criticize the 

materialization or mechanization of Lehenswelt (lifeworld) in chapter III, chapter II 

emphasis the work of M erleau-Ponty and Gebser. The goal o f  this chapter is to offer 

solid philosophical argument in order to criticize the Cartesian subject-biased 

tradition as a whole and more specifically, to criticize the mechanization of 

communication in the m odem  technological milieu in specific.

Chapter III provides a review of the literature. The literature consists of two 

parts. First part is the critiques on Cartesian dualism including the works of Husserl, 

Merleau-Ponty and Gebser. Second part deals with various literatures explaining the 

nature and tendency o f  modem  technology such as Ellul. Heidegger and Mumford.
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The last part o f  this chapter explores the relationship between the basic 

communication theory (mathematical theory of communication) and technology.

Chapter IV presents the methodological reviews. This methodological reviews 

consist of two theoretical approaches: Peirce’s semiotics and Kramer's theory o f  

dimensional accrual/dissociation. Charles S. Peirce’s semiotics offers a valuable 

means for explaining the changes in the semiosis of signs within the modem 

technological context from a Gebserian standpoint or perspective. Peircean semiosis 

is a method which would not be a victim of Cartesian subjective bias, and, therefore, 

it will show the absurdity o f  that bias and metaphysic. In the complete 

methodological approach, Kramer’s dimension accrual/dissociation theory and 

Gebser’s frame of different consciousness structures will utilized within the 

framework provided by Peircean semiotics.

Chapter V will investigate the different aspects o f  technology based on 

Gebserian perspective and the M erleau-Ponty’s notion o f  body. This chapter will 

explore ‘the relationship between the objectivistic-biased paradigm and technological 

utopia, ‘technology and perception,’ and ‘embodiment and technology.’

Chapter VI will explore the ‘visiocentrism’ and ‘overdetermination’ as the 

implication o f  Merleau-Ponty. Gebser, and Peirce’s philosophy on communication 

phenomena in the technological milieu.

Chapter VII will be the conclusion of this study.
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II. T heore tica l B ackground

This study focuses primarily, and not exclusively, on the works of Merleau- 

Ponty and Gebser, as proponents o f  the phenomenological tradition, not because they 

alone are the dominant figures in the tradition, but because they are the two figures in 

this tradition who were most concerned with the task of critiquing the Cartesian 

objectivistic-biased paradigm o f  reason and, at the same time, with the task of 

providing a new, or rather a different, way of understanding that would be grounded 

ultimately in an understanding o f  the underlying different consciousness structures of 

human experiences and the human world.

Merleau-Pontv 

Merleau-Pontv’s phenomenology, the bodv

The starting point for M erleau-Ponty’s (1962) analysis is Husserl’s (1982) 

phenomenology. Husserl suggested that the Kantian world an sich  (thing itself) 

should be perceptually enclosed in parentheses, as a means of shifting the focus to the 

ways in which the world takes shape and is organized by the self. For Merleau-Ponty, 

reality is most engrossing in the form in which it appears to people, as a phenomenon 

(Madison, 1981 ; Low, 2000). Merleau-Ponty (1964) does not consider human 

perception to be analytical or to progress in stages in the sense that one first observes 

something and then brings discrete elements together on the level o f  thought, 

intelligence, belief, or emotion. In other words, humans interpret elements as an 

entity. Every perception is thus automatically significant. Different perceptions 

constantly open new horizons for people in their world of experience, and it is 

through these horizons that our relation to the world takes shape. In describing the
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experience of perception. Merleau-Ponty seeks to divorce himself from the view that 

he terms '^pensee objective"  (p. 86). From the perspective of this so-called objective 

thought, an observed space is a system o f  mathematical coordinates in which objects 

are clearly defined. In contrast, Merleau-Ponty (1962) asserts that "visual observation 

is perhaps better described as a landscape on a foggy day; the objects we observe are 

always blurry to some extent" (p. 12). Because, perception occurs with the world that 

has the characteristic of “overdetermination”; the things-in-the-world have their own 

eloquence, not a mere object waiting to be perceived as objectivistic biased view 

presupposed.

From his speculation about "perception," Merleau-Ponty arrived at 

conclusions directly contrary to those found in Cartesian phUosophy: “givens" are in 

fact constituted by a complex process and not simples. For phenomenology, intuitions 

are constituted, not given. Only already constituted intuitions are “given" within an 

already sedimented context. The subject of perception is not a Cartesian 

consciousness; rather it is the body as being-in-the-world or existence (Madison,

1981; Langer, 1989; Matthews, 1999).

Critiques of Cartesian as a biased view

Merleau-Ponty (1964) criticizes objectifying thinking (he alternately calls it 

“scientific thinking" or “operational thinking") because it reduces everything to a 

shallow state of being. Objectifying thinking considers the object-in-general and 

claims to view things “as they really are," the notion o f  things as related to a universe 

o f  being disappears, leaving us merely with objects of an independent shallow being 

to be manipulated (Kramer, 2000; in press). The loss of a sense o f  ontological depth
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also turns human into mere “human material:” resources waiting to be used. 

Objectifying thinking, then, creates an existential crisis. In his warning against 

objectifying thinking, Merleau-Ponty (1964) states:

Thinking ‘operationally' has become a sort of absolute artificialism . . .

. where human creations are derived from a natural information 

process, itself conceived on the model of human machines. If this kind 

o f  thinking were to extend its reign to man [m-| and history, if, 

pretending to ignore what we know of them through our own 

situations, it were to set out to construct man [i7c-| and history on the 

basis of a few abstract indices (as a decadent psychoanalysis and a 

decadent culturalism have done in the United States)— then, since man 

[ m i  really becomes the m anipuladiim . (p. 160)

The most critical implication o f  the reduction of things to shallow being is that they 

are meaningful only insofar as they are susceptible to manipulation based on 

mechanical, calcuiative law. Thus, “ ‘objective human' turns him- or herself into an 

instrument, a ‘self-polishing mirror' of Reality, as if this is an end itself, indeed the 

salvation of man [ m ]  from himself [s/c], achieving the caput mortiium  of  all 

virtue”!Kramer, 1997, p. 94).

In clarifying what Cartesian bias is, two phenomenological critiques will be 

helpful. First, for phenomenology, there can be no such thing as a “worldless” 

subject. Doubt may be cast upon how to interpret the world; that is, the question 

remains open as to whether the world is basically “material” or “mental” or whatever
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other claims may be expressed in the metaphysical tradition. However, the fact that 

there is a  world as that which is present constantly to experience cannot be doubted.

Second, there is no subject without a world, and neither is there any 

immediately self-transparent subject. The subject, within the phenomenological 

correlation, is deprived o f  its singular immediacy and of its presumed self-evidence.

In other words, the subject now can know itself only by means o f  the world.'

Heidegger 's (1962) concept, 'D a se in \  can explain both points indicated 

above, because Dasein  is not to be known "directly," but rather "indirectly," by 

means of its world. As the world of Dasein changes, so does Dasein. Differently said, 

more is meant than is intended in each expression; thus, a hermeneutic process is 

needed to explicate the unsaid. The subject knows itself in terms of its world, its 

"Other” (Kramer, 1997; 1988).

Obsessed with presence, objectifying thinking believes that meaning exists in 

self-presence and, hence, that to speak is to put a ready-made signification undereach 

thought. On the contrary, Merleau-Ponty's (1962,1968) notion of being as horizon 

suggests that what generates meaning for a sign is not the sign itself; it is an invisible 

differentiation between itself and others. Merleau-Ponty's "the situated subject," 

whether seen as the practical actor upon the world or as the expressive subject, is no 

master; the situated subject is always already involved in a historically finite system 

of  instrumental and expressive capacities. For example, as Heidegger (1962)

 ̂ In an interview. Derrida clarified his view s on subjectivity from a similar attitude.
“I have never said that the subject should be dispensed with. Only that it should be deconstructed. To 
deconstruct the subject does not deny its existence. There are subjects, ‘operations' or 'effects' o f  
subjectivity. This is an incontrovertible fact. To acknowledge this does not mean, however, that the 
subject is what it says it is. T he subject is not som e m eta-linguistic substance or identity, som e pure 
cogito o f  self-presence; it is alw ays inscribed in language. My work does not. therefore, destroy the 
subject; it sim ply tries to resituate it. " (Richard Kearney ( 1984). D ialogues with Contem porary 
C ontinental Thinkers. Manchester; Manchester University Press, p. 125).
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illustrates, in using a tool, the body acts upon the world with extended capacity; in so 

doing, the body is itself modified, and defined by the tool (Dreyfus, 1995; 

Zimmerman, 1990).

Primacy of perception

In the preface to Phenom enology o f  Perception, Merleau-Ponty (1962) 

explicitly situates his work in the context o f  the phenomenological philosophy as it 

issued earlier from Husserl. Merleau-Ponty, particularly the early Merleau-Ponty, 

radicalizes the perceptual ism of Husserl, and so he insists that “ the perceived world is 

the always presupposed foundation of all rationality, all value, all existence” 

(Merleau-Ponty, 1964, p. 13; also see preface of 1962). Merleau-Ponty sees his own 

development o f  phenomenology as a nuanced divergence from certain aspects of 

Husserlianism.^

Three distinguishing points of M erleau-Ponty 's ( 1962,1964, 1968) critiques 

on Cartesian ideal subjectivism could be suggested as below (Madison, 1981; Langer, 

1981; Low, 2000). First, the primacy of the perceptual world is the base from which 

one must begin and the primitive field which must be thoroughly explored. It must be 

understood that perception here means the perception of phenomenology (“ lived 

body," “ lifeworld," “time consciousness," etc.) and not that of Cartesian or Modem, 

neo-Cartesian physicalism. Second, the examination of this field will yield certain 

essential ambiguities about man and his relations to his world that are revealed better 

by a focus on the genesis of meaning than by attaining a description of stable

 ̂ In this respect, that “the greatest lesson which the (Husserlian phenom enological) reduction teaches 
us is the im possibility o f  a com plete reduction" (p. x iv) is not so much a negative com m ent upon 
Husserl as it is the affirmation o f  what M erleau-Ponty understands an existential phenom enology to be 
(M erleau-Ponty. 1962 ; also see M adison. 1981).
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essences. Third, the generic emphasis will result in the development o f an existential 

as contrasted with a transcendental idealist philosophy.

Bodv and “optimal (maximum) grip”

M erleau-Ponty’s (1962) argument that perception has primacy expresses an 

understanding of the centrality of the body. Furthermore, the way body responds 

directly to the world inspires Merleau-Ponty to introduce the concept o f  "maximum  

grip” (p. 302). Dreyfus (2001 ) succinctly suggests Merleau-Ponty’s point that "when 

we are looking at something, we tend, without thinking about it, to find the best 

distance for taking in both the thing as a whole and its different parts. W hen grasping 

something, we tend to grasp it in such a way as to get the best grip on it” (p. 56; also 

see Madison, 1981, pp. 22-37). Returning to Merleau-Ponty (1964), he explains:

My body is geared into the world when my perception presents me 

with a spectacle as varied and as clearly articulated as possible, and 

when my motor intentions, as they unfold, receive the responses they 

expect from the world. This maximum sharpness of perception and 

action points clearly to a perceptual ground, a basis of my life, a 

general setting in which my body can co-exist with the world 

(Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p.250).

This notion of lived body is meant both to contrast with the objectified sense of body 

used in the sciences and to refer to a primary, nonreduced sense of living being as 

embodied being (Madison, 1981). The embodied or incarnate subject is the 

perceiving counterpart to the perceived world. The lived body is the perceiving
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subject in a perceptual world, and the concrete finitude o f  the body corresponds to the 

perceived presence of the world.

There is no perception without embodiment. In addition, all embodiment is 

culturally and praxically situated and saturated, because the lifeworld appears 

between the subject and the world within the focus o f  perception. Thus, the lived 

body, the embodied subject immersed in a world pregnant with significance, becomes 

the basic theme of the existential version of the primary perceptual situation. In this 

sense, relational ontology is held to transcend the dualism of Cartesianism and 

provides the perspective o f  multiculturalism.

According to Merleau-Ponty (1964), in reality an observed space is not a set 

of coordinates but rather, a situation that takes shape in experience (pp. 12-13). The 

positions of observed bodies are not points of equal value in a system of coordinates. 

The observed space is divided into areas of different value, such as right and left, up 

and down, far and near. Thus, objective reality is an inadequate abstraction to 

Merleau-Ponty. Rather, the perceptual experience of embodied subject must have 

preeminent primacy.

Horizon and silence

The notion of being as horizon brings to light another important insight into 

the nature o f  meaning: meaning is a matter of differentiation. If what makes visibility 

possible in the world is not an opposition between subject and object, as objectifying 

thinking assumes, but rather an object-horizon structure in which something is seen as 

well as what it is seen against. One perceives objects by reference to differentiation, 

though one does not perceive differentiation itself. Hence, differentiation is the
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invisible ground of all perception, the unperceived phenomenon on which one 's  

seeing rests (Seigel, 1991).

There is one characteristic feature that takes Merleau-Ponty's (1964) analysis 

beyond the Husserlian context. In addition to perception being multidimensioned, it 

becomes ambiguous or polymorphic. For Merleau-Ponty (1964), it is a remarkable 

fact that the uninstructed have no awareness o f  perspective and that it took a long 

time and much reflection for human to become aware of the perspectival deformation 

of objects (pp. 74-75). This opening to the macroperceptual is, in one sense, made 

even more explicit in M erleau-Ponty's later work ( 1968), and yet in another sense, 

perception becomes enigmatic in relation to “cultural" factors (Low, 2000). In The 

visible and the Invisible, Merleau-Ponty (1968) asserts:

I say that the Renaissance perspective is a cultural fact, that perception 

itself is polymorphic and that if it became Euclidian, this is because it 

allows itself to be oriented by the system . . . .  What I maintain is that: 

there is an informing of perception by culture which enables us to say 

that culture is perceived, (p. 212)

Here we have macro-perception. The spatiality o f  being-in-the-world clearly 

describes the bodily existence of perception. However spatiality takes its shape in a 

much broader macro-perceptual context. Perception here is strongly relative to 

culture. Following Merleau-Ponty, the field o f  implicit silence, or macro-perceptual 

context, is always broader than the focus of explicit speech, or perception. This notion 

reveals much similarity with Gebser's  (1985) notion of “consciousness structure" and
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“plus-mutation." The comparisons between “Held and focus" and “silence and 

speech” make that likeness clear.

Field and focus. The field is the totality o f  presence that may be differentiated 

according to the question addressed to this totality of presence. Thus, if our question 

is visual, the field is the whole o f  the visual field before us. Focus is the region within 

the field to which we attended. Again, if the example is visual, the focal center may 

be a certain object that stands out against the background of the visual field. When we 

extend this, the notion of field is the phenomenological world, and focus is the 

phenomenologically explicit attention within the world (Madison, 1981; Low, 20(X)).

Silence and Speech. Silence, as Merleau-Ponty (1962) utilizes it, is the field of 

pregnant, latent expressiveness alwavs alreadv present to the living subject. Speech is 

the focal center, the explicit foreground of meaning that floats, varies. However, it 

always stands out against the background o f  silence. Therefore, the clarity o f  explicit 

meaning is a relative clarity, i.e., relative to the implicitness o f  the background:

The clearness of language stands out from an obscure background, and 

if we carry our research far enough we shall eventually find that 

language is equally uncommunicative of anything other than itself, that 

its meaning is inseparable from it. (p. 188)

Based on M erleau-Ponty’s (1960, 1968) sense, meaning appears in the non-present 

movement o f  differentiation that is rendered present through the body in a temporal 

duration. In other words, meaning emerges as the invisible movement of 

differentiations is rendered present. This occurs as differentiations are combined in a 

temporal duration. Therefore, what makes an object visible and meaningful is not the
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object itself; it is an invisible difference between the object and others. Merleau- 

Ponty (1960) calls it “ silence" (p. 43). Silence is, therefore, the realm in which 

meaning originates (Merleau-Ponty, I960, pp. 39-47; also see, 1968, pp. 149-152).

Phenomenologically, the relational distance is the intentionality distance that 

must include both referent object and perceiving, perspectival “ lived" body, though 

not in the same way as in Cartesian-Newtonian frames. This phenomenological 

measurement must be reflexive and must utilize means that determine the (apparent) 

distance within the correlation. As Ihde (1998) indicates, what must be avoided is the 

ideal observer or god 's  eye simultaneous sight. In its embodied situatedness, this 

space-time method is reflexive and avoids the Cartesian-Newtonian implied external 

perspective. In this sense, Merleau-Ponty’s notion of 'horizontalization' implies that 

there are no privileged language games, no disciplines, no privileged activities.

Hence, there are only appropriate or inappropriate contexts and a diversity of 

fields. Our power to perceive is interwined with linguistic and cultural 

interconnections that are distinctly human and all too human. It is an inadequate 

argument that perception is a “ lower" or more “primitive" action than linguistic 

action as such. Quite the contrary, perceptual-bodily activity is both the basis for and 

implicated in all intelligent behavior. This point well demonstrates the reason why 

this study begins with the ideas o f  Merleau-Ponty and Gebser. Stated differently, the 

impulse to create mathematics, science, and technology cannot be explained by 

mathematics, science, or technology per se. because the impulse is neither 

mathematical nor scientific; indeed it is not logical.
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To briefly summarize M erleau-Ponty 's  phenomenological approach, it can be 

suggested as these three major points. First, Merleau-Ponty rejects all notions of pure 

data, sensory or conceptual. Rather he accepts an essential ambiguity of the 

perceptual object, an incompleteness, an openness to multiple possibilities; for 

Merleau-Ponty, those are true to the actual perceptual experience. Second, Merleau- 

Ponty rejects both the objective (mechanical) body and a transparent intelligent 

(mind) as immediate interpretations of experience. He accepts the embodied subject 

whose every action is subject to an initial movement from the unformed to the 

formed, whose gesture precedes any later attained clarity of intellection. Third, 

Merleau-Ponty rejects an objectively given world whose reality is merely to be 

discovered (constructed) by the right method of formal, abstracted geometrization. On 

the contrary, he insists a world which is always pregnant with significance, but whose 

meaning must be emerged through an interrogation of its presence.

To sum up, Merleau-Ponty argues that the lifeworld appears between the 

subject and the world within the focus o f  perception. Thus, the lived body, the 

embodied subject immersed in a world pregnant with significance, becomes the basic 

theme of the primary perceptual situation. This unitary and relational ontology is held 

to transcend the dualism o f  Cartesianism.

Gebser

Consciousness for Gebser (1985) is primarily an expression o /som eth ing . In 

any expression, specific structures o f  consciousness are visible in their differing 

modes, such as language, art, and so forth. Therefore, consciousness is correlated 

with the experienced world, and this correlative nature may be expressed as
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“consciousness-world,” in which world as experienced, lived “ reality,” is manifested 

through or by an event, object, expression, context or horizon.

Every expression is to be traced as an expression of a particular 

consciousness. G ebser’s project, then, is to gather expressions/phenomena o f  a 

culture and discover what kind of a consciousness would make such expressions. The 

expression/phenomena share a common field of implications into which others fit, 

and by this means, a structure in consciousness is rendered visible. Gebser’s usage of 

consciousness embraces such concepts as the Cartesian ego’s consciousness, or 

biological consciousness and more, including the term “unconscious.” which is 

assumed, silent, tacit, unseen and unfelt, but nonetheless operating, and which can be 

made transparent or visible.

The consciousness dimensions did not/do not evolve in the sense of 

developing along a path, by slow degrees, across time. Rather, the change in 

consciousness structures occurs in a quantum-like, discontinuous leap, not in a slowly 

developing and changing framework as is postulated for Darwinian evolutionary 

theory. Gebser concluded that consciousness mutates in an unforeseen manner to a 

new intensity or dimension that cannot negate the previous structures. The importance 

of Gebser’s idea lies in the fact that all expressions o f  consciousness are intimately 

tied to space and time, though not in a linear progression. Thus, expressions, beliefs, 

attitudes, behaviors, etc.. are somehow interpretations through the space-time “ lens” 

of the current consciousness.
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Perspectivitv in Gebser’s thought

Following Gebser (1985), we find an aperspectival awareness revealed in 

modem  physics no less than in fine arts and poetry; a first basis o f  manifestation of 

the new reality is the inclusion of time within spatial perception as a fourth 

dimension. We should not take "aperspective" as contrasting with, or as a mere 

negation of “ perspective." The opposite of perspective is non-perspective. Among the 

three formations, i.e., non-perspective, perspective, and aperspective, there exists the 

same meaning-relationship as, for instance, among non-logical, logical, and alogical, 

or among non-moral, moral, and amoral.

According to Gebser (1985), the designation “aperspective” will allow people 

to see clearly that human beings should overcome the mere dualism of affirmation 

and negation. Here, the prefix a has a liberating character. Gebser’s designation does 

not attempt to unite the non-perspective and the perspective, which per se are co

existent, nor does it represent an experiment in synthesis; neither is it a reconciliation 

of what has become irreconcilable by becoming defective (pp. 2- 3).

The “pictures” o f  the non-perspective period were painted, as it were, at night

time, when things are shadowless and fiat, when darkness absorbed space so that only 

its immaterial psychic component remains to be expressed. This recognition 

illustrates that a comprehension of man as subject is conditioned by a comprehension 

o f  world as object. By virtue o f  the perspective, space is made visible and brought out 

into the daylight of waking consciousness. As a result human self attains visibility.

The gradual possession of the perspective, which became a principal concern 

o f  Renaissance man, had the effect o f  expanding the world image, while
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simultaneously narrowing it through the spatialization. To see or to think 

perspectively means to see and think with spatial fixation. Today, human beings are 

suffering from the consequence. Ellul (1964, 1980), Heidegger (1977) and Mumford 

(1963, 1967) have expressed concerns regarding the very consequence o f  this 

spatialization from the overpowered and yet deficient perspectivism.

Human, who her- or himself is merely part of the world, makes room for her 

or his own part and provides a dominant position for the partial, i.e., perspectival 

view to which human alone has access. In consequence, the part predominates over 

the whole. For this reason, it is important to consider those incisive events that Gebser 

(1985) calls mutations in the consciousness of humankind. The possibility of such 

mutations is latent within each of us in the form o f  different structures of 

consciousness. These possibilities both are constituted by and constitute our own 

being, as they are at work in us to become manifest.

Overall, Gebser (1985) describes four mutations of consciousness that have 

occurred in the history of man. These mutations are not merely changes of 

perspective; they are not simple paradigm shifts. Rather, they are fundamentally 

different ways of experiencing reality. These four mutations reflect five separate eras 

that are not distinct and isolated from one another, they are interconnected such that 

all previous consciousness structures are found in subsequent ones (Kramer, 1992). 

Each o f  these structures are associated with some degree of dimensionality, beginning 

with the zero and as latent structures are manifested, allowing the fourth dimension to 

be experienced, which is the structure that we are experiencing at this time. Gebser 

identifies these five different structures as constitutions; in other words, five different
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experienced world-contexts known as the Archaic, Magical. Mythical, Mental, and 

Integral stages, respectively.

Five structures of Consciousness

In Gebser’s (1985) explanation o f  these five different consciousness 

structures, the conception o f  “mutation” occupies central significance. Essentially, 

following him, something new can only be discovered if one becomes aware of the 

old. Therefore, to Gebser (1985), the adage that there is nothing new under the sun is 

only conditionally true. Everything has, indeed, already been, although in another 

manner, in another light, under different value systems, in some other realization, in 

another manifestation.

Gebser's work (1985) has a strong historical-evolutionary component; 

however this must be understood within the appropriate context, as he has always 

emphasized that the various structures o f  consciousness are not merely a matter of the 

past. Rather they are co-constituents, essential features, of our modem consciousness. 

That is to say, we are as much archaic, magical, and mythical beings as we are 

mental-rational. This is an important insight that has great practical relevance. Gebser 

does not regard the rational consciousness as the culmination of the evolution of 

human consciousness. On the contrary, he considers the rational consciousness, 

which should not be confused with logical thought, as the deficient form o f  the 

mental structure of consciousness that is inherently balanced.

The Archaic structure of consciousness. “Archaic" is derived from the Greek 

arche, meaning “beginning” or “origin.” “Origin,” according to its nature, is ever

present, a quality not contained in the word “beginning.” Because, the word archaic.
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it derives from the Greek root arche, means “beginning” in the sense of “origin” and 

not in the sense of a specific moment in history or time. In the sense using archaic 

origin as ever-present, Gebser (1985) asserts:

It is our task to presentiate the past in ourselves, not to lose the present 

to the transient power of the past. This we can achieve by recognizing 

the balancing power o f  the latent "future" with its character of the 

present, which is to say, its potentiality for consciousness, (p. 43)

For this structure, very little evidence o f  the direct and tangible kind is available. As 

Gebser applies the term, “conscious is neither knowledge nor conscience but must be 

understood for the time being in the broadest sense as wakeful presence."(p. 42) This 

state of presence or being present does not overpowered or delimited by the past 

(past-orientation) or any future-oriented finality; the notions of past, future, or finality 

imply change toward an end without suggesting encompassing character o f  the 

mutations. Hence, the archaic or original structure is not something “ in the past:” it is 

a present possibility. Even though we may not be aware of this or of other structures 

o f  consciousness, they still operate tacitly.

Within the archaic structure, the consciousness is quite undifferentiated. The 

process of individuation o f  consciousness, in any sense of the word, has not taken 

place. Hence, this is not consciousness in any sense that we understand it today. 

Instead, it can be linked to a state of deep sleep; as Chinese philosopher Chuang Tzu 

says, “The pure man o f  old slept without dream s” (Chuang Tzu, 1961, p. 72). It is the 

structure when the soul still sleeps; thus, it is the dreamless age, the period in which 

where is a complete lack o f  separation or distinction between the individual and the
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whole. In the unperspectival world, human is sheltered and enclosed in the world of 

the “we,” where outer objective space is still nonexistent.

The Magic structure o f  consciousness. The mutation from the archaic to magic 

structure is the mode o f  hum an’s emergence from the zero-dimensional, archaic 

structure of identity into a one-dimensional structure of unity. The ideal symbol for 

one-dimensionality, the point, is illuminating and significant as a reference- 

characteristic o f  magical human. The point, indicating the first “centering” in human 

consciousness that will later lead to the realization of self, is an expression of the one- 

dimensionality o f  the spaceless and timeless condition in which human lives in the 

magical period.

The magic consciousness has neither a rational structure nor a psychic one; it 

is a fundamental vital structure that permits the world of things, o f  time and space, 

only to be experienced, not to be thought about nor to be “seen” as in a picture or 

symbol.

In the magic structure, human becomes dissociated from the “harmony,” i.e., from his 

or her identity with the whole. Magic structure is a state of becoming aware, and 

thereby, there emerges the necessity for magic human not only to ^  in the world but 

also to possess it. The magical human detaches self from identity with the whole, 

thus, becoming "conscious” o f  this identity; becoming a particular being.

At first they are not capable o f  recognizing the world as a whole. They are 

conscious only o f  its particulars or “points,” and thus, take those particulars for the 

whole. The magical world is, hence, also a world of the pars pro toto, in that the part 

can and does stand for the whole. This structure is characterized by five primary
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characteristics: (a) its egolessness, (b) its spacelessness and timelessness, (c) its 

pointlike-unitary world, (d) its interweaving with nature, and (e) its magical reaction 

to the world that gives power and makes magical human a creator.

A rudimentary self-sense emerges and language is the real product o f  this 

change. Words as vehicles o f  power are typical of this time and structure; incantations 

as precursors to prayer emerge. Consciousness, in this phase, is characterized by 

human's intimate association with nature. Human, at this time, does not really 

distinguish self apart from nature. There is no individual ego, only an “ego” of the 

group or clan. The “ I” is not a factor; the “we" is dominant. In other words, 

responsibility is lodged in the external world and its objects, a sure sign of 

egolessness. The point-related unity is grounded in a vital nexus in nature, not a 

rational causal nexus.

Another feature of this structure that should be explicated is its spacelessness 

and timelessness. The magic consciousness is not yet awake to time and space 

coordinates and, consequently, does not “ manage” the world well at all. The archaic 

no-dimensional identity has given way to one-dimension magical unity. Thus, the 

magic consciousness experiences reality as objects, deeds, or events, which are 

separated from each other as points in an overall unity. Each point may take the place 

of or take on the value of any other point. This consciousness process is one of 

equating, one of sensing an unintentional association in which things that seem to be 

similar are mutually sympathetic, i.e., that is a vitally felt connection. Therefore, the 

magic structure is the most vital and emotional o f  all structures.
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With relation to this study, in the magic consciousness structure, it is 

crucial to understand that magic, which is etymologically related to “make,” is 

the essential means of fulfilling needs. Thus, spell-casting and rituals are 

ways, among others, in which basic vital connections are made. It is important 

to note:

All magic, even today, occurs in the natural-vital, egoless, spaceless 

and timeless sphere. This requires, as far as present-day man [sic] is 

concerned, a sacrifice of consciousness; it occurs in a state of trance, 

or when the consciousness dissolves as a result of mass reactions, 

slogans, or ‘isms’." (Gebser, 1985, p. 49)

Stated differently, one point may with full validity and effectiveness take the place of 

another. Exchange in the magical sphere is bv no means deception; it is a genuinelv 

valid expression of what is “equal.” In this equal validity of the whole and the part, 

there appear two further essential features of the magical world, which consist of the 

perspective equality of place and equality of value. Equating one thing with the whole 

has as its consequence what we could call analogical or associative thinking, which is 

less a “thinking” than an accidental association supported by the analog. Herein lies 

the root of magical hum an’s feeling that things which seem to be similar are mutually 

“sympathetic.” The magical human connects them by virtue o f  the vital nexus, not the 

causal nexus. Gebser (1985) indicates that from these magic roots arise our machines 

and technology and all attempts to rule nature and others.

The Mvthical structure o f  consciousness. If becoming aware of nature is the 

characteristic feature o f  the magical structure, then, becoming aware of the soul, of
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the essence o f  human, is the characteristic feature of the mythological structure. 

Natural time, which became conscious in slumbering magical human, is a prerequisite 

for a dawning awareness o f  the soul in mythical human. Whenever we encounter 

seasonal rites, in the later period of the magical structure, the mythical structure is in 

preparation. These facts signify the close of the period during which human became 

aware o f  nature. Thus, the rhythm of nature became time-laden in a natural way. This 

is the decisive step which magical human took upon emerging from the womb of 

nature.

The mythical structure is the expression o f  a two-dimensional polarity. If the 

archaic structure led, through loss o f  wholeness, to a unity in the magical structure, 

foreshadowing an increasing awareness that was dawning in humans through a 

process of individuation, the magical structure brought about their extrication from 

nature through their struggle against it, which made them aware of an external world. 

The mythical structure led to an awareness o f  soul, that is, of  an interior world. Its 

symbol is the circle. The circle symbolizes the awareness o f  repetition, i.e., the 

consciousness o f  the polar relationship of cycles.

If we look upon myths from the point of view of a growth in consciousness, 

surprising and illuminating results become evident. The mythical structure is typified 

by imagination and thus, is distinct from the magical structure, which is characterized 

by emotion. In the magical structure, the felt connections become conscious and 

externalize themselves in emotional forms and in activities. The mythical structure, 

on the other hand, has an imaginative awareness o f  image that is reflected in the 

symbolic character o f  the myth and is responsive to the soul and to heaven, the
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cosmos o f  the ancient. It is still remote from space-awareness, though already close to 

time-awareness. The symbolic consciousness still fluctuates between the magical 

timelessness and the cosmic-natural time-bound sense that is by degrees becoming 

conscious. The more remote from awareness a myth, the more timeless it is.

Human is beginning to recognize self as distinct from others. Not the ear, but 

rather the mouth is important in making transparent what is involved in being and in 

life. Thus, for example, the mythic consciousness is attuned to such polarities as light- 

dark and life-death, and it reflects these in symbolic imagery. The mythic structure 

also tends to emphasize mystery and the feminine maternal aspect. However, female 

and male are related just as polarities rather than logical opposites. Until to the mythic 

structure, the "I" of human being is not yet fully developed; however, it has 

developed to that point that it recognizes and demands a separation from nature, from 

its environment. This can be regarded as evidence o f  an increasing crystallization of 

the ego. Human beings are on the way to selfhood.

In connection with the current investigation, one important aspect of Gebser’s 

study is that the embryonic consciousness of time lies in the mythic structure as a 

natural phenomenon in the world; this aborning consciousness will eventually 

become abstracted as clock-time, via the technology o f  calendars and water clocks. In 

spite of the mutation, the mythic consciousness is still vividly alive in many aspects.

The Mental structure of consciousness. “Mental" characterizes the structure of 

consciousness still prevailing. Gebser (1985) choose the term mental because o f  its 

ties to the original Sanskrit root-cluster m a-m e  and its derivatives, all o f  which 

express mentalness (Gebser, 1985, pp. 74-82). The word harbors an extraordinary
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abundance of relations in its original root, which in Sanskrit is ma, and from which 

secondary roots such as m an-, mat-, m e-, and men- have been derived. All the words 

formed from this root express definite characteristics of the mental structure.

In the mental structure, there comes directional thinking, which reaches 

tentatively out into the open. If mythical thinking (insofar as one may designate it as a 

"thinking" at all) was an imaginative, symbolic projection, which took place within 

the confines of the circle with its polarity, directional thinking is radically different.

In the mental structure, thinking is no longer polarized; then, it is obiect-oriented and 

hence, turned toward the obiective world. Deriving its power from the individual self. 

it establishes the self-world dualitv.

This transformation was an occurrence so extraordinary that it literally shook 

the world. By means o f  this event, the protective circle of the soul, i.e., the 

incorporation of human in the embrace of a world-soul, wherein human lived in polar 

relationship with nature, cosmos and time, has been blasted. Human steps from the 

plane into space, which they will attempt to conquer in thought. Something unheard 

o f  has happened, something which has changed the world in its very foundation.

It is in the mental consciousness structure that human, to use Gebser's image, 

steps out of the mythical circle (two-dimensional) into three- dimensional space. This 

is the consciousness in which we become aware o f  our ability to think. As the ability 

to imagine within the polarity o f  the circle correlates to the mythic structure, so 

thinking, with its directional attitude toward the world o f  objects, is related to the 

mental-rational structure.
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In reaction to the deficiency o f  mythic consciousness, Socrates. Plato, 

Aristotle, and Pythagoras stepped out to counteract this trend. The mental structure 

was inaugurated, and this coincides with the "discovery” o f  “causality.” Abstraction 

becomes a key word to describe mental activity, and we find humans using their 

minds to overcome and "master” the world around them (Gebser, 1985, p. 84). In this 

structure, philosophers employed the term "rational” to describe human thinking; yet 

rational does not encompass all that "mental" includes. Thus, to Gebser, the term 

rational signifies the deficient aspect o f  this consciousness.

The deification of rational thinking almost universally replaces the plethora of 

gods; dogma, in both allegory and creed, replaces the symbols o f  previous times. 

Method replaces the mysteries as human develops an ever-increasing desire to 

penetrate and, of course, to master nature. Galileo, for example, demonstrates this 

when he attempts to measure everything that is measurable and to make everything 

measurable that has not been made so. This has given rise to the idea o f  science as the 

dominant religion of today.

The quantitative aspects o f  the world, matter and space, become all-important. 

As Gebser ( 1985) indicates.

Whereas the preoccupation of the early Renaissance was with the 

concretion of space, our epoch is concerned with the concretion of 

time. The fundamental point o f  departure, the attempt to concretize 

time and thus realize and become conscious of the fourth dimension, 

furnishes a means whereby human being may gain an all- 

encompassing perception and knowledge of our epoch, (p. 16)
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As a result, time has come to be represented primarily in spatial terms, such as the 

clock, in that time itself is conceptualized (spatialized) as an “arrow” that points from 

the past to the future by way of the present (Kramer, in press; Feuerstein, 1987, p. 

9 8 ) /  When time is thus spatialized, it can be divided and is itself the great divider and 

measurer.

The Integral structure o f  consciousness. The designation “aperspectival,” in 

consequence, expresses:

a process of liberation from the exclusive validity of perspectival and 

un-perspectival, as well as pre-perspectival limitations . . . .

Aperspectival is a definition which differentiates a perception of 

reality that is neither perspectivally restricted to only one sector nor 

merely unperspectivally evocative of a vague sense of reality. (Gebser,

1985, pp. 2-3)

Even the bare mention o f  the mutation from the mental to the integral consciousness 

structure can cause misunderstanding, because what we have thus far is inadequate to 

make it intelligible. The mental process o f  time-concretizing may “ lead beyond” a 

mere synthesis of time and space. For if we synthesize, we lapse back into duality in 

spite of all our efforts toward unification.

Concretization is one o f  the fundamental principles of the integral structure. 

Anyone who wishes to integrate must not merely have concretized phenomena, be 

they o f  a material or mental nature; one must have the ability to concretize one 's  own 

structure. That means, among other things, that not only do the different structures

’ .^s Kramer (in press) points out, we can find this characteristic feature o f  the mental consciousness in 
a nice diagram including stick figures and arrows in a page (p. 59) o f the March 2001 edition o f  the 
Journal o f  Communication.
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become diaphanous (or transparent) and conscious in that person, but also that the 

human becomes aware o f  the structures' effects upon that individual's own life and 

destiny. Furthermore, it means that by virtue o f  one ’s own insight, a human being 

must acquire mastery over the deficient elements working within him- or herself, so 

that the individual may attain that degree o f  maturation and equilibrium that is a 

precondition of every concretization. Only those components that have thus become 

equilibrated, i.e., matured and mastered concretions, are capable of becoming 

building stones in integration.

One difficulty which many will deem insurmountable consists of the fact that 

no “ idea" o f  the aperspectival world can be formed. That world transcends our ideas. 

In like manner, the rational world at one time transcended the capabilities of mythical 

man to expehence it. Nevertheless, our mental world became a reality. Those who 

object to the aperspectival world as incomprehensible and indemonstrable founder 

only because of the limitations of their own ideas of the world, fettered to 

comprehension and visual perception. Apart from that, it may irritate some that we 

speak o f  arational possibilities and that this arationality is to be confused neither with 

the irrational nor with the pre-rational.

Gebser (1985) says the aperspectival structure is appearing now; however, 

there is no manifested structure or paradigm as yet in our consciousness. He devoted 

his life’s writings to this subject. For Gebser, this structure integrates those which 

have come before and thus, enables the human mind to transcend the limitations of 

three-dimensionality.
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The integration in the integral structure of consciousness is not simply a union 

o f seemingly disparate opposites; rather, it is the "irruption of qualitative time into 

our consciousness" (Feuerstein, 1987, p. 130). A comprehensive understanding of 

time, rather than the currently fragmented inadequate, limited conceptualization, is a 

theme that will play an extremely important role in this structure. In fact, the ideas of 

arationality (as opposed to the rationality o f  the current structure), aperspectivity (as 

opposed to the perspective, spatially determined manifestation of the current 

structure), and diaphaneity (the transparent recognition of the whole, not just parts) 

are significant characteristics of this new structure. Stated differently, the tensions 

and relations among things are more important, at times, than the things themselves; 

how the relationships develop over time takes precedence over the mere fact that a 

relationship exists.

The integral structure is difficult to describe, as it depends a great deal on 

experiences: not just that we have them, but also on how intense they are and what we 

collect from them for now and the future. Intensity is a key characteristic o f  this mode 

of consciousness. By intensity, it is not meant simply an emotional relationship to 

experience or the feeling or deepening o f  emotion itself, because this would be a 

magical response rather than an integral one.

Svstasis  and Svnairesis

It is difficult to separate Systasis from Synairesis, for they are intimately 

related to one another. What is more, such an artificial separation is indicative of a 

mental-rational approach, to which we are trying not to fall prey. Up until now, 

particularly within the scientific community, the necessary, sometimes forceful.
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separation o f  subject and object has been required. It is this dualism that must be 

transcended if we are to arrive at a more comprehensive, intensive understanding of 

the world around us and o f  ourselves.

Systasis (systase) is not identical to system, which belongs to three- 

dimensional consciousness. Yet systasis  and system are not antithetical either. Each 

belongs to its own structure: system to mental-rational structure and systasis  to 

aperspectival, integral consciousness. Therefore, Gebser's approach should not be 

considered the building o f  a system in our current understanding o f  the term, for such 

would also be a product o f  a three-dimensional mentality. Kramer (1997), hence, 

states that:

Systasis is not causally determined. Systasis is neither a modem 

mental-rational concept, nor a mythical image, nor a magic 

presumption that all things are interchangeably identical. Systasis  is 

not integral, but integrating, (p. 142)

System deals always with parts, not with the whole. Also, system deals primarily with 

the product rather than the process. Gebser (1985) indicates that:

Systasis' acategorical element is the integrating dimension by which 

the three- dimensional spatial world, which is always a world of parts, 

is integrated into a whole in such a way that it can be stated. This 

already implies that it is not an ordering schema paralleling that of 

system. W e must especially avoid the error of  considering systasis — 

which is both process and effect — as that which is effected, for if we 

do we reduce it to a causal system. We must be aware that systasis  has
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an effective character within every system. Systasis is not a mental 

concept, nor is it a mythical image (say) in the sense of Heraclitus’ 

panta rei (“all things are in flu.\"), nor is it a magic postulation o f  the 

interconnection of everything to and with everything else. And finally, 

it is not integral, but integrating, (p. 310)

As Feuerstein (1987) phrases it, "Systasis, in contrast to systematization, deals with 

the proper “arrangement’ of intensities (rather than quantified ‘extensities’)." On the 

other hand, synairesis is that “which is an integral understanding, or perception, of 

reality" ( p. 194). More specifically, Gebser notes,

Synairesis  comes from synaireo, meaning "to synthesize, collect," 

notably in the sense of “everything being seized or grasped on all 

sides, particularly by the mind or spirit." Whereas synthesis is a 

logical-causal conclusion, a mental (trinitary) unification of thesis and 

antithesis (and falls apart because it becomes itself a thesis as a result 

of  the dividing, perspectival perception), synairesis is an integral act of 

completion “encompassing all sides" and perceiving aperspectivally.

(p. 312, n.5)

The idea of freedom from space and time is an important notion in G ebser's  entire 

approach. Further, the key feature o f  his approach is its incorporation of the notions 

o f  latency and transparency. What has passed is not dropped and forgotten, although 

this is what the mental-rational structure of consciousness tempts us to do; rather it is 

incorporated into our mutation as effective elements.
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The concept which makes possible the "comprehension” or, more exactly, the 

perception of the "temporal elem ents” is that of systasis. If we also take into account 

the systatic concepts, the mere methodology of systems is intensified to synairetic 

diaphany. As Gebser (1985) asserts, this intensification/diaphany must be achieved 

unless we are to remain caught in the three-dimensional scheme of thought that 

exemplifies its extreme configuration as the form of Cartesian dualism: the forms of 

objectivistic or subjectivistic biased paradigm.
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III. Literature Review

This chapter consists of two parts; the critical assessments on object biased 

paradigm and the critical reviews concerning the dangers of modem technological 

milieu. The first part o f  this chapter focuses the critiques on Cartesian object biased 

paradigm that provides the foundation of technological utopianism. The critical 

assessments mainly come form the works of Husserl and Merleau-Ponty. To grasp the 

interconnected nature o f  objectivistic bias and the characteristic of modern 

technological milieu, technological utopianism, the unavoidable consequence of the 

objectivistic biased view, will critically reviewed in terms of "progress” and 

"mutation.”

The second part provides three concrete diagnoses concerning the nature of 

modem technological milieu including the works of Ellul, Heidegger, and Mumford. 

Before introducing these critical assessments, Borgmann’s argument that deals with 

three different approaches on technology, will be presented. His argument makes the 

point clear what Ellul’s, Heidegger’s, and M umford’s viewpoints share and what are 

the differences compared to that of other futurologist, such as the approaches of 

Feinberg and de Sola Pool. At the end o f  this chapter, it will be indicated that many of 

communication theories are under the influence o f  Cartesian biased objectivism and 

the obsession o f  m odem  technological futurologistic optimism.

Critical assessments on "obiective-biased” paradigm 

Husserl’s critique on the crisis o f  modem  science

To develop more appropriate understanding for modem technological milieu, 

it is useful to start from the crisis of sciences; a crisis that Husserl (1970) finds.
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particularly, evident in the apparent failure o f  the reductionist and mechanistic 

programs in psychology to reach an understanding of human experience and the 

meaning o f  human behavior. Husserl (1970) remarks, “the stage of development of 

ratio represented by the rationalism of the Age o f  Enlightenment was a mistake, 

though certainly an understandable one" (p. 290). Then, it would seem that the crisis 

of the modem science is rooted in the misguided theory of rationality that lies at their 

base. Husserl leads us to understand the constituting role o f  conscious subjectivity in 

the shaping of the human situation. By pointing to the limitations of this prevailing 

conception of rationality, Husserl (1970) intends to point the way toward a more 

appropriate conception: the always pregiven life-world gains its sense and acceptance 

as a world through the function of our conscious process.

In The crisis o f  European Science and Transcendental Phenomenology. 

Husserl (1970) tells us that we must strive "to bring latent reason to the understanding 

of its own possibilities," for there is no other way to put "universal" philosophy "on 

the strenuous road to realization" (p. 15). Husserl (1970) rejects the narrow scope of 

the m odem  conception of rationality as an inappropriate characterization of the 

proper nature of reason. According to Husserl, the roots of the present crisis can be 

traced to the Galilean mathematical rendering o f  nature as an "objective universe."

In Husserl’s terms, to Cartesian-Galilean objectivist, the life-world is taken for 

a realm o f  mere subjective appearances, and is measured "for a well-fitting grab of 

ideas, that o f  the so-called objectively scientific tmths" (p. 51). Husserl (1970) 

acknowledges this:
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A method which is designed for the purpose of progressively 

improving, in infinitum, though ‘scientific’ predictions, those rough 

predictions which are the only ones originally possible within the 

sphere of what is actually experienced and experienceable in the life- 

world. It is because of the disguise o f  ideas that the true meaning of 

the method, the formulae, and the "theories," remained unintelligible 

and, in the naïve formation of the method, was never understood, (pp.

51-52)

As the consequence o f  this grasp of the world, we are tempted to interpret the 

world as if it were exist in itself apart from a world-view.

Hence, according to Husserl (1970), the interpretation that the world exists in 

itself apart from a world view is the naïveté of the objectivistic paradigm, as it takes 

the so-called "objective” world "for the universe o f  all that is, without noticing that 

no objective science can do justice to the subjectivity which accomplishes science"

(p. 295). Hence. Husserl (1970) reminds us:

What characterizes objectivism is that it moves upon the ground of the 

world which is pregiven, taken for granted through experience.

[seeking] the "objective truth" of this world, [seeking] what, in this 

world, is unconditionally valid for every rational being, [seeking] what 

[this world] is in itself, (p. 68)

Thus, to Husserl, what is the central naivete is the unquestioned presupposition of a 

world existing "in itself," and knowable as it is in itself, apart from the biases of 

human subjectivity.
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As Husserl (1970) reminds us, since the supporting role o f  the pre-given 

cultural horizon goes unspoken and invisible, what the objectivistic scientists fail to 

recognize is the fact that their cultural horizon "is always presupposed as the ground, 

as the field of work upon which alone his [m-j questions, his [sic\ methods of 

thought, make sense.” Thus, the pre-given, invisible cultural horizon is "forgotten" in 

scientific accomplishment; "the working subject himself [ m i  is forgotten” (p. 295).

It is no small wonder that the modern tradition embraced the naivete of 

"objectivism,” though their thinking was motivated by a world-view, they were 

unaware of the craft o f  this growing tradition of thought, thus, so naively assumed 

themselves to be addressing "things themselves" with their scientific inquiries.

According to Gurwitsch (1974), with the achievement of Euclidean geometry 

as a demonstrative sort o f  reasoning, the Greek people found itself suddenly in 

possession of a true exem plar o f  episteme, and further, for the learned people of 

Renaissance Europe, geometry became the guiding "model and standard” o f  true 

scientific accomplishment. Concerning geometry, Husserl (1970) indicates that the 

cultural roots of geometry were cut off, and the pure but abstract idealization of 

geometry was given a life o f  their own, moreover geometry was raised to the level of 

"true object of knowledge.” This tendency leads up to the conception o f  universal 

science: a conception of the "world” as being "in itself a rational systematic unity . . .

. in which each and every singular detail must be rationally determinedlemphasis 

added]” (p. 65). The rationale behind this attitude, Husserl argues, is that our 

scientific standpoint will treat us to a panorama of more than just "objectively
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determinable reality.” Because, so-call scientific approach will make possible 

knowledge of "what is true in itself about values and goods,” as well (p. 66).

Further, Husserl (1970) wants us to recognize the nature of the transformation 

that took place between the Greek conception of geometrical idealization as grounded 

in the lifeworld activities o f  the Greek craftsmen, and the modem concept of 

geometrical demonstration as a self-enclosed, rigidly deductive process of rational 

methodology. Following Gurwitsch (1966), in Galileo’s time, geometry had already 

undergone this transformation o f  sense. As Gurwitsch (1966) rightly points out, 

[Galileo] inherits geometry as an established science which, on 

account o f its absolute and universal validity, he considers as the 

prototype, model and standard o f  knowledge . . . .  Consequently, 

geometry must be applied to experience in order to discover reality as 

it is in itself, in contradistinction to the varying appearances and 

phenomena, (p. 408)

What Gurwitsch tries to indicate is that the nature within which the Greek craftsman 

experienced the vision o f  idealized perfection was not the exact universe of Galilean, 

and further, nor a Newtonian mechanics. As Gurwitsch (1966) illustrates, the nature 

within which the Greek craftsman experience was the cultural horizon of ancient 

Greek culture. It was nature as experienced: a realm that required a concept, i.e., 

physics, that was inseparably interconnected with other concepts, like arche, psyche, 

nous and telos.

In Galilean and Newtonian universe, however, the concept of nature is 

occupied by the objectivistic worldview. As Gurwitsch (1966) asserts.
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Under the import of the growing prestige of the developing physics, a 

prestige stemming from its success, both theoretical and practical, that 

tissue of ideas . . . .  has come to be considered, by scientists and 

laymen alike, as reality, as “nature as it truly and objectively is," to the 

total disregard of the lifeworld. (p. 411)

In other words, on the contrary to objectivistic worldview, Galilean or Newtonian 

objective “true" nature is merely a construction o f  ideas or the ideal constructions.

Husserl (1970) tlnds the key to overcoming objectivism in the skeptical 

position of Hume. To Husserl, the “significance" of Hume's position lies not in the 

conclusions itself. Rather, he finds H um e's  insight in what these conclusions indicate 

about the weakness of the objectivist paradigm o f  reason. In other words, Husserl 

finds a “bankrupting" naïve point o f  objectivism in Hume's conclusion. Hume begins 

by assuming that:

All empirical concepts could be explained in terms of some 

combination o f  the [sensory] contents o f  perception," but “very 

quickly came to see that knowledge and belief result from what the 

mind does with its contents rather than simply from the nature o f  those 

contents. (Wolff, 1966, p. 103)

This recognition demonstrates that H um e's  empiricism turns away from 

“objectivism," because Hume discovers that there are no “ impressions o f  sense" from 

which we could ever have derived belief that take the form o f  an empirical 

generalization.
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Hume argues that there is no impression from which to derive our idea of 

necessary connection. In other words, the mind forms a “habit of association” (Wolff, 

1966, p. 107). Therefore, if we believe in causality, the force of our persuasion cannot 

have come from experience. Rather, it must have arisen on the basis o f  mental 

process operating on the sensory givens in experience.

As Hume indicated, our everyday beliefs about the “real" world, and about its 

contents, are grounded not simply in impressions, rather, more importantly, in non- 

empirical factors which actually serve to determine the experiential nature of the 

“objects" and “world." These non-empirical factors are called, “principles of 

association" by Hume. Behind the operations o f these principles, what Hume finds is, 

not reason, but rather, custom, i.e., the force of habit. We grow accustomed to 

forming expectations in advance o f  experience. They are “ways" o f  experiencing, and 

relating sensible input. Without them, we would experience neither a flow of events, 

nor a “world" within which this flow takes place. Therefore, the scientific project of 

building up an edifice of objective knowledge cannot be rationally or empirically 

justified, and the best we can hope is a set o f  convictions and beliefs that serve us 

effectively, or ineffectively. Further, the set of convictions and beliefs become 

sedimented as predispositions that serve to organize our “sense" o f  experience.

According to Husserl (1970), Hume, however, failed to see the fact that the 

subjectivity engendering the world is, also the living subject whose experiences take 

place in the world. Husserl (1970) puts the point, “that ‘world-constituting 

subjectivity’ might itself be ‘incorporated’ as an object-content within the horizons of 

validity set up by its own constituting activities" (p. 182). It means that even though
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Hume successes in overcoming objectivistic biased viewpoint, he still fails to 

recognize the co-constitutive process between the subject and the world. This is what 

Kant keenly recognizes.

Kant hopes to account, not for the fact o f  scientific truths about nature, but 

rather, for the conditions which underlie the possibility o f  this fact. It is Kant's  belief 

that Descartes and Hume made their fatal mistakes when they embraced the 

objectivist assumptions about the nature o f  “world” and “experience." By assuming 

that the world that would correlate with objective knowledge is transcendent to 

human experience and conscious life, they were led to reject the possibility o f  an 

indubitable connection between the subject of experience, and the objects in the 

supposedly transcendent world.

As Husserl (1970) elaborates, the scientific attempt to pin down a correct 

“sense” o f  the reality surrounding us represents an effort that takes place within the 

horizons of the world we take for granted, as existing in advance of all practical and 

theoretical cognition. Carr (1977) adequately indicates the implication of Husserl 's  

point:

The scientist sees himself [sic\ as overcoming the relativity of our 

“merely subjective” pictures of the world by finding the objective 

world, the world as it really is. Husserl shows that the scientist can just 

as easily be seen, by a shift in perspective, as a man [m-j who himself 

[m ’l has a particular sort o f  picture o f  the world, and that as such both 

he [5fc| and his [^/c] picture belong within the “ real” world, which 

Husserl calls the life-world, (p. 207)
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All Husserl does is describe the way in which being is present to us in experiences. 

Therefore, the key to understand the presence of things in experience lies in the 

intentional nature of our conscious access to things, thus, can be disclosed by 

phenomenological method. Following Husserl, Merleau-Ponty (1962) explores 

phenomenological method that properly deals the co-constituting process between 

subject and “the world ' through the notion of “body.'

Merleau-Pontv's notion of perception as a critique on obiectivistic bias

Merleau-Ponty is suspicious o f  the ““received" views on perception.*^ Merleau- 

Ponty observes that the received views on perception have been unproductive when 

applied to case studies in psychopathology. Merleau-Ponty (1962) makes fully 

explicit this point that perception is neither passive reception of data, i.e., in the case 

of Hume, nor a product of meaning-amplification, i.e., in the case o f  Kant or Husserl.

On the basis o f  his reflections on case studies of ““psychically-damaged" 

patients, Merleau-Ponty (1962) is led to conclude that there is a dimension of bodily 

experience that is neither ““cognitive" nor ““physiological;" a dimension that is our 

living insertion within the comm on sensible world.^ Perception is the ground of 

reflexive thought, insofar as Merleau-Ponty claims that our predicative level of 

conscious awareness is somehow ““awaken" and continually sustained by the body's 

living insertion.

** The terms such as 'logical positiv ism .’ logical em piricism .’ ‘deductive-nom ological and causal law 
system ’ are called received v iew  (Polkinghorne. 1983. p. 90). Follow ing the received view , all rational 
explanations must ultimately lead back to the physical, quantifiable processes, even explanation o f  the 
life o f  the human spirit and consciousness. Bernstein ( 1983) explains this "received view" in detail 
with various implications.

’ Concerning M erleau-Fonty’s analysis (1962 ) o f  deficient modes o f  perceptual activity, the 
case for "phantom limb" is d iscussed in pp. 76-89. "Schneider" in pp. 98 -147 . and "girl who 
learns not to speak” in pp. 160-166.
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Nonetheless, far from renouncing the significance of reflexive thought, 

Merleau-Ponty (1964) is trying to capture the significance of reflection. Merleau- 

Ponty (1962) asserts, “W ithout reflection, life would probably dissipate itself in 

ignorance of itself or in chaos: but this does not mean that reflection should be carried 

away with itself or presented to be ignorant of its origins” (p. 19). In other words, the 

evidentness of a thing's presence is not something built up by intellectual synthesis.

Further, Merleau-Ponty (1962) elaborates on the phenomenological insight 

into the fundamental nature of episteme:

All my knowledge o f  world, even my scientific knowledge, is gained 

from my own particular point of view, or from some experience o f  the 

world without which the symbols of science would be meaningless.

The whole universe of science is built upon the world as directly 

experienced, and if we want to subject science itself to rigorous 

scrutiny and arrive at a precise assessment of its meaning and scope, 

we must begin by reawakening the basic experience of the world of 

which science is the second-order expression. Science has not and 

never will have, by its nature, the same significance qua form of being 

as the world which we perceive, for the simple reason that it is a 

rationale or explanation o f  that world, (p. viii)

Hence, as already mentioned in chapter II, Merleau-Ponty 's position, in many 

respects, is as more a refinement than a rejection of Husserlian position. Husserl sees 

the life-world as arising out o f  the constituting activity of transcendental subjectivity, 

however, both Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty choose to view the “world " as a field of
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access that first opens itself for interrogation in the instant of our coming to birth as 

existential beings.

From Merleau-Ponty’s (1962, 1968) viewpoint, consciousness does not 

“experience" through the body; it comes to birth in the body, as a dimension o f  the 

body 's  interrogative posture. Thus, Husserl would place the principal focus on 

“consciousness (although, as embodied),” however, Merleau-Ponty choose to begin 

with “the body (together with consciousness)" (Merleau-Ponty, 1968, pp. 190-191). 

Stated differently, to Husserl, the conscious subject organizes the body's capacity for 

movement: giving intentional direction to the movement o f the body. It would seem 

that consciousness subtends the function of the body, whereas on M erleau-Ponty 's 

view, the body clearly subtends our conscious life (Madison, 1981 ). In short, 

Merleau-Ponty is interested in how the body gives rise to conscious life (Ihde, 1998, 

pp. 65).

Merleau-Ponty (1962) suggests that the efforts of phenomenology are 

concentrated on “re-achieving a direct and primitive contact with the world" (p. vii). 

Merleau-Ponty (1968) describes the nature of this “direct and primitive contact" as. 

With the first vision, the first contact, the first pleasure, there is 

initiation, that is, not the positing of a content, but the opening of a 

dimension that can never again be closed, the establishment of a level 

in terms o f  which every other experience will henceforth be situated.

( p . 151)

Since the goal o f  phenomenology is to describe the world as it is “ lived" by the 

experiencing subject. Therefore, Merleau-Ponty (1968) is immediately drawn into
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investigation of the nature of our perceptual access to the world. It is in terms of this 

access that people are initiated to the horizons of involvement within which people 

must orient themselves both spatially and temporally.

Hence, horizons, as Merleau-Ponty (1968) discovers, are not given through 

the act o f  mind or consciousness, rather, through a bodily interrogation that serves as 

the anchor for our perceptual orientation. Merleau-Ponty (1968) insists.

W e do not have a consciousness constitutive of the things, as idealism 

believes, nor a preordination of the things to the consciousness, as 

realism b e l ie v e s . . . .  —we have with our body, our senses, our look, 

our  power to understand speech and to speak, m easunm ts  for Being, 

dimensions to which we can refer it, but not a relation of adequation or 

o f  immanence. The perception of the world and o f  history is the 

practice o f  this measure . . . .  If we are ourselves in question in the 

very unfolding o f  our life . . . .  it is because we ourselves are one sole 

continued question, a perpetual enterprise o f  taking our bearings on the 

constellations of the world, and of taking the bearings of things on our 

dimensions, (p. 103)

The role o f  the body sustains “the underlying movement through which we have 

installed ourselves in the world” (p. 104). Because, M erleau-Ponty 's concept, body, is 

not the conventional notion o f  the body as “an obiect in the world, under the purview 

of  a separated subject." Rather, the body is "on the side o f  the subject; it is our point 

o f  view on the world, the place where the spirit takes on a certain physical and 

historical situation” (Merleau-Ponty, 1964, p. 5). In other words, Merleau-Ponty's
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body is embodied world ' or 'institutionalized body.' This point will be discussed in 

chapter V and VI, in detail.

In the realm of "objective" space, where all points, including the objective 

position of my objective body, lie in objective relation to one another. On this 

objectivistic account, it would be nearly impossible to understand the relationship that 

builds up between the body and the world, e.g., a blind man, his cane, and things in 

the world.'" As Merleau-Ponty (1962) explains:

The blind m an 's  stick has ceased to be an object for him, and is no 

longer perceived for itself; its point has become an area of sensitivity, 

extending the scope and active radius o f  touch, and providing a 

parallel to s ig h t . . . .  To get used to a hat, a car or a stick is to be 

transplanted into them, or conversely, to incorporate them into the bulk 

o f  our own body. (p. 143)

In similar vein. N ietzsche (1967) insists, on the provisional character o f  the logos o f  the moment; 
"Against positivism , which halts at phenom ena— There are only facts'— I would say; No. fact is 
preciselv what there is not, onlv interpretations [em phasis added)" (p. 267). Further. Derrida ( 1976) 
criticizes the objectivistic biased approaches from the fact that differentiation proliferates without 
limit. Follow ing Derrida, know ledge unfolds as a dialectical movement o f  thought w hose mutation 
over time cannot be reduced to a fundamental structuring opposition. Therefore, to Derrida, "reality" is 
an endless slippage o f  meaning that conform s to no predictable itinerary.

Sim ilarly, according to Derrida ( 1976). the mind attempts to evade the unpleasant reality o f  
Jifférance  by interpreting the psychological experience o f  speech as confirmation o f  the s e l f  s 
presence to itself. This privileging o f  speech as token o f  tim eless, unmediated meaning entails a 
corresponding devaluation o f  the written word which is denied any specific attributes as a medium o f  
communication; writing is merely an instrument for the representation o f  speech. That is. in order to 
entertain the fantasy o f  enduring truth, the mind must obscure the revelation writing affords o f  thought 
as a historical process.

Derrida suggests that the longing for the centered universe o f  meanings represents a willful 
forgetting o f  the reality o f  dijféran ce. Human being habitually overlooks the productive character o f  
knowing in order to reside within a world o f  reassuring certainties. Language itself, due to its 
characteristic o f  abstraction, continually obscures the specific character o f  the present.
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Hence, according to M erleau-Ponty 's  discernment, the "body" into which we 

incorporate things of this sort is not the "objective" body, rather, the lived body; one 

that is intentionally related to the world.

In a summary o f  body with relation to mind and consciousness, Merleau- 

Ponty (1964) explains that:

The perceiving mind is an incarnated mind. I have tried, first o f  all, to 

re-establish the roots o f  the mind in its body and in its world, going 

against doctrines which treats perception as a simple result of the 

action of external things on our body as well as against those which 

insist on the autonomy o f  consciousness. These philosophies 

commonly forget— in favor o f  a pure exteriority or of a pure 

interiority— the insertion of the mind in corporality, the ambiguous 

relation which we entertain with our body and, correlatively, with 

perceived things, (pp. 3-4)

For Merleau-Ponty, the body is not originally given in my experiences through a 

phenomenal description or prescription, but rather, is itself the very anchor of our 

intentional activity. Differently state, the body is itself intentionally related to the 

world. Merleau-Ponty (1962) puts this point:

We merely want to push back the boundaries of what makes sense for 

us, and rest the narrow zone of thematic significance within that of 

non-thematic significance which embraces it. (p. 275)

Therefore, “the feeling that one feels, the seeing that one sees, is not a thought of 

seeing or o f  feeling, but vision, feeling, mute experience o f  a mute meaning"
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(Merleau-Ponty, 1968, p. 249). Merleau-Ponty concludes, acknowledging the 

foundational role of the living body in perception, “it is the body and it alone. . . .  that 

can bring us to the things themselves,” and in such a way that we "coexist with them 

in the same world." (p. 136)

My flesh literally “encroaches" upon the world, so too does the flesh o f  the 

world encroach upon my flesh. The flesh that is my living body reaches out, and in so 

reaching, is taken in the world, thereby opening a “dimension' or “ level" in terms o f  

which all subsequent experience will be situated (Merleau-Ponty, 1968, p. 221). As a 

refinement of Husserl 's critique on objectivistic biased view, Merleau-Ponty makes 

clear in terms of his notion of perception' that the flesh-body is the anchoring point 

in co-constituting process between consciousness subject and the world. Moreover, 

Merleau-Ponty provides us a proper way of understanding the relationship between 

body and technology. In chapter V and VI, this point will be explored embracing 

Gebser 's  and Peirce's insights.

Gebser 's  critique on dualism as obiectivistic bias

While Merleau-Ponty demonstrates the absurdity o f  objectivistic bias from the 

notion o f  body, Gebser (1985) provides broader context for that matter. For the 

rationalists, everything non-rational is abjectly irrational, just as for the Indian our 

optical world is rnaya (appearance)." Indeed, as Gebser (1985) indicates, the pre-

' ' Mander (1978) provides a good exam ple that illustrates the difference in tw o different consciousness 
structures. One day. television  crews shot im ages o f  the desserts and Hopi Indians' sacred dances at 
Black M esa in Arizona. As "good" television g ives so-called balanced (rational) report, they also 
included in their report im ages o f  huge mining cranes and interviewed members o f  the Bureau o f  
Indian Affairs. The Hopi elders limited the reporting o f  the crews, since they felt that photographing 
their religious “objects" and cerem onies would steal and undermine their "aura." A w eek later, the 
report was shown on television  for four minutes on the evening new s which was follow ed by a 
com m ercial for Pacific Gas and Electronic on the grow ing energy crisis and the need to develop energy 
resources (pp. 39-43). A lthough the television  reporting was an earnest attempt to report the Hopi
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rational is not only having validity in the past, but also still active today from within 

its own structure which, along with other structures, is part of our constitutional make 

up. Over and above that, Gebser speaks of the impossibilitv of losing the archaic 

structure altogether, inasmuch as its (ever-present) origin is still present within us.

Just as the magical structure is almost impossible to represent, because it can 

be distinguished only by experiencing it, just as the mythical structure is also difficult 

to represent and is distinguished by its capacity for being experienced, just as the 

rational structure is merely thinkable and demonstrable, and is only to a small degree 

capable o f  experiencing or being experienced, following Gebser (1985), the integral 

structure is difficult to represent, and is distinguished onlv bv being perceptible. Here, 

the G ebser’s use o f  perceptible is very close to the Merleau-Ponty's notion of 

perception, or what the author calls “embodied vision," in the sense that what Gebser 

says “perceptible" is not related to the condition of objectified space or time, rather 

related to the matter, “ I can — ;“ the embodied potential. Gebser expresses this point 

as. “At one time, man [sic] himself [ m i ,  or, more precisely, the human body, was the 

instrument of sight or thought across distances— tele-vision and telesthesia— or the 

perceptor o f  the faint radiation of the aura, while today man [sic] fashions instruments 

for such purposes” (p. 131 ). It means that as the consciousness structure mutated from 

magic and mythic to mental-rational consciousness, so does the potential of “I can—  

the context or radius of embodiment.

predicament, the medium o f  television could not convey their m essage, the m essage about the Hopi 
conception o f  reality and how they care about the land, the space, the wind, and the time all as sacred. 
Because the built-in "rationality" o f  the medium, television, and the consciousness structure o f  
television crew cannot know what is rational to Hopi Indians (concerning this, pp. 328-334).
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For Gebser ( 1985 ), perception is not merely observing, which is preeminently 

typifies the mental/rational structure, but is a potential that conjures up all forms of 

appearances and expression. Consequently, perception is capable of apprehending the 

Diaphane (transparent luminosity), which cannot be realized by merely seeing, 

hearing or feeling. However, it should be emphasized that perceiving is not a 

transcendental super-sensuous act. Concepts such as intuition and the like would be 

absolutely out of place to use them to characterize what Gebser mean by perception.

For Gebser (1985), perception is, rather, a holistic happening, a holistic 

condition o f  the self C'Sich"). One can neither hear, nor show, nor see the Diaphane. 

Rather, through perception the world is heard, displayed, seen, and becomes the 

living presence of wholeness through the fiesh of body, in other words through the 

institutionalized (embodied) body.

In this sense, Gebser (1985) insists,

Descartes, the father of modem objectivistic bias, with his premise of 

cogito, transposes the action or movement confirming or substantiating 

the existence o f  the ego essentially from the psychic-vital realm into 

the psychic-mental; and this is merely a kind of hypergradation that 

does not eliminate the ergo. (p. 97)

The “either-or" of dualism comes into prominence as an unbridgeable alternative and 

threatens to place everything in doubt. We are presented with the choice: either we 

must have progress as advocated and promised by the “exoterics,” i.e., the technicians 

and technocrats: more o f  the quantification and progression way from origin, or we 

must undergo a return to origins as preached by the “esoterics,” i.e., the occultists. In
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either case. I.e., forcing the wheel forward or turning it back, we are confronted with 

an illusion as illusory as any mere forward or backward motion as such.

Following Gebser (1985), to mention the term “duality" means to focus on 

one of the consequences of perspective. The dualism of present days is considerably 

stronger than the dualism of the earlier centuries and is uncompromisingly fi.\ed. 

Because perspective fixes the observer as well as the observed. It fixes subject or 

human on the one hand, and the world on the other. As compelled to emphasize ego 

ever more strongly due to the isolating fixity, human faces the world in hostile 

confrontation. The world, in turn, reinforces this confrontation by taking on an ever- 

increasing spatial volume or extent that the growing strength o f  the ego attempts to 

conquer (Gebser, 1985, p. 94).

This dualistic opposition of contraries, whose positive aspect is the concretion 

o f  human as well as o f  space, includes, at the same time, the negative component 

recognizable in the fixity and sectorization; the fixity led to isolation and the 

sectorization to amassment. Hence, the consequence of the fixity again provides the 

foundation for the technological milieu. These developments are the conclusion of a 

process in our day that was already prefigured as a negative possibility in the very 

beginnings of the mental structure.

Following Gebser (1985), the roots of the negative possibility of modem 

technological milieu can be traced to the inadequacy of the synthesis of duality, an 

inadequacy manifest in abstraction and quantification. Gebser (1985) insists,

As long as the moderating quality o f  the mental consciousness was 

still effective, abstraction and quantification were only latently capable
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o f  negative effects. But when moderation was displaced by the 

immoderation of the ratio , a change most clearly evident in Descartes, 

abstraction began to transform itself into its extreme form of 

manifestation (best defined by the concept of isolation), while the 

identical process led from quantification to amassment and 

agglomeration, (p. 11)

To sum, the conception o f  human as subject is based on the conception that the world 

or the environment is an object. Human is not just in the world, but rather begins to 

possess it. After objectivistic duality established, the world no longer possessed by 

heaven, human becomes a conscious “ possessor,” if not of the heavens, at least o f  the 

earth. As

Gebser (1985) notifies, this shift is, however, “ag a in  as well as a loss" (p. 12).

Gebser’s idea has important implications for the objectivistic biased view of 

the world. First, the acting person is no longer viewed as a subject. Second, 

individuality is also understood to be co-constituted as collectivity. And third, the 

world cannot assume an objective status. The world is now understood to be a 

polarity, and therefore the world is rationally ordered, but not in the rigid manner 

prescribed by Cartesian objectivistic biased view. In the four-dimensional world 

categories that were formerly thought to be mutually exclusive now interpenetrate 

each other.

Obiectivistic biased view and technological utopia

As already Husserl (1970), Merleau-Ponty (1962, 1968) and Gebser (1985) 

discuss in the early part o f  this chapter HI, there is something about human
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experience and the human world that cannot be adequately reckoned with by the 

methods and practices of the quantificational, objectivistic standpoint, then we would 

have more reason to take seriously contemporary criticisms, such as Heidegger 

(1977), Ellul (1964), and Mumford (1963), o f our increasingly technological way of 

being.

It is not enough to point out the anomalies of our technological milieu. Rather, 

we must show why the anomaly in question is not a mere research problem. The 

phenomenological investigations of Merleau-Ponty (1964) and Gebser (1985) are 

attentive to the non-quantifiable dimensions of human experiences, and which is 

willing to recognize the fundamental contingency inherent in all human thinking. As 

the development of humanity is increasingly determined by values grounded in a 

technological viewpoint that is itself grounded in the misguided notion of reason 

advocated by the Cartesian rationalists. It becomes pertinent to appreciate the 

relevance o f  M erleau-Ponty’s and Gebser’s philosophy for philosophical 

considerations o f  technology in particular and social science in general.

The promise o f  phenomenology lies in its resolve to resurrect the world of 

everyday experiencing, to make evident the role o f  the lifeworld as the fundamental 

reality from which all conceptions and constructions o f  other domains of existence 

start, and to which these domains essentially refer (Gurwitsch, 1966; See also Schütz 

(1953), for the understanding of the fundamentality o f  lifeworld with relation to 

social science in particular). The birth o f  scientific method came about from a 

blending o f  rational and empirical procedures, a blending that figured most 

prominently in the work and thought of Galileo. Galileo was hardly the first to blend
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demonstration with empirical observation, but his result were the most dramatic, and 

were to have the greatest impact on subsequent generations o f  scientist. For this 

reason, it is not uncommon to see reference to the “Galilean world-view" in 

discussions of the birth and impact of the new scientific attitude. (Gurwitsch, 1974) 

The Galilean world-view transformed hum an 's  view o f  nature and refined the 

essence o f  human rationality. The Galilean view operates on the basis of the 

assumption that it has captured the true sense of rational explanation, and thus also 

the true sense o f  “reason" as the guide to humanity 's rational development. In the 

process, the methods o f  the natural sciences are embraced by the human science, to 

the point where it is simply taken for granted that all rational explanations must 

ultimatelv lead back to the phvsical. quantifiable processes, even explanation of the 

life o f  the human spirit and consciousness.

By the early decades o f  the 20'*’-century, the new idea of  rational calculation 

had entered the domain o f  the working environment. The idea was to train the worker 

and to design the technological “ interfaces" in ways that would promote an optimal 

relationship between worker and environment (Braverman, 1975). The goal of 

engineered efficiency became a dominant theme of reflection, eventually, as we can 

see this tendency in Feinberg (1977), coming to expression as the ideal of “a 

rationally determined future."

From a new idea o f  radical calculation as a culminating form o f  the objective- 

biased viewpoint, the contingency o f  lifeworld is precisely the “subjective-relative " 

dimensions of human experiencing that had to be “removed" from consideration by 

the exact sciences, in order to pave the way to their “objective" consideration of the
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nature o f  reality. Thus, naturalistic psychology including scientific “behaviorism” 

began from a picture o f  reality that had been developed on the basis of verv careful 

abstractions. The cognitive science movement that dominates psychology today, and 

which serves as the foundation for researches for communication field, seems to be 

guided by the same sort o f  picture, to the extend that it fails to recognize the crucial 

difference between “data” and “sign.” as is the case of the mathematical theory of 

communication. The technological achievement nourished from abstraction comes to 

birth in a world: a world that is full o f  human intentions and purposes; a world more 

complex and ambiguous, at least, than anything considered by means o f  scientific 

abstraction. Stated in other way, data runs around in computers, however, people deal 

sign insofar as it is related to the realm of meaning.

The natural science, whose methods so carefully abstract all human bias, 

except, of  course, the bias for “ true objectivity", have been popularized as true 

exemplars o f  science in general, even the human sciences, and especially psychology. 

The sciences of human and in particular the science of human behavior, thereby 

aspire to reach the levels of achievement realized by the physical science (Bernstein, 

1985). In the process, the human sciences take on the methods and goals o f  the 

natural sciences, and embrace the world-view that dichotomizes “mental life” and 

“physical life.”

If we develop an objective-scientific method aimed at extracting the meaning 

of this world from its presence to us. it becomes difficult indeed to see the meaning. 

Because, we see the thing, not the pre-experiential structures that make the 

appearance of the thing possible. Since Husserl (1970) indicates that:
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This idea o f objectivity dominates the whole universitas of the positive 

science in the m odem  period, and in the general usage it dominates the 

meaning o f  the word “science” ...  [But] the contrast between the 

subjectivity of the life-world and the “objective.” the “true” world, lies 

in the fact that the latter is a theoretical-logical substruction, the 

substruction of something that is in principle not perceivable, in 

principle not experienceable in its own proper being, whereas the 

subjective, in the life-world, is distinguished in all respects precisely 

by its being actually experienceable. (p. 127)

If people remain unaware of the nature o f  perceptional process, it is easy to see that 

people will simply take for granted the “obvious" existence of a wholly independent 

world within which people think and operate as "subjective” beings. From this naïve 

conception of the relationship between the human beings and their world, it is very 

easy to grow into the posture o f  objectivism, and from this posture, to work for an 

objective determination o f  the “true” nature of our understandings.

The ideal o f  a technological utopia or the ideal of a "rationally determined” 

future of human circumstance comes from this orientation. At the base of the ideal 

lies the belief that human beings can eventually gain enough conceptual leverage over 

their situation to be in position to determine adequately the nature of the 

consequences o f  their actions. People can, then, choose the actions that will benefit 

their situation, and abstain from any actions that would be harmful to our situation. 

However, as already discussed in Chapter II and early part of chapter III, the whole
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point o f  Gebser’s and M erleau-Ponty's philosophy are to emphasize the impossibility 

and the absurdity of this "rationalizing” viewpoint.

In short, the objectivistic and rationalistic assumption leads to a view of 

human circumstance as something that can be "rationally determined” in accordance 

with the reductive, calculative, abstractive methods of the exact science. However, we 

cannot hope to understand the nature of the "technological phenomenon” from the 

standpoint that seeks only to isolate the nature of the physical relationships that hold 

between the technology and the user. Rather, we must seek to understand the 

intentional nature of our relationship to technology, for in the end, it is this 

relationship which generates the prescriptions through which we experience 

technology, and through which we en-world ourselves within an increasingly 

complex technological milieu. Before exploring the critical approaches, it is 

necessary to clarify what is the idea o f  technological utopia as an extreme, yet 

occupies majority, exemplar configuration o f  objectivistic bias.

Technological utopia. The promise o f  technological utopia is grounded on the 

objectivist paradigm. This aspect is particularly evident in Feinberg's work (1977).

As Feinberg insists:

More and more of what happens in the world is subject to human 

intervention and control, so that more than ever before, we have the 

power to determine the future, rather than to predict it [emphasis 

added I. Given this rapidly developing power which is the result of 

what we have learned about the world and ourselves, we should be 

more concerned with choosing what future we want for the world
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[emphasis added] than with divining what providence or blind chance 

has in store for us. We should recognize that to an ever increasing 

extent, the future is what we make [emphasis added!, and endeavor to 

make it what we want it to be. (p. 8)

Feinberg (1977) believes that it is especially crucial for people to recognize the fact 

that the future "is ours to determine" in virtue o f  the increasingly retlned and 

powerful potential for drastic changes in human and their society," a potential that 

comes from the advances in "engineering" technologies.

Furthermore, Feinberg (1977) inserts, "computer technology . . . .  has raised 

the possibility of creating artificial intelligence comparable to human intelligence" (p. 

11 ). As a conclusion, he says, "there is reason to believe that we can accomplish 

almost anything we wish" (p. 14). Hence, he further insists, "it seems reasonable to 

suppose that we will eventually be able to understand the scientific laws relevant to 

any aspect o f  nature and man  [i7c| that interests us" (p. 130). This fearless optimism 

follows from his conception of the nature of complex system. Feinberg ( 1977) 

asserts that.

The problem is not that there is something more to the system than 

science can reveal, or that some mysterious laws act in complex 

systems that are not found in simple ones, but rather that we not in a 

position yet to deduce what the known laws o f  science imply when the 

components o f  a complex systems act upon one another, (p. 98)

Within the realm o f  this sort of configuration, human beings would obviously need to 

employ computers, which would mean, among other things, learning how to
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“compute" the laws of interaction that hold between human being. Even though 

people have not learned how to compute laws of this sort as yet, however, following 

this optimistic viewpoint, there is no basis for claiming that such a feat is impossible. 

Feinberg’s three basic optimistic claims are indispensable for clarifying objectivistic 

technophiles’ position. Feinberg (1977) insists.

We could imagine an especially effective computer which had been 

programmed with the known laws governing the interaction of 

components of some system . . . .  and which by numerical solution of 

these equations would be able to make predictions about the behavior 

o f  the system in a variety of circumstances . . .  Such predictions might 

well be made without the programmer or the computer having an 

intuitive understanding o f  the behavior of the system, (p. 100)

Then, what is needed for human being is only to learn how to ask the “ right" 

questions. Secondly, Feinberg (1977) claims.

There is nothing intrinsic to complex systems that differentiates them 

from simple systems. It is rather a weakness of the human intellect in 

dealing with complexity which makes it appear to us that there are 

intrinsic differences. Therefore, we must look for the improvement of 

our way o f  thought, rather than the obtaining o f  some special insight 

into the nature o f  complexity, as the direction that post-modern science 

will follow in bringing more o f  the world into the human 

understanding, (p. 106)

Further, continued from the first and the second claims, Feinberg (1977) puts.
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If we are going to continue to intervene on a major scale in the 

environment, or eventually in our won biological process, we must 

develop better intellectual tools for the prediction of long-term effects.

This task is made more difficult by the many interacting factors that 

exist in the environment, and in human society. But the challenge of 

dealing with such problems should attract the most gifted among us, 

and I fully believe that they will successfully respond to it. When that 

is done, we may have a true ecology or science of the environment, as 

well as a true sociology, or science of society . . . .  We can then 

rationally decide how to achieve the world that we want. (pp. 130-131 ) 

Feinberg concludes that human being’s limitations can be removed through the 

proper development of scientific reflection, computational approaches to the study of 

complex systems, and accurate long-range forecasting techniques. Here, what is 

should remember is that Feinberg begins with the assumption that humankind’s chief 

aim is to become “as independent as possible o f  environmental fluctuations" (p. 112). 

Finally, Feinberg (1977) argues.

From the point o f  view o f  basic science, no aspect of the natural 

environment is really essential to human life. For example, we could 

make our food by chemical synthesis, extract our minerals from sea 

water . . . .  etc. Indeed, in many cases we are doing just these things on 

a small scale, and nothing in the laws o f  nature forbids us from doing 

them on a large scale, (p. 113)
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Therefore, Feinberg concludes, "it seems much more likely that it is possible to 

design artificial environments that more conducive to human well-being than the one 

in which we evolved” (p. 117). Accordingly, the fundamental question is not "what 

must we do to maintain the balance and harmony of our natural milieu?" Instead, we 

should be asking ourselves: "What sort of environment do we want?" (p. 117). 

Through his argument, Feinberg (1977) would have us quantify the essence of our 

human existence and insert the result within a computational matrix devoid of all 

ambiguity and contingency. In everyday life, however, Feinberg’s view is not the 

actual, and real case, rather exactly contradictory. The ambiguity is the very essence 

o f  communication and semiosis. Without the ambiguity, just in the realm o f  the pure 

clarity, there is no communication, the end of semiosis; then there is only the 

calculation.

Feinberg’s (1977) vision of a rationally determined future and with this, the 

ideal o f  a technological utopia is an misguided and indefensible, as is the objectivist 

conception o f  scientific rationality. For they are both grounded in the same illusions 

about our capacity "to see more clearly" than the structure of human experience will 

allow.

The problem is not that people have yet to realize fully their capacity to see 

with the m ind’s eye, as Descartes was fond o f  imagining. Rather, the problem is that 

we must first see with the eye of the body. Therefore, people must reason from the 

ground o f  the body’s living within the common sensible world. In other words, it 

would seems that people cannot hope to conceive the proper relationship between 

reason and technology without first taking into account the implications that
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following from a proper understanding of the different consciousness structures and 

the nature of intentionality, where Gebser (1985) starts his investigation.

Mutation, not “progress” . With relation to technological worldview, it should 

be said that our description does not deal with a new image of the world, nor with a 

new conception of the world. As Gebser (1985) indicates, a new image would be no 

more than the creation of a myth, as all imagery has a predominantly mythical nature. 

A new image would be noting else than a new mysticism and irrationality, as 

mythical characteristics are inherent in all contemplation to the extent that it is merely 

visionary. Gebser says, “a new conception o f  the world would be nothing else than 

yet another standard rationalistic construction of the present, for conceptualization 

has an essentially rational and abstract nature” (p. 7).

According to Gebser (1985), all “ making," whether in the form of spell- 

casting or o f  the reasoned technical construction of a machine, is an extemalization of 

inner powers or conditions and as such their visible, outward form. Every tool, every 

instrument and machine is only a practical application (that is, also a perspectival- 

directed use) of "inherent" laws, laws of one’s own body rediscovered externally. 

Therefore, all such technical achievement or discoveries are pre-given in us.

For the Gebserian viewpoint, every invention is primarily a rediscovery and 

an imitative construction o f  the organic and physiological pre-given “symmetries" or 

laws in hum an’s structure that can become conscious by being externally projected 

into a tool. This is equally true o f  the natural capacities at the disposal of magic 

human such as telesthesia and telepathy, but it is not true of our radio and television. 

Because magic human does not need this exclusion at all because, they live and move
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and are absorbed in a spaceless-timeless world of which they are a part. In this respect 

the act o f  yogis are not miracles but natural occurrences.

Human in the modem  world forfeits capacity of telepathy through the 

unfolding of consciousness and has replaced them by their projected objectivation or 

extemalization into television and radio. However, as Gebser (1985) acknowledges, 

we might also say that we would not have such instmments if we did not possess 

within ourselves the genuine capability of such achievements as they permit. This 

consideration also points up the limits of technology; "technology is definitely unable 

to bestow on human the omnipotence that he imagines himself [.s7c-| to have. On 

the contrary, technology necessarily leads to an ‘om n-impotence’ to the extent that 

the process o f  physical projection is not realized" (p. 132). However, Gebser insists, 

we have in any event a possibility o f  resolving the problem o f  technology, a problem 

which cannot be solved merely by further technological advancement.

The rearrangement of certain capacities in human from the qualitative, natural 

instrumentality of early human into the extemalized instmmentality of the machine 

entailed more than mere quantification. Early human, for instance, with their merely 

vital or magic powers was not able to think in modem sense. And yet it would be an 

injustice to regard this as a negative or deficiency, as modem people generally do, for 

this is equivalent to questioning the sense or meaningfulness of life. Nevertheless, the 

present threat is an atomization of the material-spatial world, and there is no difficulty 

in determining that this atomization has already taken on tangible and palpable forms.

As Gebser (1985) indicates, it is incorrect to regard the machine as being the 

initiator o f  all present-day horrors. Following Gebser, the breaking forth o f  time, what
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led to the invention o f  the machine, lay outside hum an 's  mental or rational 

manipulation and retained its autonomy in modern technological milieu. That is, it 

remained free of hum an’s waking conscious control, and consequently "the 

motoricity of the machine arbitrarily began to dominate and compel human into its 

dependency” (p.301). Consequently, as Feinberg’s claim (1977) clearly shows, those 

who in their technological overconfidence fail to recognize the seriousness o f  our 

situation. Thus, they insistently reiterate that human beings have “advanced 

majestically” with their “progress” (p. 545).

We have been accustomed to call “the evolution of humankind” in its 

temporal procession, people should have to keep in mind that this is merely an 

attempt at structuring the past for the purpose of making a survey. Concepts such as 

“evolution” and “progress;” interpretations of those concepts often mislead people, 

though people should eliminate it as much as possible. Thus, we shall regard the 

comfortable idea o f  a progressive, continuous development as inadequate. If people 

want to formulate this in biological, rather than physical terms, people can say that 

such an on-going process is mutable, that is, it operates in the manner of mutation, 

spontaneously and independently, by leaps.

Regarding the notion of ‘mutation,’ Gebser (1985) indicates:

The manifestation o f  this mutational process should not be construed 

as a mere succession of events, a progress or historicized course. It is, 

rather, a manifestation of inherent predispositions of consciousness, 

now incremental, now reductive, that determine m an’s [j/c] specific 

grasp of reality through and beyond the epochs and civilizations. Once
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more, it should be emphasized that we must remain suspicious of 

progress and its resultant misuse o f  technology (to the degree that we 

are dependent on it and not the reverse), as well as o f  the doctrines of 

evolutionary superiority and voluntarism. The voluntarism which is 

clearly evident since Vico, has transferred the capacity o f  signification 

from an origin presumed to be "behind" all being, into human reason 

and will. (p. 41)

The proper understanding of G ebser’s notion o f  mutation is crucial for understanding 

the meaning and nature o f  technological milieu. Because, from this notion, we are 

able to perceive the process that are on going invisiblv until the process have become 

sufficiently strong and virulent, therefore become manifest themselves.

What appears to people as continuous is nothing but a series o f  stages of 

transition people have subsequently introduced into the course of events, and by 

means of which people endow what is happening with a logical, causal, determining 

and final character. The concept, "mutation" best depicts the leap-like processes in 

consciousness. Moreover, it enables people to keep their distance from such concepts 

as progress, evolution and unfolding.

Every mutation in consciousness is occasioned by the sudden eruption of 

possibilities and properties, but suddenly incorporates them into a new structure. All 

this appears to sudden to people, only because certain "processes" take place 

apparently outside spatio-temporal comprehension and "conceivability," so that 

people are not able to place the causal nexus in time and space. In other words, 

mutation has an emergent character.
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Mutations o f  consciousness are associated with concepts like progress, 

evolution and unfolding, at best, only dialectically, in psychological or biological 

terms. Within the mutations of consciousness there takes place a process of 

rearrangement beyond the reach o f  mere space-time-bound events, an emergent 

process, that manifests itself discontinuously, or by leaps and bounds. These are the 

transpositional processes that have made possible the assimilation of the ideational 

operation of the origin through out the consciousness of human. The origin itself rises 

in consciousness through mutations in awareness, which is, Gebser (1985) calls, the 

integrational process.

Defenders of the idea o f  progress, such as Feinberg (1977), de Sola Pool 

(1990), assert that our age and our civilization are synonymous with a superior 

development, but this view has clearly put in question by their very achievement, and 

most especially by the way in which they have been applied. The results, and their 

applications, show that people must guard against self-esteem of whatever kind, and 

especially presumptuous overestimations; above all, the one fostered by the biological 

postulate o f  a development into something higher and better, which has engraved 

itself deeply into the m odem  mentality. For example, Comte, one predecessor of 

received view in the realm of social science, postulates progress as purposive and 

goal-directed, and which reveals his perspectivistic fixation. With every new mutation 

o f  awareness, consciousness unfolds more powerfully; in contrast, the concept of 

development that is associated with continuity allows no room for the possibility of 

mutation that is discontinuous.
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As already discussed in Chapter II, Gebser (1985) offers, as a working 

hypothesis, the four or five different structures that he designates as the archaic, the 

magic, the mythical, the rational and the integral rather than continuous progress that 

has developmental characteristic. However, we must always keep it in mind that these 

structures have by no means the character of the past tense, but are present in every 

one o f  us today, sometimes more or less latent, sometimes in quickened form.

Therefore, origin, according to Gebser (1985), is ever-present. It is not a 

beginning, since all beginning is linked with time. So far as the choice of the word 

“structure" is concerned, structures are distinct from “planes," or “states." Because 

those terms imply something spatial, and hence foster the mode of looking at things 

in perspective. Structures, for Gebser, are no mere spatial textures, but may indeed be 

textures of a space-time or even non-space-time character. The results of these 

mutations are latent in each and every one o f  us in the form of various consciousness 

structures and continue to be effective in us.

Reviews concerning the dangers o f  modem technological milieu 

Three approaches concerning the views on technologv

Borgmann (1984) suggests a very useful idea concerning three possible views 

on technology. For Borgmann, all views on technology are essentially determined by 

one o f  three approaches: the instrumental, the pluralist, and the substantive.

The instrumental view is that technology is simply a means to an end or a 

value-neutral tool in the service o f  human values and goals. Therefore the 

instrumentalists believe that political activity still directs technology. Thus, the 

instrumentalists form a spectrum o f  views and debates on technology ranging from
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the politically left to right. The liberal democratic view that pervades Western 

democracies as well as the socialist and Marxists views, as is the case in Marcuse’s 

One D im ensional M an, perpetuates the simplistic instrumental view that technology 

is a means to an end.

According Heidegger (1977), the instrumental view was outdated by the 

quantity o f  technical proliferation and the subsequent qualitative change that result in 

social, psychological, and intellectual process. The instrumentalists refuse to 

relinquish the idea that someone, some group, some governing body, or “humanity" 

in general is in control o f  technology. The instrumental view fails to differentiate 

technology in our modem culture from technology in past traditional cultures where 

means were “always and inextricably woven into a context of ends," therefore, 

Heidegger claims that the instrumental view is “correct" but not yet “true" since it 

“still does not show us technology’s essence" (p. 6).

Secondly, there are the pluralistic approaches that receive the least attention in 

Borgm ann’s analysis since they suffer from inability to see the collective 

technological “ forest" for the individual technological “trees." As Borgmann (1984) 

puts it, the pluralists see “no clear problem of technology at all, merely an interplay of 

numerous and various tendencies" (p. 15). They focus on individual systems and 

technologies, the details of their evolutions, specific interactions between one 

technology and another, and particular counterexamples to both the instrumentalist 

and substantive approaches. In short, the pluralists, by attempting to master the 

overwhelming plethora o f  minute details and interaction of any given technology, get 

lost in a sea of information without any vision of an underlying pattern or essence of
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the whole. In one example or stage of evolution for certain technology, the pluralists 

might adhere to one theory, while in another interaction or evolutionary stage, an 

opposing theory might be upheld.

In contrast to pluralist approach, Borgmann describes the most "ambitious" 

and least popular substantive approach to technology for which Ellul is the chief 

representative, and Heidegger is included in this category as well. According to 

Borgmann (1984), the substantive view is characterized by the affirmation of 

technology as an autonomous force; Borgmann says, "a force in its own right” that 

"shapes today 's  societies and values from the ground up and has no serious rivals" (p. 

9).

Borgmann claims that the substantive view is usually "anti-technological" 

since autonomous technology is portrayed as a malicious force.'" Borgmann (1984) 

claims that “efficiency" is an incomplete notion, incapable o f  being the sole goal of 

technique, as Ellul (1964) would describe it, because it requires “antecedently fixed 

goals on behalf of which values are minimized or maximized" (p. 9). By itself, this 

exemplifies a gross misunderstanding of Ellul's idea o f  technique that operates with 

“absolute efficiency," not “efficiency" as Borgmann would have it (Lovekin, 1991 ).

Ellul (1964) describes “absolute efficiency” as that which is determined by the 

quantitative calculations o f  other technicians in order to illustrate the self-regulating 

character o f  modem technology that rejects any antecedently fixed values. Defining

At this point. Borgmann reveals much controversial understanding o f  E llu l's view  on technology. 
A s Lovekin ( 1977. 1991 ) illustrates, technique ("the technical phenomenon") is a form o f  
intentionality as w ell. W ithout any sense o f  the technical intention involved in the “technical 
phenomenon." Borgmann have missed the most crucial d im ension o f  E llul's concept. Som etim es, this 
kind o f  misunderstanding (Feenberg. 1991; Mitcham & M ackey. 1971 ) leads to describing E llul's and 
Heidegger's view  as a "fatalism " despite the objection o f  Ellul h im self and his defenders.
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“efficiency" in the traditional sense, Borgmann fails to recognize the modern self- 

justifying function o f  the appeal to “efficiency" in the technical phenomenon Ellul 

describes (Lovekin, 1991; also see, 1980).

For example, when someone insists the wilderness and nature being treated 

with more respect, and, if the reason o f  his/her argument is, just because this 

approach represents the most efficient use of those resources on the long-term view, it 

never could be regarded as a different perspective from that of “absolute efficiency." 

Because, the result is, of  course, that we should try to manage our natural resource 

with more care and respect, however, this cannot be considered treating wilderness in 

its own right nor a deviation from the device (instrumental) paradigm. It is not 

another paradigm, but rather is a fine tuning of the device paradigm.

In this vein, Zimmerman (1990) argues, “the limitless domination of modern 

technology in every com er o f  this planet is only the late consequence o f  a very old 

technical interpretation o f  the world, which interpretation is usually called 

metaphysics" (p. 166). Following this view, technology is conceived as the final 

stage, the fulfillment, the end of the Western tradition that begins with Plato and 

Aristotle. Therefore, technology is the lamentable conclusion of “thinking 

(metaphysics)" which has given way to its final form, “calculation" (Zimmerman, 

1975; also see 1995).

Zimmerman (1990) insists that the origin o f  device paradigm could be traced 

back to the ideas o f  Greek philosophers; he summarizes Heidegger's critique of 

P lato 's  and Aristotle 's "productionist" metaphysics as following:
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The metaphysical schemes o f  Plato and Aristotle, Heidegger argued, 

were based on the view that the structure o f  all things is akin to the 

structure of products or artifacts. Aristotle 's metaphysics, for example, 

is 'productionist' insofar as he conceived of all things, including 

animals, as 'formed matter.' The most obvious example of such 

'formed matter' is the work produced by an artisan who gives form to 

material. Plato and Aristotle seemingly projected onto all entities the 

structure of artifacts, (p. 157)

Based on Heidegger's critique, Zimmerman states that, as a consequence, " if  people 

in the technological era are treated instrumentally, this is because the Greeks defined 

human in terms of categories which originally applied to artifacts such as equipment" 

(p. 159). It is not an accidental coincidence between Gebser's description on the very 

burgeoning stage of mental consciousness and Heidegger's insight that technological 

instrumentality traces back to Greek philosophers. The coincidence adequately 

illustrates the process of dimensional accrual/dissociation. Following Kramer (1998), 

as human culture strives to become more and more objective, or productionist-like in 

Heideggerian sense, a process o f  dimensional accrual/dissociation occurs (also see, 

Kramer, in press).

As most of Marxist revisionists including much of Frankfurt school, such as 

Marcuse (1964) and Harbermas, and Borgman (1984) are seem to fail to grasp the 

seriousness o f  modem technological milieu.'^ They all see and affirm the 

deterministic character of technique and technological enframing, but by virtue of

Habermas criticizes the colonization (or m echanization) o f  lifeworld. But. it is very hard to find his 
m entions concerning 'technology' or the nature o f  technology (Dreyfus. 1995).
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their ability to describe and talk about the determinism involved in technology, they 

believe that determinism can be avoided or overcome. M arcuse's (1964) concluding 

chapter, describing the coming revolutionary change that would overcome the 

dangers of technology and return dimensional depth to man, seemed almost like a 

denial o f  his recognized character of technology. The strategy o f  this group is to 

describe the danger o f  technology and then, because the dangers have been identified 

and brought to consciousness, offers a revolutionary freedom that overcomes those 

dangers. Ellul (1964) faithfully illustrates the achieving that revolutionary freedom is 

much harder than they might think.

E llu l 's  exploration on technological svstem and societv: Technological imperative.

According to Ellul ( 1964), the everyday world may become so thoroughly 

dependent on the needs o f  the technological system that our capacity for choosing and 

judging  might well be framed completely by the technological criteria relevant to the 

safety and prosperity of the technological system. In that event, cur lives would be 

completely determined and modified by technological factors deeply rooted in the 

objectivist paradigm.

Technological milieu has reached a point where people could not hope to 

begin to understand the nature of the human environment within which people think 

and operate if people did not first consider the nature o f  the technological milieu 

within which people are now situated. If technology is to be comprehended as a 

system, then one must overcome the temptation to consider their relationship to 

technology as one of “dealing with isolated objects." W e need instead to recognize 

that our involvement with technology engages us in “a network of interrelations,"
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where the interrelations between parts “are not of the same type as those between the 

parts of an engine.”

The view based on the objectivist paradigm of reason suggests that technology 

is a set o f objects crafted by, and at the immediate disposal of, human beings. A view 

like this simply assumes that the human being is free to recognize the need for 

changes without ever questioning the possibility that the systematic nature o f  the 

environment within which humankind functions is itself the source of dynamic of 

change. Ellul (1964) indicates that humans are free to choose, but “free" only within a 

certain range of choice. All that exists are kinds of choices and zones of choice. 

However, the zones of my choices are completely delimited by the technological 

system.

Ellul’s conclusion ( 1980) is that humankind is not in command of its 

technology, but is instead thinking and operating in response to its technology:

The human being who acts and thinks today is not situated as an 

independent subject with respect to a technological object. He [m 'l  is 

inside the technological system; he [m-| is himself [jr/c| modified by 

the technological factor. The human being who uses technology today 

is by that very fact the human being who serves it. And conversely, 

onlv the human being who serves technologv is truly able to use it 

[emphasis added], (p. 325)

Further, Ellul (1980) indicates the misunderstanding of the naïve, objectivistic 

perspective on mechanization and technological milieu in general. The problem with 

this perspective is.
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It leads to regarding technology as put together out of disparate bits 

and pieces, with random and uncertain relations between them. Yet the 

opposite is true. Each technological element is associated with all the 

others in a preferential way. W hen mechanization is introduced into 

offices, it represents a kind o f  spearhead launched in that direction by 

the technological system, (p. 81)

This seems particularly true in the case o f  computerized operations. With the transfer 

from a “manual” system to a computerized system, there will invariably follow new 

job  definitions and new problems, requiring an expertise that serves to integrate the 

user into an entirely new work environment.

The increased capacity o f  the system and the greatly reduced “turn-around” 

time between a work request and the desired result produce a new horizon of 

expectations, a horizon of expectations that is often frustrated by unforeseen 

difficulties or breakdowns in the operating system. People can perform tasks in an 

hour that used to take a week; but also, at the same time, people also grow to expect 

the tasks to be completed on time, so that a breakdown in operations capacity leading 

to a 24-hour delay could very well strain the relationships of those who are involved 

in the transaction.

The point here is not that computers should be packed up and sent back to the 

manufacturer. The point is that a computer transforms the workplace it is introduced 

into; it transforms the nature o f  the tasks to be performed; it transforms the horizons 

of expectation, and introduces a new equilibrium to the milieu of office work. This 

new milieu places new demands on the relations between elements, and may in fact
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integrate these elements within its own system of options. The computer becomes the 

nucleus and fulcrum of all relations, creating an environment that has the capability of 

sustaining its own “evolutionary rhythm." The lives and activities of those who are 

involved in the computerized workplace ultimately become geared to the pace of this 

new rhythm, and more often than not are delivered over to the demands of system. 

Thus, people are giving themselves over to the “technological imperative," and that 

people are doing so for exactly the same reason that they have embraced the 

objectivist paradigm of reason (Ellul, 1980). Of course, this tendency closely related 

to the obsession of “progress." This obsession will be discussed in terms of 'progress' 

and ‘mutation’ in chapter V and VI in detail.

As the demands of the technological system are increasing, and with this 

increase comes a further solidification o f  technology as the determining factor in our 

lives. This does not mean that technology has “a mind of its own," nor does it entail 

that technology functions “ independently" o f  human desires and needs. Instead, 

Ellul’s position (1964, 1980) could be interpreted as that the technological system has 

become an integral feature o f  the human life-world, and that in becoming an integral 

feature o f  the life-world, the system has generated a subtle transformation in the 

horizons of the everyday world within which people think and operate. Ellul (1964) 

more clearly illustrates the danger, in particular, of  modem technological milieu in 

Technological society.

In Technological society, Ellul (1964) emphasizes the technological 

imperative as the determining characteristic of technological milieu. Ellul (1964) 

indicates this phenomenon as.
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In the past, different civilizations took different “ paths"; today all 

people follow the same road and the same impulse. This does not 

mean that they have all reached the same point, but they are situated at 

different points along the same trajectory. The United States represent 

the type that France will represent in thirty years, and China in 

possibly e ighty...Technique is the same in all latitudes and hence acts 

to make different civilization uniform, (p. 117)

For Ellul, if technology has become the dominant or determining factor in our lives, 

this is because we have made the conscious investment and commitment necessary to 

deliver ourselves over to the technological imperative. The obsessions of “avoiding 

error" and “ exact calculation" are examples of our desire and needs. Already 

mentioned in Gebser's  critique of dualism, these obsessions are the consequence of 

dualism; the fixity and sectorization. Because, the fixity leads to isolation and 

calculation. If it is people 's desire to remove the potential for human error, then they 

must ultimately convert their understanding of the world into a medium that can be 

processed by computers.

Ellul envisions three milieus in human history— the natural, the social, and the 

technological. Human has not left the natural milieu upon entering the social. For 

Ellul, the natural milieu is, then, mediated by the social milieu. Even though the 

natural milieu has been both preserved and negated, that is co-exists in the social 

milieu (Lovekin, 1990, 1991).

Technique now mediates all social relations. In the same dialectical manner 

that society emerged as the negation and preservation of the natural milieu, the
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technological milieu sublates and mediates hum an’s relation both to society and to 

nature. If we want to understand our milieu, Ellul (1964) claims, we can no longer 

consider it in terms of traditional social forces, nor can we consider technology as 

simply one social force among others.

All social forces have been negated and preserved only in mediated by 

technology. It is necessary to look at the dynamic forces and currents within the 

phenomenon of technology itself. Technology is, now, that which all together permits 

human to live providing them with what they need while, at the same time, preventing 

human with their greatest threat, dehumanization through systematization to the 

technological milieu and total annihilation.

From this broad comprehensive picture, Ellul (1964) suggests that technology 

is not one isolated factor among others that predominantly influences modem society. 

In fact, Ellul objects to the term technology, because, it would lead us to believe that 

it is one factor among many others as in the usage, i.e., space technology, medical 

technology, communication technology, and so forth. Generally, technology brings to 

mind images o f  machines o r  specialized procedures. Ellul ( 1964) insists on using the 

term technique to describe the phenomenon that shapes our technological milieu.

The term technique, as I use it, does not mean machines, technology, 

or this or that procedure for attaining an end. In our technological 

society, technique is the totality o f  methods rationally arrived at and 

having absolute efficiency (for a given stage o f  development) in every 

field of human activity, (p. xxv)
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Thus, Ellul (1964) differentiates the technical operation from the technical 

phenomenon because, “every operation carried out in accordance with a certain 

method in order to attain a particular end" (p. 19). The technical phenomenon is that 

qualitative differences which distinguishes modern technique from that of the past. 

He insists that:

The twofold intervention of reason and consciousness in the technical 

world, which produces the technical phenomenon, can be described as 

the quest o f  the one best means in every field. And this “one best 

means is, in fact, the technical means. It is the aggregate of these 

means that produces technical civilization.

The technical phenomenon is the main preoccupation of our 

time; in every field men seek to find the most efficient method. But 

our investigations have reached a limit. It is no longer the best relative 

means which counts, as compared to other means also in use. The 

choice is less and less a subjective one among several means which are 

potentially applicable. It is really a question o f  finding the best means 

in the absolute sense [emphasis added], on the basis o f  numerical 

calculation, (p. 21)

The drive toward efficiency is, in fact, a rational drive. The technological 

phenomenon is as much a form of consciousness and human desire, as it is a 

sociological phenomenon. Similar techniques easily could develop independently of 

each other. Thus, there was not yet comparison or competition that could lead to the
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formulation; "The one best way In the world!” (p. 30). Rather, only local "best ways" 

counted.

Following Lovekin (1977, 1991), the universal pervasiveness of 

technique has two aspects for Ellul. First, simple geographical maps of the 

countries where technique has already conquered and is presently invading 

indicate that the field on which technique plays out its development is the 

entire globe. It is the "geographical universalism."

Second, Ellul describes a qualitative universalism. The global 

expansion of technique ultimately minimizes the uniqueness of all countries 

and cultures to the degree that they have become technical. Ellul (1964) says. 

Technical civilization  means that our civilization is constructed by 

technique (makes a part o f  civilization only what belongs to 

techn ique) ,/o r  technique (in that everything in this civilization must 

serve a technical end), and is exclusively technique (in that it excludes 

whatever is not technique or reduces it to technical f o r m) . . . .  Herein 

lies the inversion we are witnessing. Without exception in the course 

o f  history, technique belonged to a civilization  and was merely a single 

element among a host o f  nontechnical activities. Today technique has 

taken over the whole o f  civilization, (p. 128)

As Ellul (1964) indicated above (p. 117), while the U.S. may be twenty years ahead 

of France technically and China fifty years behind the U.S., all of  these countries are 

on the same trajectory; thus, a global technical milieu that brings all countries into 

uniformitv.
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Heidegger’s Question concernins technology

It seems out o f  question that Heidegger is the anti-technological philosopher 

par excellence. From this standpoint, his negative account of technology regarded as a 

critically antagonistic and nostalgic assault against the modem technology. Ihde 

(1999) criticizes Heideggerian position that “ the preference for embodiment relations 

over other human-technology relations is what could be called a nostalgic element in 

the romantic thesis" (p. 109). However, Ihde’s critique on Heidegger’s position is 

hardly unique to Heidegger. It is also to be found in Karl Marx. Insofar as alienation 

theory is bound to any nostalgic element relating to the handwork of the worker prior 

to machine tools in a factory context, there may be found the same preference in that 

older mode of analysis.

Even though there is much possibility he could be regarded as antagonist 

against the modem technology, Heidegger’s project (1977) o f The question  

concerning technology  seeks to prepare a free relationship to technology, where the 

freedom of this relationship of human existence to technology is determined in terms 

o f  response to the ‘essence’ of technology. This study sides with the interpretation 

that it is inadequate to accuse Heidegger as an antagonist of technology. Because,

The mechanical reproduction o f  art works makes the achievem ents o f  the great masters available to 
everyone, but the "aura" surrounding the work disappears entirely. Walter Benjamin (1969) made clear 
this point in his famous essay. The w ork o f  a rt in the a g e  o f  m echanical reproduction. Benjamin argues 
that even  the most perfect reproduction o f  artwork is not authentic, because it lacks the presence o f  the 
original, that is. “its presence in time and space, its unique existence at the place where it happens to 
be." (p. 120) The authenticity or uniqueness o f  artwork is called “aura." Follow ing Benjamin ( 1969). 
“The concept o f  aura w hich was proposed ...w ith  reference to historical events may usefully be 
illustrated with reference to the aura o f  natural ones. W e define the aura o f  the latter as the unique 
phenomenon o f  a distance, how ever c lose  it may be. If. w hile resting on a summer afternoon, you  
fo llow  with your eyes a mountain range on the horizon or a branch which casts its shadow over you. 
you experience the aura o f  those mountains, o f  that branch" (pp. 222-223). H eidegger described this 
“aura" as the capacity o f  a work o f  art to “organize" a world as the clearing in which human life can 
transpire and through which the earth can manifest itse lf (Concerning this aspect, see. Zimmerman. 
1990).
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Heidegger speaks in the name of liberation or ‘proper understanding’ or ‘way of 

seeing,’ but not ‘mastery.’

Technology is not equivalent to “the essence o f  technology,” because, the 

essence o f  technology is nothing technological. The free or open relationship of 

human existence to technology is not a matter of the technical facility or experience 

with technology, which is so often invoked by commentators arguing against or on 

behalf o f  Heidegger’s analysis o f  the technological essence of modernity 

(Zimmerman, 1990; Lovekin, 1991 ). In other words, we are excluded from anything 

like a relationship to the essence o f  technology, exactly when we conceive technology 

as the technological tools or specific techniques.

Therefore, Heidegger makes clear the point by claiming technologv is a mode 

o f  revealing. Zimmerman (1990) accurately indicates Heidegger’s focal points. 

Zimmerman states.

Philosophers have traditionally presumed that entities are really first 

present-at-hand and can become tools under certain circumstances.

However Heidegger insisted that this reverses the true situation. The 

fundamental way in which entities “are” for us is as ready-to-hand.

Only by an act of abstraction can Dasein  remove itself from its 

involvement with the activities of everyday life and adopt instead the 

attitude o f  a passive spectator or observer, for whom what was once a 

useful device now becomes a mere “object” with certain properties 

analyzable by specific scientific procedures, and so on. (p. 139)
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Heidegger is right, at least, about the dominant way of Western configuration of 

nature as a resource well for human purposes. What is uniquely Western about this 

view lies, mostly, in its connection to the systematic mechanization, i.e., 

mathematization, o f  nature and the emptying o f nature as mere object resource 

qualities.

Ge-stell (enframing). Heidegger (1977) describes the essence of technology 

as Gestell (Enframing). Translating Gestell as “enframing" would lead one 

mistakenly to think that technology for Heidegger is mainly a “structure” or 

sociological framework. G estell designates not a thing or structure, but rather, more 

o f  an activity, a process, or a way of being in the world; and for that reason, Gestell is 

usually translated as enframing. As a mode o f  being in the world, enframing also 

entails the manner in which all entities are revealed to us. The essence of technology 

describes both the manner in which we relate ourselves to the world and the manner 

in which everything in the world is revealed and appears to us (Glazebrook, 2000, 

especially, pp. 240-246).

The claim that technology is a “mode of revealing" and not a “mere human 

doing" implies both that it is not solely human activity, nor a mere means within 

human activity. This is Heidegger’s strategy for eliminating the multitude of 

instrumental and anthropological definitions of technology that all affirm, in one way 

or another, that human is actively control o f  technology. All such definition affirms 

hum an’s freedom and, at the same time, ultimately deludes human. Indeed, for 

Heidegger (1977), exactly that aspect, i.e., affirming human freedom with much 

fundamental delusion, is the true essence o f  technology (p. 19).
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Technology, the rule of enframing, requires that nature be ordered and 

available in a specific way, which Heidegger (1977) calls “standing-reserve." The 

delusion involved in the instrumental and anthropological definitions of technology is 

that they are “ technological definitions" of technology. In other words, they already 

presuppose the availability of the world as a “standing-reserve" that human sets-upon 

through technology. Such definitions are one factor among many that participate in 

the conspiracy to conceal the essence o f  technology and human.

It is modem science that sets up nature as a calculable standing-reserve 

available for hum an’s use. “Standing-reserve" is the manner in which science reveals 

nature to us (Heidegger, 1977, pp. 21-22). He claims that modem science is actually 

in the service of technology and not vice versa. In the modem world, science serves 

and is dependent on technology despite the chronological priority of science 

(Lovekin, 1991; Zimmerman, 1990; Ihde, 1999; Kramer, 1997). For example, most o f  

medical science depend on the aid of technological development of MRI and 

sonogram, and in earth and space science, the satellite and digital transmission 

technology are indispensable (Ihde, 1998). Ellul (1964) also proposed an almost 

identical thesis conceming the relation of technology to science. Ellul (9164) argues 

that the common belief “that technique is an application of science (science being 

pure speculation)" is misguided (p. 10-11). Technology is not a mere point of contact 

between scientific theories and the material world. Ellul’s point is that the theoretical 

distinction between “pure" science and "applied" science is, in practice, untenable, as 

all science in the modem  world is applied.
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To Heidegger (1977), the supreme danger of enframing, i.e., the danger of 

technology, consists of triple-tiered concealments. The first order danger that is most 

commonly discussed is the appropriation of nature and all other objects in the world 

as a standing-reserve or “ resource." This leads to the second order danger, the final 

appropriation of the appropriator, Dasein, as a standing-reserve. Human beings 

become "human resources” , now revealed in the same category, "resources", as 

everything else in the world. Heidegger adds a third order delusional by-product of 

the first two dangers, namely that human beings get the impression that they are "lord 

o f  the earth" because all standing-reserve, i.e., everything, exists because o f  and 

through their own making, for their own use, and therefore, as a reflection of their 

own essence.

For Heidegger (1977), then, the supreme danger o f  enframing is falling as a 

prey to the delusion, i.e., "human as lord," that hides the illusion, i.e., "human and 

nature are standing-reserve," that conceals the misconceptions, i.e., "technology is a 

means to an end set by human activity." All the delusion, illusion, and misconception 

prevent the unconcealment of technology: "as a mode of revealing" that is "not a 

mere human doing" (Lovekin, 1991 ).

Heidegger (1977) suggests one key concept for other mode o f  revealing, 

poeisis. It is “the arts of the mind and the fine arts”(p. 13). Heidegger refers to the 

poeisis  mode o f  revealing as "mediated thinking," which is to be affirmed over 

against rampant "calculative thinking.” In other words, people are in danger of losing 

their power to think meditatively (p. 52). Heidegger's term "destining” applies 

primary to the manner in which the world is revealed and/or the manner in which
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human thinks about the world. Even though there Is subtle difference between two 

concepts. Synairesis and poesies, but both concepts share the necessity of meditative 

thinking and the seriousness o f  technization of lifeworld. In this sense, the single 

most important danger and the last possible danger of technology is hum an 's  inability 

to respond to it "meditatively" in their thinking.

To sum up H eidegger 's  points, Heidegger (1977) suggests that it is crucial to 

look beyond technology's all too familiar shape as instrumental thing i.e., as a  mere 

tool, rather, technology must be seen as a not so obvious, even elusive event, in order 

to come to terms with the possibility of its historical appearance. For Heidegger, the 

question conceming m odem  technology is always already answered when it is taken 

to be as self-evident and transparent in its essence as the instruments we use are in 

their familiarity. This clarity o f  technology as "machine and nothing more" is actually 

an ambiguity. Because, the possibility of instrumental familiarity is not simply a 

choice that we can make or unmake whenever we wish. Rather, the possibility 

involves the emergence of a  historical and perceptual decision that is, in fact, the 

essence of technology itself.

Modem technology becomes more familiar, and thus people feel themselves 

to be more empowered by it, as technology becomes an increasingly "natural" 

component of our lives. Yet, this possibility of the increasing "naturalness" of 

technology, something which people can take or leave, obscures the very fact that 

modem technology is much more than an outside force acting on m odem perception 

within rational consciousness structure.
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Mumford: Myth of the technological complex

As Mumford (1967) illustrates, abundance is the promise of the technology. 

Moreover, abundance is assumed to determine the quality of life. The quality o f  life 

should, then, tend to be defined by or as abundance. Therefore, rather than the good 

life, abundance can only be depended upon the goods life.'

Following Mumford (1967), Darwin superimposed the ideology of Mai thus 

and Adam Smith on the biosphere and ignored the diversity of life, including mutual 

aid and kinship. It is important to rem ember neither Gebser, nor Innis, nor Geddes, 

nor Mumford embraced the fatality o f  social Darwinism. Mumford (1967; 1970) 

blames many of the ills of the m odem  technological milieu on a quantitatively based 

ideology o f  the "myth of the machine." The machine, as the entire technological 

complex (megamachine), is pervasive in its influence and extensive in its structure 

and process.

Conceming this study, the focal point in M unford’s argument is his 

comparison between quantitative mechanism and qualitative organism. As Mumford 

(1963) states.

The method of the physical sciences rested fundamentally upon a few 

simple principles. First: the elimination of qualities, and the reduction 

o f  the complex to the simple by paying attention only to those aspects 

o f  events which could be weighed, measured, or counted, and to the 

particular kind of space-time sequence that could be controlled and 

repeated— or, as in astronomy, whose repetition could be predicted.

Second: concentration upon the outer world, and the elimination or
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neutralization of observer as respects the data with which he [sic\ 

works. Third: isolation: limitation o f  the field: specialization of interest 

and subdivision of labor. In short, what the physical sciences call the 

world is not the total object of comm on human experience: it is just 

those aspects of this experience that lend themselves to accurate 

factual observation and to generalized statements.” (p. 47)

As described by Mumford, the scientific approach was framed in measurement and 

instrumentation and simplification. This indicates the relationship between 

mechanization and objectivistic biased paradigm. Concem ing this relationship, 

Mumford (1963) illustrates as

The tools and utensils used during the greater part o f  man’s [sic\ 

history were, in the main, extensions o f  his [m-j own organism: they 

did not have— what is more important they did not seem to have— an 

independent existence. But though they were an intimate part of the 

worker, they reacted upon his [sic] capacities, sharpening his [sic] eye. 

refining his [s/c] skill, teaching him [m 'l  to respect the nature o f  the 

material with which he [sic] was dealing. The tool brought man [sic] 

into closer harmony with his [i/cj environment, not merely because it 

enabled him [sic] to reshape it, but because it made him [sic] recognize 

the limits o f  his [sic] capacities, (p. 47)

Following Mumford, we still regard power as the chief manifestation of divinity, or if 

not that, the main agent of human development. The ‘technological imperative’ in 

Ellul (1964) and 'ge-stell' in Heidegger (1977), M umford (1961) similarly describes
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‘absolute power' as the driving force of modem technological milieu. As Mumford 

illustrates ‘absolute power,' like ‘absolute weapons,' belongs to the same magico- 

religious scheme as ritual human sacrifice. Such power destroys the symbiotic co

operation o f  human with all other aspects of nature. Because, too much or too little is 

equally fatal to organic existence (p. 571).

After Geddes (1915), Mumford (1963) adopted the transformation o f  the 

terms Paleolithic and Neolithic into the terms Paleotechnic and Neotechnic to 

describe modem culture, technology and types of people and their ideologies. 

Mumford insists, “one can divide the development of the machine and the machine 

civilization into three successive but over-lapping [emphasis added] and 

interpenetrating [emphasis added] phases: eotechnic, paleotechnic, and neotechnic"

(p. 109). Geddes transposed the terms Paleolithic and Neolithic, as used to describe 

the older stone-age culture from the later stone age culture, into the terms 

paleotechnic and neotechnic.'^ These terms describe not only epochs in the 

development of technology, but also cultures, and types of actors in the roles that 

supported the ideologies of those epochs and cultures.

Following Mumford (1963), the machine is not a product o f  an industrial 

revolution, but has existed in some form since the time of the divine kings of Egypt. 

Though Mumford placed the clock in a monastery in the tenth century as the cmcial

Each o f  these phases roughly represents a period o f  human history, it is characterized even more 
significantly by the fact that it forms a technological com plex. Each phase has its specific means o f  
utilizing and generating energy (M umford. 1963. p. 109-110). Speaking in terms o f  power-and  
characteristic materials, the paleotechnic is built on the products o f  mine, coal and iron, and neotechnic 
culture is based on alloys, the lighter metals and electricity, and by extension, electronic 
com m unication technologies. The use o f  the lighter metals and the electric grid that fostered clean  
industry and the com m unication network were the characteristic o f  the neotechnic epoch. The 
neotechnic m egalopolis arises in the wake o f  technological advance based on science, that brings forth 
the technologies o f  electricity and instantaneous comm unication.
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machine, the machine is prefigured in the ritual procession of quarried stone to build 

the pyramids. Not wheels, nor tools, but standardized, interchangeable human parts 

comprised the proto-machine. Mumford asserts.

Civilization brought about a double transformation of man [sic\. On 

the one hand it developed in the pharaoh or ruler, the autonomous 

personality; and on the other, by the subdivision of labor and the 

specialization o f  work, it produced the submissive, if not servile,

Teilmensch, or divided man, who has lost his [sic] primitive wholeness 

without yet gaining the new attribute of his [sic] ruler: autonomy, (p.

47)

What matters to Mumford is not the machine, instrument, or skill itself, but rather the 

transformation of the mode of life and thinking in the technological milieu. Mumford 

(1970) insists that the gate of the technocratic prison will open automatically, despite 

their rusty ancient hinges, “as soon as we choose to walk out” (p. 435). For Mumford, 

Gebser (1985), Ellul (1977), and Heidegger (1977) likewise, in order to re-conquer 

the machine and subdue it to human purposes, one must first understand it and 

assimilate it. Following Mumford (1963),

From the beginning, indeed, the most durable conquest of the machine 

lay not in the instruments themselves, which quickly become 

outmoded, nor in the goods produced, which quickly were consumed, 

but in the modes o f  life made possible via the machine [emphasis 

added] and in the machine, (p. 323)
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W hat remains as the permanent contribution of machine, carried over from one 

generation to another, is the technique of cooperative thought and action it has 

fostered rather than machine itself. From this standpoint, Mumford (1970) states, "to 

understand fully what happened earlier, one must read backward from the present to 

the past" (p. 312). Therefore, M umford 's  theme is not that of technological 

determinism, rather is the antithesis of futurological technological determinism.

For Mumford (1963), the machine is ambivalent. Because, it is both "an 

instrument of liberation and one of repression" (p. 283). The machine complicates the 

organism and the organism elaborates the machine. The machine manufactures 

complexity, the organism, by ingestion and digestion, breaks down complexity. At 

the beginning, following Mumford, "the machine was an attempt to substitute 

quantity for value in the calculus of life" (p. 282). In this vein, as Mumford (1963; 

1970) insists, social science may be considered, to some extent, as the product of the 

machine ideology that reinforced through the success o f  the religious faith in the 

scientific method of reducing, not only the inorganic matter of the world, but al.so the 

cultural mechanism and the human and social organism. Accordingly, as all of  

philosophers discussed in chapter II and Chapter III commonly assert, the quality of 

life that could not be measured as quantity was ignored in the effort to simplify and 

order a worldview o f  life as a mechanized process.

The accelerating tendencies of a mechanizing processes that the whole 

apparatus of life has become so complex and that the processes of production, 

distribution, and consumption have become so specialized and subdivided result in 

the individual person’s muddle o f  confidence in their own unaided capacities.
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Consequently, they are increasingly subject to commands they do not understand, at 

the mercy of forces over which they exercise no effective control, moving to a 

destination they have not chosen.

With regard to the development of the state-of-the-art communication 

technology, “the possibilities of good and evil here are immerse,” however, at the 

present moment, as with so many other technological benefits, “the dangers of the 

radio and the talking picture seem greater than benefits” (Mumford, 1963. p. 241). 

Further, Mumford (1970) asserts the ever-increasing dangerous situation of a 

mechanized process as.

Those already conditioned from infancy by school training and 

television tutelage to regard megatechnics as the highest point in a 

m an’s [.s7c| "conquest of nature,’ will accept this totalitarian control of 

their own development not as a horrid sacrifice but as a highly 

desirable fulfillment, looking forward to being constantly attached to 

the Big Brain, as they are now attached to radio stations by portable 

transistor sets even while walking the streets. By accepting these 

means they expect that every human problem will be solved for them, 

and the only human sin will be that of failing to obey instructions.

Their "real’ life will be confined within the frame of a television screen 

[emphasis added).” (p. 331)

Moreover, the global net of the communication technologies, especially through its 

complex and interconnected communication technologies, such as the Internet, PDA 

(Personal Data Application) and diverse types o f  mobile telephone, have the function
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that impresses upon the people the myth o f  the absolute power o f  the machine and of 

those that suppose they control its workings.

However, Mumford (1970) indicates, "The ironic effect o f  quantification is 

that many of the most desirable gift of m odem technics disappear when distributed en 

m asse, or when— as with television— they are used too constantly and too 

automatically" (p. 337). There is no satisfactory answer to this phenomenon on the 

basis o f  technics alone. In other words, it would be a gross mistake to seek wholly 

within the field of technics for an answer to all the problems that have been raised by 

technics.

To sum up, what is essential about technology is not that one can look through 

it and see the world, rather that the world is created anew in it. As Mumford (1973), 

Ellul (1964), Gebser (1985) and Heidegger (1977) commonly indicated, technology is 

not, first and foremost, machines or some style of using machines which can be 

repeated again and again, but rather the inherent corporate tendency of perception; it 

is the technical transformation o f  everyday perception and the way in which this 

transformation is taken for granted. Seen from G ebser's  notion o f  “plus-mutation," 

however what separates ancient and medieval technology from the form that we 

intimately and ceaselessly experience involves the accomplishment of a certain 

perceptual and technical fusion and what Carey (1989) called the characteristic of 

"sublimation."

Carey and Quirk ( 1989) have provided one interesting and heuristic definition in electronic sublime 
for interpretation. In the investigation into the "electronic sublime" o f  our tim e, they have shown it to 
be a thematic and chronological continuation o f  the "mechanical sublime" o f  the 19"' century. In terms 
o f  conceptual content, both o f  these forms o f  sublim es can be considered to be part o f  the larger meta 
category o f  the "technological sublime." Follow ing Carey ( 1989). mechanical sublime was born in the 
1800s. o f  a contemporary culture stamped by new mechanical technology, especially  the techno
romantic and utopian expectations concem ing the steam engine, steam power and railway. During the
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For example, in their investigation of the “mythos of the electronic 

revolution," Carey (1989) refer to a specific new technical innovations: “As a g e n t . . .

. at hand to bring everything into harmonious coopera tion .. . .  triumphing over space 

and t im e . . . .  to subdue prejudice and to unite every part of our land in rapid and 

friendly communication” (p. 120). This is not in reference to M cLuhan’s “global 

village,” but rather to steam , the miracle working natural power of the 19'*’ century, 

and the railroad  on which the communications network built.

Communication theorv and technologv

As Williams (1983) points out, the word, communication has an unresolved 

double valence to it (pp. 62-63). Reacting to shifting sociocultural contexts and the 

changes in both the means and modes of transferring information, communication  has 

developed an unstable semantic field; at once both one-wav transmission and mutual 

sharing. This semantic bivalence or instability of the word communication puts 

communication theories in an interesting situation, turning them into unwilling 

bifocal scholars as they set out to investigate two incompatible phenomena o f  inquiry.

last third o f  the century through, b e lie f in the m echanical sublim e  began to decline significantly and its 
place was taken by the elec tron ic  sublim e, based on electricity and system s o f  electric technology.
Later in the 20'*’ century television , com puter and electronics industries have mutated the sublime 
thoughts and expectations previously directed towards the telegraph and telephone. We have moved  
into the age o f  the electronic sublim e (Carey. 1989. p. 113).

The electronic sublim e includes the central ideas o f  electronics and electronic system s 
“advancing" with nearly teleological if  not messianic power. It also includes an emphasis on the 
continuous state o f  change. New  "revolutionary" innovations are seen as follow ing each other in a 
progressive, nearly inescapable series o f  developm ents. It is important to note that in shifting from the 
mechanical to the electronic sublim e, the verbal metaphors for speaking o f  technological change often 
remain the same, although the subject w hich they portray has becom e altogether different.
A s steam and the railroads were in the 19"' century, multimedia, hypertext, the Internet, "information 
highways" and other recent electronic inventions in our own time are the embodiment o f  the 
technological (and specifically  the electronic) sublime. This mentality and way o f  thinking can be seen 
clearly in contemporary technological discourse. A strong future orientation and over optim istic, even  
enchanted way o f  talking about the possib ilities o f  new technology are identifying features o f  the 
rhetoric o f  the eletronic sublime. A s history repeatedly demonstrates, the idea that technical and 
technological changes autom atically lead to positive developm ents in society -  even directly to cultural 
evolution -  is regularly presented in the visions o f  our time.
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As Nelson (1985) rightly suggests, models and theories of communication are 

“designed to give us the illusion o f  controlling, or at least, structuring this 

uncertainty" (p. 3).

The technological annihilation o f  space has received support by information 

theory and cognitive science, and before that by Cartesian epistemology.'^ According 

to information theory, all communication is the exchange of information, be the 

channels wide or narrow, long or short (Borgmann, 1984; Shannon & Weaver, 1959). 

As Finlay (1987) demonstrates with the aid of a discursive analysis, contemporary 

explanations on, and practices of new communication technology conform to the age- 

old procedures of classical representational theories that are based on objectivist-bias, 

as opposed to being at all revolutionary, as is often claimed.

One of the dominant paradigm in communication theory is, without doubt, 

that stemming from the influence o f  “the mathematical theory of electrical 

communications" model, describing communication as the transmission of 

information between a sender and a receiver, through a channel that links them in 

some way. The central object o f  this model is, then, the rncssase that contains the 

information: information is encoded into the message by A and then decoded by B. 

Such an operation is made possible by the fact that both A and B share knowledge of 

the same message code.

The technological annihilation o f  space, in the sense that all different mode o f  the consciousness o f  
space collapsed into one abstract, mathematical geom etric space, which has supported by Cartesian 
epistem ology and Galilean science, w ill be d iscussed  in detail in chapter VI: V isiocentrism  and 
overdetermination. In this chapter, the relationship between technology and the different consciousness 
o f  time and space manifold w ill be explored. M entioning briefly, the importance o f  the technological 
annihilation lies in the fact that the annihilation o f  various time and space consciousness by making 
them unilinear and unidimensional based on modern technology leads to the annihilation o f  sem iosis 
and comm unication.
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According to the mathematical theory o f  communication or "effect tradition” 

in general, which relies on, what Kramer (in press) calls, "received orthodoxy,” the 

fidelity o f  a message is measured by how much agreement there is between the sender 

and the receiver. Following Kramer (in press), this configuration o f  communication 

leads to the problem of social engineering; what Ellul (1963, 1980), Gebser (1985) 

and Heidegger (1977) discussed in previous chapters, because:

For the correspondence sense o f  "good” communication is concerned 

with compliance gaining and control, and just o f  the message but of its 

interpretation, for these two «discrete atomic entities, the sender and the 

receiver must somehow understand each other if they are to coordinate 

behaviors. This is real I v communication as utilitv or technologv.

Further, Kramer insists, echoing Ellul 's  argument (1964), agreement between the 

sender and the receiver, in the received view, "does not mean that the two people 

agree about the truth-value o f  the message but only that they understand the meaning 

o f  the claim first and foremost as the sam e, in the same wav” (in press).

Although, the mathematical theory o f  communication that originally deals 

with only technical features o f  communication has had a major influence on the 

development o f  communication theory that developed from both psychology and 

linguistic. The process of communication has been, therefore, conceived as a 

psychological process o f  two subjects, (alternately functioning as) sender and 

receiver, correctly utilizing a linguistic system (that is to say, using a grammar that 

we assume to be known by both subjects) to produce propositions that demonstrate 

their own mental activity.
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From the standpoint of mathematical communication theory, dealing with 

communication means only considering grammatically correct linguistic propositions. 

All that does not fit into this restricted category is banished into one of the two 

peripheral categories available (both of which are also borrowed from the 

mathematical theory): redundancy  and noise. A fairly substantial portion of the whole 

interactive process, including all non-verbal communication and a good part of the 

verbal as well, is propelled into one or the other of these categories. Consequently 

communication is reduced to a basic structure that is logical and verifiable.

The key to the mathematic understanding o f  communication is the connection 

(a strict relation o f  symmetry) between "thinking" and the “proposition," where the 

mind is conceived of as a tank of objective contents that are transformed 

provisionally by a code that makes it possible to transport them through a channel. 

Needless to say, communication theory cannot escape the essential characteristic of 

m odem  technological milieu or rational consciousness. This is undoubtedly a 

rationalistic reduction of the communicative process, a concept based entirely on 

psychological, Cartesian subject biased aspects of communication, abstracted from 

context and thus misrepresentative of the process as a whole.

In his work, Edward T. Hall (1966) tries to see the communicative process in 

a way that could be considered as external to the subjects involved in it, based rather 

on the factor o f  experience as an anthropological and intercultural meeting point. 

Birdwhistell (1973) insists that the reduction o f  communication to simple passage of 

verbal information as a mechanistic and atomistic conception o f  man. He argues that 

a human being is not a black box with one orifice for emitting a chunk o f stuff called
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communication and another for receiving it. And at the same time, communication is 

not simply the sum o f the bits of information that passes between two people in a 

given period o f  time.

As this study will discuss in Chapter VI, many nation's official government 

policy documents that e.xplains the blueprint of nation's technological future, and 

futurologists' promises on information technology robustly resides in the fundamental 

ideas o f  traditional communication models and perspectives, e.g., "mathematical 

theory o f  communication," being satisfied with the delusion of his or her mastery 

power o f  communication. From this standpoint, as Chang (1996) asserts, "to derail 

communication from its teleological track, to exteriorize the microevent of 

communication to its macrostructure of determination" could be an alternative to 

objective-biased paradigm (p. 186).
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IV. Methodological A pproach

This study uses three philosophical ideas as a foundation for Investigating the 

meaning and the transformation o f  communication/semiosis in modem technological 

milieu. The main method to be utilized is Peirce’s semiotics. In addition to the 

semiotics, Kramer’s theory of dimensional accrual/dissociation will be used in 

conjunction with relation to Peircean semiotic process, or semiosis. As already 

described, G ebser’s idea of consciousness structures and “plus-mutation” will be 

integrated with both Peirce’s and Kramer’s methods. The simultaneous use of three 

methods may seem unnecessarily complicated. However, these three different 

methods, when used together, will not only reveal different aspects of the same 

phenomena or data, but also will provide a complementary reinforcement of each 

methods' strengths to explain the process that we call communication.

The three methods are commensurable in three important aspects. First, they well 

demonstrate the vagueness o f  Cartesian dualism, sometimes called “subjectivism” or 

“objectivism.” Second, therefore, the three methods have the potential to grasp the 

nature o f  communication or sign action, i.e., semiosis, as a process. Third, as a 

consequence, they present useful conceptual frames for analysis far beyond the 

traditional communication approaches applied. In particular, Peirce 's  ten types of 

signs from the concept of Firstness, Secondness, and Thirdness, Gebser’s 

consciousness structures and the process of “plus-mutation” , and Kramer’s theoretical 

frame, the dimensional accrual/ dissociation offer pertinent conceptualizations of 

communication in the technological milieu. Hence, utilizing these three approaches 

provide a means o f  exploring this topic. The integrating the three methods will
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provide an optimal leverage for engaging the dynamics and possibilities confronting 

us within our technological milieu.

First, in this chapter, the common (or commensurable) grounds of the three 

methods will be described in further detail. Secondly, Kramer’s theory of dimensional 

accrual/dissociation will be outlined. Next, as the primary method for this study, 

applicable elements o f  Peirce 's semiotic sign system will be described in detail.

The nature o f  communication and sign-action (semiosis): process and transformation 

Signs do not so much timidly "represent" a thing as Cartesian referential 

theory and the mathematical theory of communication assume; rather, they 

emphatically “relate” with more than merely a thing. Kramer (in press) insists, 

"communication as exchange, or downloading, is called into question already in the 

fifth Century B.C." He argues that if we consider the given metaphysical prejudice, 

which states there are two atomic fragments, i.e., a sender and a receiver who are 

connected by a channel along which a message is conveyed, then, neither pure 

“ information" nor "meaning" exists. Therefore, one cannot say that meaning is 

communicated or conveyed (Kramer, in press). In this sense, signs are less like nouns 

than verbs.

Kramer (in press) argues that Nietzsche’s charge that language is a fetish is 

correct supporting his contention by mentioning recent research which indicates that 

the cognition of language may be much less arbitrary and much more grounded in our 

sensual bodies than previously thought. Nietzsche (1974) warns that language is 

becoming a fetish and more abstracted by withdrawing into a virtual sign-world 

(section 354). In other words, as Kramer (in press) indicates, language works by
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dissociative generalization, by means of sampling the world and reducing it to a 

“surface- and sign-world.” Hence, Nietzsche's abstraction occurs in the form of 

dissociation, through which the world is fetishized.

From Peirce 's (1931; 1958) view, a mere correlation or correspondence 

between a sign and its reference does not in itself produce a meaning. This requires a 

triadic production of what Peirce calls the interprétant, a relation in which the sign 

(representam en) bears some variety o f  correspondence to its reference through the 

immediate object o f  the sign {ground), which is an “ idea" corresponding to the object 

not in all its respects, but only under certain considerations. Hence, a sign must be 

taken as a sign in a context supporting interpretation in order to be interpreted. Mere 

function is not sufficient. For Peirce, the word "sign" has two aspects or more 

acceptations: sign-action and sign-object. He calls the tlrst semiosis and the second 

representam en. Properly speaking, semiosis begins because a representamen is 

opaque, and when the representamen is transparent, semiosis becomes a blind process 

(Merrell, 1995, 1997). Meaning is thus generated from the opacity of the 

representamen through the semiosis.

With relation to this study, one theme that should be stressed is that the non- 

existential classes (phenomena) are also real. Gebser and Peirce both share this 

perspective. When Nietzsche mentions languages are abstractions and fetishes, he 

also recognizes this point. Peirce's view on thing, relation, and signs relies on this 

theme; that is, at the same time, the reason for this author's choice of Peirce's 

semiotics as the method to exemplify Gebserian consciousness structures.
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As Peirce says, “a mere possibility may be quite real.” “* He explains, "The 

real, then, is that which, sooner or later, information and reasoning would finally 

result in, and which is therefore independent of the vagaries of me and you” (4.580). 

This conception o f  the real is closely connected to the definition of thought as a 

continuous temporal process. This process is self-correcting, i.e., it is sometimes 

imposed by “absolute chance," and is subject to public or communal testing.

Likewise, according to Gebser, the four distinct cognitive styles are very 

much part o f  our own consciousness, both collectively and individually. As 

Feuerstein (1987) has described, our everyday consciousness is a "play” of these 

structures. At least, this is how we can consciously relate to them. They are, however, 

always in the process o f  engagement with each other. Thus, every single day our 

consciousness completes a cycle o f  movement through the different stages from 

waking to dreaming (or reverie), to sleep, and finally to deep sleep. More importantly, 

throughout the day, we thematize the four structures in interaction with others or in 

response to our environment. The fact is that we spend far less time than we like to 

think in the mental structure o f  consciousness.

Another perspective o f  meaning is demonstrated by structuralism, in which 

meaning is considered a given, as existing in self-presence; then structuralists tried to 

identify the systems o f  signs as the locus of meaning. Sheriff ( 1989) describes it as 

“fate o f  meaning.” Structuralist research was based on the assumption that as texts do 

have meaning, there must be a system with respect to which they have meaning. 

However, the concept o f  a text having meaning was then challenged by several

In quoting from The C ollected Papers o f  Charles Sanders Peirce I-VIII. the number to the left o f the 
decimal indicates the volum e, whereas the numbers to the right o f  the decim al point indicate the 
paragraph. So 4 .580  indicates volum e four, paragraph 580.
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theorists, who recognize that meaning is not stable and fixed in the text, but rather is 

dynamic and develops in reading the text (Culler, 1982; Kramer, 1988; Seung, 1982; 

Finlay, 1990).

In short, all efforts at finding the locus of meaning have proven to be 

unilluminating. The main reason is, as Culler (1982) points out, that structuralists 

took meaning as given, then tried to identify the system of codes responsible for the 

accepted meaning. Their error lies in their very first assumption: that meaning exists 

in a fixed form independently of the users. In spite of structuralists' uncompromising 

belief, essence does not exist ‘objectively,’ and hence, one may not simply search for 

it. Rather, essence is indissolubly related to ‘subjective’ views of things. To say that 

something is essential, one must draw a dividing line between the essential and the 

inessential. Where is the source of that dividing line? Some theorists hold that the line 

is determined by the categories one implicitly applies to things prior to perceiving, 

conceptualizing, and understanding them.

Therefore, what is considered essential varies as the categorical terms change. 

It means that there is no characteristic which is essential in itself, apart from human 

purposes and human classifications (Foucault, 1972a; 1972b). Peirce’s complicated 

sign system will show that without human being’s involvement, either purposeful or 

as unconscious following of socially imposed classification, there cannot be what we 

call characteristic in the world. In this sense, to Peirce, there is no crisis of 

representation, because representation is only one species within the multifaceted 

genus of semiosis (Oehler, 1995, p. 269).
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In brief, Cartesian dualism and the traditional communication approaches, 

including the structuralists' approaches, that have endowed the received orthodoxy 

are limited. Their approaches lack meaningful explanation; the communication 

process of such approaches is becoming more abstracted, that is dissociated from the 

lifeworld. Kramer's theory o f  the dimensional accrual/dissociation will illustrate this 

aspect in detail.

Theorv of dimensional accrual/dissociation (DAD)

In order to understand the difference or change of sem iosis- the  very different 

ways in which people act and react, communicate significance, and speak oJ\ we must 

take into account their differing spatio-temporal orientations. In an attempt to explain 

the variety of human behaviors people exhibit, Gebser (1985) proposes a framework 

o f  three different world-orientations. The three orientations are called magic, mythic, 

and perspectival.

Based on Gebser, Kramer (1997, and see, Kramer & Ikeda, 1998) suggests 

that it is demonstrable that these three kinds of communication/comportment correlate 

with a continuum of dissociation. Magic communication is one-dimensional idolic, 

mythic is two-dimensional symbolic, and the perspectival world is three-dimensional 

signalic.

From the foundation established by Gebser’s (1985) notion of transparency and 

M umford’s (1934) idea of  dissociation, Kramer (1993; 1998) develops the theory of 

dimensional accrual/dissociation. The theory o f  dissociation and dimensional accrual 

explains the variety o f  communication behaviors that have been widely observed and
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reported, by initiating the explanation at the fundamental level of space and time 

(Kramer & Ikeda, p. 37; also see Kramer, 1997).

The theory of dimensional accrual/dissociation states that as one moves from 

the magic univalent, to the mythic bivalent, and to the perspectival trivaient worlds, 

dimensional awareness accrues or increases. This does not, however, mean that it 

becomes “better,” for no transcendental criteria are assumed. Neither is accrual a 

form of “progress," because no final goal or te I os is assumed.

Following Kramer (1997), as one moves from i.e., accrues, one-dimensional 

idolic, to two-dimensional symbolic, to three-dimensional signalic ways of being and 

communicating, one becomes more and more dissociated from the rest of the world. 

Language becomes increasingly an arbitrary system o f  labels (Kramer, 1997; Kramer 

& Ikeda, 1998). However, in this theory, no linear progressivism is presupposed. 

Rather, all “previous" orientations are present in more complex ones. As Kramer 

states.

History demonstrates that none are inherently superior to any of the 

other. Such a valuation is dependent upon the criteria used for 

comparison and there are no known “transcendental" criteria outside 

o f  each world orientation that could be applied to each one 

independently. (Kramer & Ikeda, 1998, p. 43)

From this viewpoint, what this study will observe and try to explain is the differences 

in the changes o f  semiosis.

The semiotic division of the sign into a signifier and a signified is a Cartesian 

way of thinking that cannot explain or even understand magic communication.
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because magic messages have an uninterpretable unity. In the modem perspectival 

world, incantation and oath-taking have little relevance. Language is said to be totally 

arbitrary. What characterizes modernity is perspectival dualities such as the 

subject/object dichotomy. Everything is random occurrence. The perspectival world 

is spatial and, as such, is linear, so that a thing can have only one meaning at a time.

In so-called primitive, or less objective societies, time is not reckoned or 

fragmented into discrete units such as minutes and hours but, instead, is experienced 

as a constantly varying flux. Each day is directly experienced as having a different 

length of light and dark than every other day (Kramer & Ikeda, 1998, p. 42).''^ As 

dissociation occurs, a people may separate themselves more and more from the larger 

environmental and spiritual forces that are readily observed. Instead of attuning 

themselves with the empirically given flux o f  daily variety, they seek to generate 

abstract models that tame the natural world, thus creating a second-order world, a 

simulacrum that serves the purpose o f  power and predictability (p. 42). The 

objectivism (or the subjectivist bias) is impossible in the magic and mythic worlds, 

because they have no dissociated subject that can objectify the Other (alterity).

Peirce’s Semiotics 

The extreme complexity of Peirce's work is notorious. In particular, his 

general philosophy of language is extremely difficult to interpret, largely because it is

' ' Prior to clock  time, hours and days were longer in summer than in winter. A day’s work was 
measured not by hours but by what needed to be done (D avid S. Landes. 1983. Revolution in Time: 
C locks an d  the tnaking o f  the m odern w orld. Harvard University Press, pp. 77-78). The first 
mechanical clocks were designed in the thirteenth century, and so was the abstract grid o f  sixty-minute 
hours and sixty-second minutes (L ew is Mumford, 1963. Technics an d  C ivilization, pp. 13-16). C lock  
time equalized the days and fixed the working hours. It introduced precision, replacing midmorning 
with 10:30 A .M . And it made the im plicit rhythm o f  life 's  daily round evident and surveyable. But the 
em ploym ent o f  clock  time also  show s that the ability to see things in a new way can lead to ordering 
them in a new way as well.
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so difficult to know whether he would allow or encourage any priority among the 

various trichotomies that he posits. Following Peirce, to give a name to a sign, i.e., to 

identify it, does not solve the problem o f  the way it acts in semiosis. Peirce's 

emphasis on interpretation (as opposed to conception) suggests that meanings are to 

be explained ultimately in terms o f  the human context in which they are interpreted. 

Therefore, the sign can only be conceived of and interpreted within the spectrum of 

the actual semiosis (in W ittgenstein 's (1953) term, use).'"

Semiosis and its components

Semiosis, which is a process of inference, is the proper object of semiotics. 

Semiosis is, o f  course, an experience that everyone has at every moment of life. 

Semiotics, which is the theory of this experience, is another name for logic, "the 

quasi-necessary, or formal, doctrine of sign" (2.227) (Sebeok, 1994). The formal 

constituents o f  semiosis are thus the representamen, the interprétant and the object, 

which Peirce calls the Immediate Object within semiosis in order to discriminate it 

from the object outside the sign, or rather outside semiosis, and which he calls the 

Dynamical Object. The representamen is first, the object second, and the interprétant

F ollow ing W ittgenstein, many philosophical confusions, especially  the confusion concerning 
language can be unmasked by bringing into view  the concrete use we make o f  certain words and 
propositions within the framework o f  different laneuage-gam es. (p. 5) What W ittgenstein means by 
language-gam es are context o f  action which contain both linguistic and extra-linguistic elem ents and 
which are em bedded in inclusive forms o f  life. (W ittgenstein. L. ( 1953). Philosophical investigations. 
(G. E. M. Anscom b Trans.). Oxford; Basil B lackw ell, p. 11)

In place o f  the traditional view  that appoints mind and meaning as agents o f  thought and 
conceives o f  language as the medium o f  expression for m eanings. W ittgenstein draws attention to our 
factual use o f  signs in concrete situations o f  action. The philosophical question then no longer reads 
“what does this sign mean?" but "how is this sign used ? What does it d o?"

Richard Rorty pointed out the similarities between W ittgenstein's Philosophical Investigations 
and the philosophical framework o f  Charles S. Peirce. The view  suggested by Rorty is that Peirce had 
envisaged and repudiated positivist empiricism Fifty years earlier, and had developed a set o f insights 
and a philosophical mood very similar to those o f  contemporary philosophers working under the 
influence o f  the later W ittgenstein. See. Rorty. R. ( 1961 ). Pragmatism, categories, and language. 
Philosophical R eview . 70. 197-223.
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third. These three constituents have no separate existence of their own, no more than 

have the signifier and the signified in the Saussurean sign. It must always be 

remembered that for Peirce, semiosis as triadic sign is indecomposable.

The representamen, the object, and the interprétant stand For relations or 

Functions, not terms in relation. In other words, they can never have other relations or 

Fulfill other Functions in another semiosis. For example, the interprétant in one 

semiosis will become a representamen in another. It is the "terms" whose Functions 

change and not the reverse. Therefore, it is the analvsis of a given semiosis not the 

Formal analysis of the semiotic triad that will tell us the “nature” of its constituents.

To confuse the Formal rigor o f  Peirce 's  definitions with a mechanical empirical 

description is to misunderstand the matter completely.

Semiosis, before becoming an object of Formal analysis, is an experienced 

inference that cannot be other than triadic. Because it is experienced, semiosis cannot 

analyze itself without destroying itself. An experienced semiosis is a pure transaction 

in which the terms in relation cannot be distinguished From one another, nor From the 

transaction. It is a "transitive," not a "substantive," experience (Deledalle, 2000; 

Merrell, 1995).

Trichotomies of Sign

When dividing the three sign trichotomies (Representamen, Object, and 

Interprétant) into signs of nature (Representamen), signs of humans (Object), and 

signs o f  culture (Interprétant), we are able to achieve a better understanding of 

cognition. The signs o f  nature are: Qualisign, Sinsign and Legisign. The signs of
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human are: Icon, Index and Symbol, and the signs of culture are: Rheme, Dicisign 

and Argument (see Diagram 1, p. 124). Peirce writes.

Signs are divisible by three trichotomies; first, according as the sign in 

itself is a mere quality, is an actual existent, or is a general law; 

secondly, according as the relation of the sign to its object consists in 

the sign's having some character in itself, or in some existential 

relation to that object, or in its relation to an interprétant; thirdly, 

according as its Interprétant represents it as a sign of possibility or as a 

sign of fact or a sign o f  reason. (2.243)

The first division of the three trichotomies is identical with Firstness, i.e. possibility, 

and the representamen. and it consists of Qualisign, Sinsign. and Legisign. It is worth 

noticing that the first trichotomy consists of (non)-sign, i.e. signs that do not relate to 

anything; they are monadic and exist sui generis. Still, as potential, they form the 

basis for the creation o f  meaning.

The Qualisign is defined as being a quality of a sign. Before the manifestation 

o f the sign, another sign must carry it. Because a quality is what it is positive and 

within itself, a quality can only describe an object due to some kind of resemblance or 

a shared element. In other words, a Qualisign necessarily has to be an Icon, and when 

a quality is a logical possibility, the Qualisign can only be interpreted as a sign of 

being, i.e., as a Rheme. An example is the experience of the color red. The color red 

will, o f  course, be carried by some thing o r event.
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The Sinsign is an actual thing or event as a sign. The Sinsign exists only 

through its qualities; therefore, it contains or carries several Qualisigns. A red cloth is 

an example of a Sinsign: the cloth carries the quality of red and can be interpreted.

Peirce defines the Legisign as a law, which is a sign. The lawfulness of 

Legisign is defined and determined bv the users. That is why the Legisign is a 

conventionalized sign. Each conventionalized sign is a Legisign though this is not 

necessarily true the other way round. Peirce states that the Legisign is a general type 

and not a single particular object that one has to agree on as being a carrier of 

ig-

The relationship between the Qualisign, the Sinsign, and the Legisign is that 

these signs exist within themselves, monadically and as non-signs. Naturally, it can 

be rather confusing when we refer to nonsign as sign. However, Peirce is aware of the 

problem of explaining something which by nature is unexplainable"' (Merrell, 1995a, 

1997).

The other well-known and most applied trichotomy consists of the 

Representamen-Obiect relations, or how Secondness is expressed in the sign: Icon. 

Index and Symbol. It is important to notice that this trichotomy describes the dyadic 

relation between representamen and obiect. When someone analyses the image of a 

person and says, this is an Icon, or that smoke is an Index o f  fire, or that the man on 

the toilet door is a Symbol, the statement is only partly correct in a Peircean sense.

■' From the same reason. W ittgenstein says:
6 .54 . "Anyone who understands me eventually recognizes them as nonsensical...H e  
must, so to speak, throw away the ladder after he has clim bed up it."
7. What we cannot speak about we must pass over in silence.

See. W ittgenstein. 1963. Tractatiis: L ogico-ph ilosophicus. (D. F. Pears & B. F. M cGuinness. Trans.). 
London: Routledge. p. 151.
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The dyad is a relation between representamen and object without any interpretation.

If we interpret the person in the picture as an Iconic relation, a dyadic relation no 

longer exists; it becomes a triadic relation. This means that the relation between the 

figure in the picture and the figure in reality is dyadic. However, this is not how we 

interpret it. In these dyadic cases, it would be more correct to say that the picture, the 

smoke, or the man on the toilet door contain, respectively, iconical, indexical, or 

symbolic features.

The Icon is a sign, which shares a resemblance with the Object it represents. 

Common examples o f  Iconic signs are photographs, as they resemble the Object, i.e., 

the model they depict. Peirce states that the Icon does not have a dynamical relation 

to the object it represents. The qualities of the Icon resemble the qualities o f  the 

object, and, through that resemblance, a similar sense of feelings is evoked in who 

sees the relation as a resemblance.

Index means reference (to something). This class is constituted of signs that 

have a causal relation to the objects they describe. The Index refers to the Object, 

which it describes by virtue of a relationship in cases where the sign is caused by the 

Object, such as, smoke is an Index o f  fire. An Index sign is thus a sign which 

represents its Object by virtue of a direct reference to the Object, i.e., footsteps 

pointing to the person who walked past. The result of a thermometer measuring the 

temperature is an index o f  the air temperature. It is important to stress that the Index 

is physically connected to the object, yet, the interpreter has no influence on the 

relation between the Index and its object other than merely noticing the relation after 

it has been established.
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Peirce writes that a Symbol is a sign that refers to its Object, which it denotes 

by virtue of a law ."  Peirce clarifies his notion of law by stating that the law is an 

association of common ideas. This com m on association means that the Symbol will 

be interpreted as pointing to the Object. Thus, the Symbol is a sign that bears 

meaning solely by virtue of rules and conventions. A sign being conventionalized 

means that there is an agreement among users on the meaning of the sign. Letters, 

words, and numbers are such examples of symbolic signs. Peirce writes about the 

Symbol:

Any ordinary word, as “give," "bird,” "marriage," is an example of a 

symbol. It is applicable to whatever may be found to realize the idea 

connected with the word; it does not, in itself, identify those things. It 

does not show us a bird, nor enact before our eyes a giving or a 

marriage, but supposes that we are able to imagine those things, and 

have associated the word with them. (2.298)

Thus, symbol refers to its object through the realization of meaning based on common 

understandings or conventions regarding the meaning. If we take a closer look at the 

Symbol, we will find out that it contains iconic and indexical features. Peirce uses the 

concept "to love" as an example:

A Symbol is a sign naturally fit to declare that the set o f  objects which 

is denoted by whatever set o f  indices may be in certain ways attached 

to it is represented by an icon associated with it. To show what this 

complicated definition means, let us take as an example o f  a symbol.

■■ In this study, this law is understood as (different) consciousness structures in the Gebserian sense or 
as a language gam e in the W ittgensteinean sense.
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the word “ loveth.” Associated with this word is an idea, which is the 

mental icon o f  one person loving another. Now we are to understand 

that “ loveth" occurs in a sentence; for what it may mean by itself, if it 

means anything, is not the question. Let the sentence, then, be “Ezekiel 

loveth Huldah." Ezekiel and Huldah must, then, be or contain indices; 

for without indices it is impossible to designate what one is talking 

about. Any mere description would leave it uncertain whether they 

were not mere characters in a ballad; but whether they be so or not. 

indices can designate them. Now the effect of the word “ loveth" is that 

the pair o f  objects denoted by the pair of indices Ezekiel and Huldah is 

represented by the icon, or the image we have in our minds o f  a lover 

and his beloved. (2.295)

The Symbol emanates from the Icon and the Index. The interaction between the 

Symbol, Index and Icon connect the idea in the Symbol.

The third sign trichotomy consists of Rheme, Dicent sign, and Argument. It 

describes the relation between the sign and the Interpretant/Thirdness. It is a 

misunderstanding that the third trichotomy makes it possible for us to understand the 

relation between Firstness and Secondness. Rhemes refer to possible objects. As 

examples of Rhemes, one can mention nouns, as they clearly refer to possible 

Objects. In Eco 's  words (1976), signs are the prerequisite for lying, as the Object 

does not have to be present at the same moment as the Representamen. So, the 

Objects referred to are only possible. The Rheme represents possible existence.
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Dicent Signs are signs of actual existence. For that reason, the Dicent Sign 

cannot be an Icon. The Icon does not provide an opportunity for interpretation. In 

order to describe the case to which it is interpreted as a reference, Dicent Signs must 

necessarily contain a Rheme. An example of Dicent Signs could be whole sentences. 

The Dicent sign represents actual existence.

The Argument is a Legisign. The Argument represents its Object in its 

capacity as a sign. This means that something is being stated about the sign. An 

example of an Argument could be whole passages of text, i.e., meaningful links of 

Dicent Signs. The Argument is a sum of knowledge structured through Rhemes and 

Dicent signs.

The diagram will facilitate understanding. This complex system summarizes 

the signs mentioned above. Every part of the sign is in itself a sign, and is constructed 

by different kinds o f  signs with different natures. Though the system exists in 

wholeness, parsing it will enable a closer examination.
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Firstness Secondness Thirdness

Representamen
(That which 
represents)
Possible signs

(Hence largely the 
nature of Firstness)

Qualisign
a quality, timbre, 
color

Sinsign
a particular item 
or event

Legisign
conventional
representation

Relation of 
representation to 
object
(Ground of 
representation) 
Actualizes signs 
(Hence largely the 
nature of 
Secondness)

Icon
a likeness to some 
object (naturally 
or by
convention)

Index
a causal connection 
to
the object

Symbol
a conventionally 
stipulated relation 
(most words)

Anticipated
relation
of sign to object 
and
interpretation
(Pragmatic status of 
interpretation) 
Conventional signs 
(Hence largely the 
nature of Thirdness)

Rheme
sign of possibility 
(terms or Words)

Dicent (Dicisign) 
sign of an actual 
occurrence 
(propositions 
/Sentences)

Argument
sign o f  a set of 
stipulated relations 
(Texts)

Diagram I . The components o f  semiosis 

The first part (the representamen) is the Firstness trichotomy. We know that 

the Qualisign in the trichotomy is the sign that the most Firstnesslike. It is the 

representamen. The object which is the sign that carries the Qualisign is the Sinsign. 

We know from the definition of the Sinsign that it is an actual thing or event, and we 

know that in order to be manifested, the Qualisign has to be embodied in the Sinsign. 

The Legisign makes the connection between Qualisign and Sinsign possible. When 

the Qualisign is manifested in the Sinsign through the Legisign, some kind of 

lawfulness occurs. Peirce calls it “force of habit." In this case, the semiosis is
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monadic; there is no intelligent interpretation behind semiosis (2.243-2.246). It could 

be called the semiosis of natural signs.

The second part (the object) is the Secondness trichotomy (2.247-2.249). A 

dyadic relationship exists between the Firstness and the Secondness trichotomies. The 

Secondness trichotomy is the result of the evolution taking place in Firstness. 

However, the evolution within the Secondness category takes place at a different time 

and place in evolutions proportional to Firstness, because the evolution in the 

Firstness category triggers the evolution in the Secondness category. The dyad is 

created between Firstness and Secondness: because of this relation. Icon, Index, and 

Symbol all contain elements from the Firstness trichotomy.

The third part (the interprétant) is the Thirdness trichotomy (2.250-2.253). 

These signs are pure triads, i.e., genuine signs, and all express lawfulness. Peirce has 

primarily worked with this trichotomy when developing his logic. That is why the 

relation among the Rheme, the Dicent sign, and the Argument is the same in an 

inference. Here, the Rheme is the predicate, the Dicent sign is the premise, and the 

Argument is the conclusion. In this way, the conclusion mediates between the 

predicate and the premise; during this process, a sign occurs. This is interesting, 

because the interprétant forms the equivalent or a more developed sign in semiosis. 

Peirce stresses that we, as a consequence o f  the logic within the interprétant, must 

necessarily reason on the background o f  the same logic, i.e., our ability to make 

judgments (logically) and to draw conclusions based on an innate logic. Yet what 

kind of logic is it? It is not a logic based on the logic employed within the natural
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sciences or classical empiricism, but rather, it is a symbolic logic, a logic which 

occurs out of evolution.

Ten classes of signs

If we take a closer look at the first trichotomy (Columns in Diagram 1, 

Qualisign-Icon-Rheme), all the signs refer to Firstness. The basic sign is the 

Qualisign, and both the Icon and the Rheme are constructed on the basis of the 

Qualisign. Peirce writes: "Since a quality is whatever it is positively in itself, a quality 

can only denote an object by virtue o f  some common ingredient or similarity"

(2.254). The similarity means that a Qualisign, when manifested, must be an Icon; 

when a quality only exists as a pure logical possibility, the Qualisign can only be 

interpreted as a sign o f  being, i.e., as a Rheme. The Rheme mediates between the 

Qualisign and the Icon. It has to be the logical possibility that determines whether we 

can identify the resemblance in a picture. The movement from the Qualisign to the 

Icon through the Rheme constitutes the lawfulness within Firstness.

The second trichotomy consists of Secondness signs (Sinsign-Index-Dicent) 

which all denote signs of actual existence. They all act as objects, and, therefore, they 

all carry qualities from Firstness. Within the Dicent sign is the Rheme, in the Sinsign 

there are one or many Qualisigns. and in the Index is the Icon. As already mentioned, 

the Sinsign and the Dicent sign are signs o f  actual existence. The index also has to 

denote actual existence, as it expresses a causal relation between Firstness and 

Secondness that determines the actual existence.

The third trichotomy consists o f  Thirdness signs (Legisign-Symbol- 

Argument) denoting lawfulness and conventionality. The Legisign expresses a
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conventionalized sign, and most important, it is also a sign that denotes lawfulness in 

nature. The Symbol is also a conventionalized sign and denotes lawfulness as a 

dyadic relation between nature and human. This relation is not yet interpreted, as in 

that case, it would have been triadic. The connection between the Legisign and the 

Symbol is created by the Argument. The Argument is the most Thirdnesslike sign. 

Hence, within the Argument, we have the Legisign consisting of Qualisign and 

Sinsign, and we have the Symbol consisting of Qualisign, Sinsign, Legisign, Icon, 

and Index. Within the Argument we also have the Rheme and the Dicent signs. Thus, 

the Argument is the most degenerate sign in the sense that it the sign farthest awav 

from Firstness. In other words, it is likely to Nietzsche, it would be the most 

abstracted sign, and to Kramer, it would be the most dissociated sign.

Peirce creates ten sign types on the basis of the nine types of signs.

Types of Signs Familiar terms Technical

expression

Rhematic Iconic Qualisign Feeling Ri 0 ,  I|

Rhematic Iconic Sinsign Imaging R iO, I:

Rhematic Indexical Sinsign Sensing Ri 0 : 1:

Dicent Indexical Sinsign Awaring R 2O 212

Rhematic Iconic Legisigns Scheming R | 0 |  L

Rhematic Indexical Legisigns Impressing-saying Ri O 2 h

Dicent Indexical Legisigns Looking-saying R2 O 2 I.i

Rhematic Symbol Legisigns Seeing-saying Ri O 313

Dicent Symbolic Legisign. Perceiving-saying R2 O 313

Argument Symbolic Legisign Realizing R? O313

Diagram 2. Ten types o f  signs
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It is important to understand that these types are ideal, basic analytical 

classifications that we seldom see purely represented in reality. As shown in Diagram 

2, Peirce creates ten classes of signs from the trichotomies mentioned above (2.254- 

2.265). The ten classes are a consequence of classes logically excluding each other. A 

Qualisign will always be a Rhematic Iconical Sign, and a Symbol will always be a 

Legisign, and an Argument will always be a Symbolic Legisign, etc. It is important to 

stress that the division does not mean that the Firstness trichotomy does not exist in 

the intellectual signs, i.e., the culture signs. Rather, Firstness does indeed exist in 

intellectual signs as a displacement; in Gebserian terms, it is a plus-mutation. In a 

sense, Peirce's sign system always presupposes the process o f  plus-mutation.

The ten classes of signs are 1) Rhematic Iconic Qualisign 2) Rhematic Iconic 

Sinsign 3) Rhematic Indexical Sinsign and 4) Dicent Indexical Sinsign 5) Rhematic 

Iconic Legisigns 6 ) Rhematic Indexical Legisigns 7) Dicent Indexical Legisigns 8 ) 

Rhematic Symbol Legisigns 9) Argument Symbolic Legisign, and finally 10) Dicent 

Symbolic Legisign. Diagram 2 illustrates these ten classes o f  signs.

It should be noted that all these signs refer to the Thirdness trichotomy. This 

means they are all rooted in our culture. Stated differently, without cultural contexts, 

or the consciousness structure, as a way of seeing, semiosis could never be 

completed. In this vein, Peirce stresses that Thirdness is a category of habits, which 

tend to become subconscious. This tendency leads to a crucial point of Peircean 

semiosis concerning this study: habits gradually become more and more 

subconscious, and, thus, Thirdness begins its regress to Firstness. This is the very
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point at which Cartesian dualism, empiricist 's causality, and constructivism collapse 

altogether. Therefore, to Peirce, no sign is exclusively of the body or the mind.

An example analvsis for understanding o f Peirce’s sign system

Due to the complexity o f  Peirce’s sign system, it is not easy to understand 

clearly only with the literal description of the classes of signs. This sample analysis is 

introduced for facilitate understanding the types of, and the transitional characteristic 

o f  Peircean sign system. For the analysis, three MS Office XP Advertising pictures 

are used."''

One common theme of three pictures is the sign class o f  "argument." As the 

three ads (picture I, 2, and 3) are a serial advertising pictures, the theme of the three 

ads when they are considered as a combined advertising, it can be regarded as, in 

terms o f  Peirce’s signs system, "Argument-Realizing, R^OU^ : Regardless o f  age, 

gender, and race, all human being can use and, thus, will be satisfied with MS Office 

XP. Our cultural world is a world "made real"; it is more "made" than simply given 

to us through so-called the senses. For this reason, this type of sign, argument, is a 

sign whose interprétant is related to its object in terms o f  that which is conventional 

and accepted as the general ways of the cultural world. It is a linguistic portrayal of 

technological development of a particular time, in the history o f  the cultural life of the 

United States (further, it is the cultural life o f  this planet). This type, argument, is the 

most efficient sign for "making real" whatever cultural world we happen to live in.

The texts in each advertising pictures consist of the sign classes o f  "dicent 

s y m b o r  and "argum ent."  The sign class of dicent sym bol, R3O 3I2, is expressed as 

Proposition- Perceiving-Saying. This sign class linguistically identifies the object of

2 } All three o f  ad pictures are taken from National Geographic. August. Septem ber. October 2001.
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the sign. The sign is perceived as such-and-such, and often specifies some o f  the 

attributes of that object. These are the examples of the "dicent sym bol'' in each ad 

pictures:

"That is designed to automatically save your work in case of an error." (Ad 1 )

"Which present the tools you need that were previously hidden in the menus." (Ad 3) 

The examples o f  the "A rgum ent"  are below. Even though the sign class of 

"Argument” is the most abstracted and fixed type of sign, thus, it is typical sign type 

of the mental consciousness, the example "Argument” type signs (texts) reveal the 

magical and the mental consciousness at the same time.

"Once complicated become suddenly simple. They'll simply appear when he needs 

them” (Ad 2).

"He can alter space and time itself. Everything he needs is on the screen” (Ad 3). 

"She'll hit a magic combination of keys” (Ad 1 ).

"You want it. You need it. Now you can get it” (Ad 1, 2, and 3).

Hand written "Microsoft Office XP" in ad texts is a sign class ot'"dicent 

indexiccd legisign,"  R iOifi In other words, it is a type of "Looking" or 

"Acknowledging-saying." This is a type o f  sign, each use of which supplies 

information in terms of the effect o f  its object on it and the manner in which that 

object is apart from it. Therefore, there is awareness of the sign as a sign o f  something 

with respect to someone. This is a sign so familiar to the subject that its meaning is 

hardly more than tacitly acknowledged.

M icrosoft Logo and M icrosoft Office XP Logo is a sign type o f "rhematic  

indexical legisign," R3O2I1. It can be expressed as Impressing-Saying. This sign has
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made a definite Impression on the consciousness o f  the subject. Here language enters 

the semiotic process, although it is language use in an implicit rather than explicit 

way, and requires context within language and a cultural setting for its proper 

interpretation. This is a type of sign that requires that its use must be affected by the 

particular semiotic object it indicates and remained distinguished indicating some 

specific object. This logo stands for a particular type of MS software.

“Document Recovery," “smart tags," and “Task Panes" in ad texts are the sign 

class of "rhematic sym b o l"  R3O 3I1, and can be said as “Seeing" or “Identifying- 

Saying." The sign is seen as such-and-such and give a name. This is a technical or 

artificial languages. This type involves symbolic signs that are by means of social 

conventions made and taken in the way they are.

Transformational or mutational characteristic of signs. People's skin color in 

each advertising picture is a D icent Sinsign, R 2O 2I:. "awaring," in the sense that this 

sign has become the object o f  direct experience insofar as it is a sign indicating 

something other than itself and providing information regarding that something other 

(the person in the picture). It should be noted that with which the sign is interrelated 

is at least tacitly acknowledged by the subject, but the sign cannot yet be a given 

name.

On the other hand, when we see all the serial advertising pictures at the same 

time as if those are one combined text, peoples' skin color as a sign class of 

“awaring" transforms or mutates into an iconic legisign, R 1O2I3, “scheming," as an 

expression (or a description) o f  racial background. The iconic legisign is a general 

type o f  sign insofar as it is a patterned sight that manifests some likeness with
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something other than itself. The sign requires that its likeness incorporates some 

quality that renders it fit to evoke in the mind of the subject an idea of that likeness.

Because the iconic legisign, R 1O 2I3, "scheming," is the sign that reached the 

Thirdness of its representamen, thus it can endow that representamen with (genuine) 

semioticity (semiosis). The sign has now entered the subject's awareness, the subject 

acknowledges it as a sign, and as a sign that interrelates with some semiotic object. In 

other words, the skin color (black and white) is acknowledged as a racial background. 

Therefore, this transformation or mutation occurs again when we consider "age" and 

"gender" in the advertising pictures.
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V. Em bodim ent an d  technology 

As already discussed in Chapters III and IV, Gebser (1985), Mumford (1973) 

and Ellul (1964) commonly indicate the transformation of the nature of the modem 

technological milieu. The common point of their argument is that modem technology 

and modem  science constantly shape new objects to be seen and ways of seeing these 

o b j e c t s . T h e  quest for positivity in so-called scientific research finds its impetus in 

this ongoing production o f  the new perception. The price of this new technically- 

inspired perception, which stands on the basis of a pure positivity of things, i.e., 

objectivistic bias, is the annihilation of meaning: the annihilation of communication 

and semiosis. There is no more communication but rather, is merely calculation. 

Instead o f  meaningful communication, there is a full-blown modem "time-anxiety" 

based on calculative perception (Gebser, 1985). These phenomena will be explored in 

chapter V and chapter VI in detail.

The crisis in the contemporary attitude concem ing the nature of thought and 

o f  perception stems from the way in which appearance and perception have been 

lifted out of the historical realm via a process o f  technicization. As a result, people’s 

grasp o f  not only perception and appearance but also, of history and language is being 

impoverished. However, contrary to the contemporary attitude, perception differs 

depending upon the subject and the obiect.

Som e acting agent (i.e., researcher) oriented approach, such as Kuhn's work ( 1962) that explains the 
revolution in research paradigm from the historical factors, overlooks som ething fundamental 
concerning the em ergence and domination o f  modern Newtonian scientific view: the mutation o f  
modern science is perceptual, technical as much as intellectual. In other words, mutation does not 
com e from mere constitutional process o f  subject (researcher), rather it com es from the institutioning 
process o f  human and world. A ccordingly, a different direction that can make sense o f  a form o f  
scientific dom inance is driven in large part by perceptual and technical com m itm ents or convictions.
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Perception as an essentially bipolar arrangement (subject-object), suffers from the 

fact that the object of contemporary research always recedes as the questioning 

advances.

Heidegger (1962) suggests, "the character o f  Being which belongs to the 

ready-to-hand is just such an involvement. If something has an involvement, this 

implies letting it be involved in something” (p. 115). Accordingly, perception occurs 

when there is a "context” formed for a perceiver and a perceived, a context of mutual 

involvement or implication. In other words, perception is this context-formation, as 

well as the activity that takes place within it.

To assume the perce iver gives rise to the perceived (or vice-versa) is to 

overlook the place or context of their emergence in such a way that people 11 nd 

themselves caught up in a truly vicious regression. As previously mentioned in 

Chapter III, Merleau-Ponty (1962) and Husserl (1970) indicate that intellectualism or 

Cartesian subjectivism and empiricism hold this error o f oversight in common, the 

former doing so in the name of subject, the latter in the name o f  the object. Following 

Merleau-Ponty (1962), "Between my .sensation and me always lies an obscure 

thickness of a primordial experience which prevents my experience being clear [even] 

to myselF' (p. 250). He means that the primordial experience engenders the 

possibility of any given perception, though it also limits any perception's domain of 

clarity insofar as this primordial experience or perceivability itself cannot be rendered 

completely visible.

Further, the question of the perceptual horizon is not simply a spatial matter. 

As explained in Chapter III, Husserl (1970), criticizing Kant, recognizes the temporal
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structure of perception and further explores the constitutional characteristic of 

consciousness in terms of his schema of protention and r e t e n t i o n . Merleau-Ponty 

continues this exploration o f  the question of the perceptual (rather than 

consciousness) horizon as both spatial and temporal. Merleau-Ponty asserts this point 

as "the synthesis of horizons [past, present and future] is only a presumptive 

synthesis, it operates with certainty and precision only in the object’s immediate 

vicinity [emphasis added]” (1962, p. 58; see also 1968, pp. 148-149). The meaning of 

Merleau-Ponty 's notion, "open and unfinished object” is clearly explained.

On the contrary, in the modem world, from the objectivistic biased viewpoint 

such as Feinberg (1977), science is not so much a question of discovering new things 

and new ideas but rather, o f  improving and refining what is already possessed and 

understood. New entities will continue to appear; however, their forms will follow the 

strict lines earlier thrown forward by the already-established m odem perception. This 

notion of science exists because, to the objectivist viewpoint, m odem perception is 

not only perfectible but also, is essentially self-reliant.

Merleau-Ponty's notion o f  ‘body,’ or more broadly ‘flesh,’ together with 

Peirce’s notion o f  ‘habit’ and ‘potentia’ provide a new way for understanding 

perception and technology. The central theme in Merleau-Ponty’s investigation is the

To Kant, temporality, for better or worse, is not som ething beyond the human perceptual scheme, 
but the quest for that is an illegal temptation o f metaphysical desire o f  human intelligence. However, 
temporality, to Kant, is a transcendental form o f  all sensibility. The objectivistic biased paradigm  
regards time primarily as a barometer for external changes began to yield ground. Kant, on the other 
hand, shifts the thematic focus more and more from time p e r s e  to tim e-experience. In this sense. 
Kant’s critical philosophy is "critical. “ Husserl’s term “retention" refers to the unified totality o f  
horizon-consciousness against w hich the present stands out. where as recollection is a particular mode 
o f consciousness w hose focal point is a certain past event. Thus, retention is part o f  an on going  
experience; it remains continuous with the present. The consciousness o f  present always involves 
retention as the horizontal consciousness o f  the background.
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body as anchoring point o f  perception and communication. The notion of 

‘embodiment’ facilitates critiques on the objectivistic-biased viewpoint and thus, 

provides the capability of grasping the relationship between technology and 

communication/semiosis. Before exploring M erleau-Ponty’s argument, this study 

begins from the Peircean version of ‘embodiment’: ‘habit’. The term, ‘habit,’ is the 

place where Peirce meets Merleau-Ponty.

Peirce’s notion o f  habit is not that o f behavioral psychology, but rather, it 

involves our engendering meanings for signs. Habit entails activity with which mind 

and body engage according to dispositions that have become entrenched by use and 

as a result of  individual experience, social customs, and rules of conduct. Rather than 

being judged as either true or false, habits are considered in terms of their degree of 

contextual validity. This is an open deviation from the principle o f  excluded middle.

A habit is valid to the degree that it applies to the other contextual fields of habit that 

position it; it may be invalid in other contexts and hence, can never possess a 

universal truth-value (Peirce, 5.367).

If we regard reality as a relational process between subject and world or 

simply the infinite expression o f  ‘being-in-the-world,’ the concept of 'po ten tia ' that 

Heisenberg (1958) chose to speak o f  “reality” in relation to the contradictory results 

of quantum mechanical experiments gives a new way o f  interpreting experimental 

results as well as of defining “reality.” A semiotic correlate to the term “potentia” 

may be suggested by Peirce’s notion o f  “habit.” In objectivistic-biased traditional 

physics, the results o f  the observation o f  physical objects are conceived of as 

idealized normative abstract objects or as real causes. However, the disparities in the
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results o f  quantum mechanics experiments require a new interpretation of the 

■‘reality” that these results reflect o r represent.

Following Heelan (1965), Heisenberg (1958) insists that we can temporarily 

halt the flux of movement and isolate the quantity o f  energy, however, it must be 

recognized that these results, i.e., observations of time-space and causality, do not 

refer to anything other than points of observation. Experimental observation produces 

a moment of stability. The stability is not pure, naked “reality,” but rather, a stability 

is produced by the momentary interaction of (a) the subject, (b) the subject’s 

apparatus doing the measuring or the trace as "signifier.” and (c) the Object being 

measured. This Object is unknowable except in, through, and as an experimentally- 

measured or interpreted entity.

Potentia is neither a pure idea nor an actual event, neither a transcendental 

category nor a particular substance, neither an object nor an interpretation. Rather, 

potentia refers to the possibilitv of producing laws or models of objects in and 

through experiment and interpretation. Likewise Husserl (1970) asserts the 

phenomenon represented by the model is actually the interaction of knowing subject 

and object to be known, as well as the traces left by both. According to Heelan 

(1965),

The elementary particle, on the one hand, is not phenomenally real; for 

it has “no color, no smell, no taste; . . . .  and the concepts o f  geometry 

and kinematics, like shape or motion in space, cannot be applied to it 

consistently.' On the other hand, it is not a pure idea, for it can be 

‘converted from potency to act,' by the process of measurement and
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observation. Heisenberg called It real but potential [emphasis added].

(p. 154)

Therefore, human beings have no direct knowledge of the object as brute reality or of 

the universal organization of their knowledge categories. Apart from the symbols or 

traces produced by their encounter, with the particular conditions of experiment, i.e., 

within a particular context, human beings know nothing (Heelan, 1965).

The "reality" of the quantum mechanical results is a "potentia" as opposed to 

an "in-itself," physics or "noumenal" reality, because reality exists only in relation to 

the act of observation. For example, energy is a condition of possible characteristics 

of a particular physical milieu, whereas "potentia" would be the statement of the 

possible types of systems and processes permitted by that milieu taken as the context 

of experimentation and interpretation. Therefore, the Kantian universal laws of nature 

are transformed into laws of the possible relationships between subject and object. 

Reality is not simply the external world as the Newtonian objectivistic biased- 

viewpoint presupposed but rather, the mutually engaged presence of knowing subiect 

and obiect to be known.

Hence, the tendency of light to behave as a particle with certain other 

properties when acted upon in experiment is "potentia," a correlate of a possible 

union o f  subject and object in the act of observation or interpretation under certain 

conditions. We are no longer speaking o f  a representation of "reality": rather, we are 

describing an interactive production/presentation of reality; in other words, an 

embodied grasp o f  the world. What is changing here are the limits and définition of 

the type of “reality” that we can know: 'what is visible.’ Therefore, one can know
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possible results only of the observational event and only as interaction of (a) the 

empirical behavior of the world, (b) our forms of thought or our instruments, and (c) 

our communication or semiosis.

Heisenberg (1958) proposes the problem of the status of “reality” and then, 

answers that it is one of many potential results of interaction. According to Heelan 

(1965), “science, the atomic physics, is but a link in the infinite chain of m an’s [sic\ 

argument with nature and that it cannot simply speak of nature in i t s e l f ” (p. 152). 

Therefore, “the true object o f  quantum mechanics was not nature but m an’s [sic] 

relationships with nature” (p. 54). Accordingly, if science comes up with particular 

experimental results or with certain formula, these "represent” not a noumenal 

"reality” o f  pure nature nor an empirical object in-themselves. Rather, they “present” 

potential configurations that mav be actualized or that probably will be actualized in 

the event o f  experiment. Hence, truth or rather, meaning, exists as potential. The 

result o f  experiment has no absolute “truth,” only validity. Therefore, laws o f  various 

kinds are simply more or less applicable to certain well-defined domains of 

experience, i.e., their validity is contextually delimited. As illustrated in Chapter III, 

Gebser (1985) explains all expression has its validity within its own consciousness 

structure. However, at the same time, the possibility that all expression can be 

interpreted differently remains as “potentia’ in the process of “plus-mutation’ and the 

characteristic o f  “ever-present origin.’

As Merleau-Ponty (1962, 1968) explores the answer for the problem of 

Cartesian dualism in his concept of “body,’ Heisenberg has, perhaps, found the 

solution to the problem of the impossibility o f  Kantian transcendentals or Aristotelian
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pure experiences. The alternative is "potentia" or "possibility." Potentia is the result 

o f  the dialectical interaction of both subject and object. At the same time, potentia is 

the process itself. It does not stem from a one-sided idealism, an abandon to 

capricious subjectivity, any more than it arises out o f  naked empiricism. This point 

reflects Husserl’s critique on the crisis o f  modem science as described earlier. The 

notion of ‘potentia’ implies the interrelational constitution (co-constitution) and does 

not pretend ‘absoluteness’ or ‘universality’ as is usually claimed by the objectivistic 

biased viewpoint. It is adequate to relate the notion of potentia with Peirce’s concept 

of ‘habit,’ as Peirce insists on habit as a series of possible experimental results.

Peirce’s notion of habit 

Peirce proposes habit as the solution to the gap between human and the 

continuous, dynamic, chance-generated, uncertain field of sign-relations. Because 

habit enables one to fix sign-relations and to find regularity in them, Peirce asserts, “ It 

is clear t h a t . . .  a principle o f  h a b i t . . . .  is the only bridge that can span the chasm 

between the chance medley o f  chaos and the cosmos of order and law" (6.262). 

According to Peirce, the meaning is determined by the habits o f  past sign- 

relationships in connection with the interpreter. Therefore, to Peirce, “ there remains 

only habit, as the essence o f  the logical interpretation ” (5.486). Peirce’s habit may be 

closely related to semiotic notions of code. However, it must be carefully considered 

that, to Peirce, code is not regarded in terms of ‘connection’ or ‘link’ that ties 

meaning with actual object in the world, i.e., as a dyadic semantic transfer 

mechanism. Rather, as Peirce indicates, habit as code must be understood as a triadic, 

interrelational, communicational relationship. Habit is a regularity o f  transformations
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among objects, persons, and material symbols, or among Interprétant, Object, and 

Representamen.

Habit, then, is a temporary limitation o f  possibilities or o f  relations largely 

pre-established by the previous perceiver’s sociocultural Interpretant-habits, which 

enable possible meaning configurations that are the interaction o f  sign-functional 

habits to be temporarily and potentially isolated. To summarize, triadicity, relativity, 

relationality, conventionality, and communicationality are properties that are 

developed within the Peircean notion o f  habit to make them applicable to the practice 

o f  communication and to the interaction involved in knowing objects. Hence, a habit 

is an embodied regularity o f  semiotic procedures. The perception of Object and 

Representamen, as an Interpretant-effect, depends upon previous Interpretant-habits 

o f  attention or “seeing,' which are stored in what Peirce calls “associations in 

memory.” For Peirce, however, this memory is more social rather than individualistic 

and anthropomorphic. Habit, then, is a configuration of sign-relations that may be 

temporarily isolated yet, that also must be resituated in the historical consciousness 

continuum of other habits in order to be more completely, if not exhaustively, 

interpreted.

Accordingly, habits are neither fixed laws nor parts of mechanical models, 

neither absolutes nor exempt from variation by chance. In short, habit bears all of the 

epistemological flux, interrelativity, and possibility of “potentia." The acquisition of 

interpretant-habits, and their interpretation for that matter thus, is always subject to 

growth, mutation, and alternation, because, these habits are interactionally-triadically 

constituted and are formed in the first place by chance occurrences.
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As an alternative for the correspondence theory of truth and meaning, the 

potential o f  the Peircean configuration of the nature of semiosis/communication lies 

in the notion o f  contextual validity, i.e., a certain field of relations. Peirce proposes 

the notion of sign-field, or in Peirce's term, "plianeron," to explain the configurations 

that sign-habits generate. Peirce acknowledges, "signs are irreducibly triadic— they 

function in relation to other elements of the triad in that they are situated in a field—  

ground— phaneron" (2.228). For Peirce, "field is synonymous for relation of signs" 

(1.286). The sign-field describes all o f  the sign-habits present to the interpreter at the 

time o f  the reception of a particular sign-relation, a presence that necessarily governs 

the reception of, or the contextualization of, the particular sign-relation.

Hence, for Peirce, the sign field, "phaneron"  is the organization o f  sign- 

relations in a particular time and space that governs the functions of any new 

perception of sign-relations. Therefore, the phaneron is the "collective totality of all 

that is present to the mind no matter what manner or sense, and without worrving at 

all whether it corresponds or not to anv real thing" [emphasis added] (Peirce, 1.285). 

For Peirce, in the end, truth and meaning depend neither upon a singular habit, nor 

upon the habits of the idiosvncratic se lf  hut rather, upon the consensus o f  the 

community. In the lifeworld, the real is that, sooner or later, information and 

reasoning would finally result in. and which is, therefore, independent o f  the whims 

o f  you and me. Thus, the very origin o f  the conception of reality shows that this 

conception essentially involves the notion o f  community as historical consciousness, 

without definite limits (Peirce, 5.311 ).
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M erleau-Pontv’s Habit-Bodv 

Merleau-Ponty also emphasizes the situated characteristic o f  body i.e., 

the way in which the body “ loves” relations. Merleau-Ponty (1962) suggests:

Prior to stimuli and sensory contents, we must recognize a kind of 

inner diaphragm which determines, infinitely more than the stimuli 

and sensory contents do, what our reflexes and perceptions will be able 

to aim at in the world, the area o f  possible operations, the scope of our 

life. (p. 79)

Thus, Being-in-the-world, he concludes, is a "pre-objective" view that serves to 

“anchor” the subject-body within a definite, though hardly “determinate,” 

environment. Being-in-the-world is, then, “an intention of our whole being” that is 

caught up in the dynamics o f  a “definite involvement” (Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p. 82). 

Hence, the body, in Merleau-Ponty 's account, is “the unperceived term in the center 

of the world toward which all objects turn their face” (p. 82). Further, Merleau-Ponty 

(1962) suggests that there must be another layer to the body's nature, another layer 

besides that of “the body at this moment” which is the flesh-body. Merleau-Ponty 

calls this second dimension the “habit-body.” Together, the flesh-body and the habit- 

body dictate the situatedness o f  the body.

The habit-body is an “anonymous” realm o f  bodily orientation, a horizon of 

sedimented “manipulatory movements,” or “ axes” and “vectors” through which the 

body participates in the spectacle o f  involvement that is a subject's “being-in-the- 

world” (Merleau-Ponty, 1968, pp. 220-222). Following Merleau-Ponty (1962, 1968), 

the habit-body serves in a foundational way to “ situate” the existential subject within
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a context of possibilities that, then, induce the actions and anticipations of lived-body. 

The body therefore serves to initiate the existential subject to a range o f  possible 

themes, hence frames the orientation within which the subject takes up one 's  life.

In this regard, Merleau-Ponty (1962) clarifies the limitation o f  the 

“objectivistic” understanding of body, as he says “It is never an objective body that 

we move, but our phenomenal body, and there is no mystery in that, since our bodv, 

as the potentialitv [emphasis added] o f  this or that part of the world, surges toward 

objects to be grasped and perceives them” (pp. 105-106). Therefore, Merleau-Ponty is 

led to conclude there is a bodily possession of space that is more primordial than our 

possession of “objective" space and that this pre-objective spatial existence is 

“primarily condition of all living perception” (p. 109). In other words, actual bodily 

movement is more primordial than the thought of a bodily movement.

“ Beneath intelligence as beneath perception,” Merleau-Ponty (1962) remarks, 

“we discover a more fundamental function,” a function which first enables us to place 

ourselves “within a particular world,” or “within a situation." This function is the 

“ intentional arc.” Merleau-Ponty says, “ Intentional arc projects round us our past, our 

future, our  human setting, our physical, ideological and moral situation, or rather, 

which results in our being situated in all these respects” (p. 136). Hence, it is by 

virtue o f  our intentional arc that we can integrate different dimensions and points of 

view into the unity of a personal core o f  being that is then capable o f  responding to 

both familiar and unfamiliar sorts of situations. The intentional arc, thus, supplies 

people a  foundational unity that is not a synthesis o f  aspects but rather, the very basis
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for synthesis and integration. The unity is bodily intentionality, which manifests itself 

in experience as a sort o f "perfonnatory” knowledge.

Merleau-Ponty (1962), following Husserl, establishes this point, 

“consciousness is in the first place not a matter of T think’ but of T can ” (p. 137). In 

this sense, the body inhabits the world, even though it is a point of view on the world. 

Through the perceptual habits of the body, we are able to “come into possession" of 

world, setting “boundaries to our field of vision and our field of action" (p. 152). In 

this vein, Merleau-Ponty (1962) indicates.

The body expresses total existence, not because it is an external 

accompaniment to that existence, but because existence comes into its 

own in the body . . . .  Understanding in this way, the relation of 

experience to thing expressed, or of sign to meaning is not a one-way 

relationship like that between original text and translation [emphasis 

added I. Neither body nor existence [italics in original] can be regarded 

as the original o f  the human being, since they presuppose each other.

(p. 166)

Therefore, if it is through the body’s initial capacity to open onto a field of access that 

the world first becomes a world and the subject a worldly being, then it would seem 

that the body is “the initial upsurge of meaning, the basis o f  all possible truth, o f all

Pierre Bourdieu’s socio log ica l approach offers many similar points to M erleau-Ponty's notion o f  
'em bodiment' and 'intentional arc.' In a sense. Bourdieu's works can be regarded as the potential 
application o f  M erleau-Ponty's philosophical explorations. In the notion o f  embodiment.' both 
thinkers share the experience o f  lived body as the dissolution o f  subject and object dichotomy. 
Bourdieu clearly focuses the visib le— or, what is 'seen '— more than invisible phenomenon; Merleau- 
Ponty. rather, focuses the potentiality or possibility o f  in terms o f  “motility" -  “I can See Merleau- 
Ponty (1962) and Bourdieu. P. ( 1977). Outline o f  Theory o f  P ractice . Trans. R. Rice. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. A lso  see. Bourdieu ( 1990). The logic o f  practice . Trans. R. Nice. 
Stanford: Stanford U niversity Press, especially, pp. 55 -57 , pp. 76 -77 , pp. 102-104)
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rationality’’ (Madison, 1981, p. 65). Stated differently, "to have lost one’s voice is not 

to keep silence: one keep silence only when one can speak” (Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p. 

161).

Merleau-Pontv’s bodv and technologv 

For Merleau-Ponty (1962), perception as "embodied consciousness’ is the 

primal point of contact between our existence and the world. Body is never an object 

among other objects, either natural or artificial, in the world. In addition, the body as 

the subject o f  the sensorium is mine; “ I am my body.” As such, it is the vehicle of my 

communication with the world. Merleau-Ponty (1962, 1968) insists that my body is 

not an object but rather, is a medium, an organization.

The hallmark o f  modern perception involves its taking up o f  new instruments, 

though instruments are not simple material objecth; instead they are modem 

technology itself. Technology is no longer limited to simple machines. In its modem 

form, technology extends much further (Ellul, 1964; Mumford, 1973). In other words, 

the technology is no longer simply part of the strictly visible realm; technology is the 

embodiment o f  a new way of seeing, the visible itself.

M erleau-Ponty's notion o f  "flesh” connects the two dimensions of reality; the 

inner and the outer. For instance, Merleau-Ponty (1968) illustrates that the operation 

of the two eyes is synergic, in that binocular vision is not composed of two monocular 

visions as an "association,” "assemblage,” or "aggregate” of two separate entities or 

as a “parallel” working side by side, but rather, it is one sole unitary vision. Touch, 

too, is an interlacing o f  the movement that touches and the movement that is touched.
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In the handshake, we feel we are touching and being touched at the same time (pp. 

142-144).

Embodiment and Institution (Co-constitution)

It is not perceptibility, but intelligibility, which dominates the essence of 

bodies in Descartes' view, and thereafter, his perspective permeates all the viewpoints 

that have the Cartesian objectivistic bias. However, Merleau-Ponty (1970) is reluctant 

to grant a primary constitutional power to consciousness. Instead, he proposes the 

term “ institution.” For Merleau-Ponty (1970, see also, 1964, 1968), " institution" 

comes to replace "constitution" as the primordial movement of appearance. Things 

are caught in the play o f  institutional forces along with consciousness and are not 

simply subordinate to the unilaterally superior productive power of consciousness. If 

consciousness does play the role o f  'institutor,' i.e., ‘quasi-agent, it is only with the 

support and collaboration o f  things-in-the-world and only within the context of 

m ovement of institutions always already at w ork.’^

For Merleau-Ponty (1970), what matters is not so much a case of constitution 

as much as it is one of "institution." The Cartesian objectivistic biased view of 

perception remains derivative in that it overlooks the very source of its possibility of 

self-certainty. Perception begins, not in the work of consciousness or in its meaning- 

giving power, but in subduing consciousness under the indeterminacy o f  the world. If 

it has been admitted that (Cartesian) constitution cannot account for the world, then a 

new assessment that seriously or radically considers the nature of the other

■' Kramer (1993. 1997) indicates the sam e points in terms o f  the notion, "co-constitutional" process. 
How ever. Kramer's term, ‘co-constitution’ still provides subject or acting agent with the primary 
constitutional power, although tacitly. Kramer (1993. 1997). like Husserl, fully recognizes the 
eloquence o f  things, i.e.. things-in-the-world. and clearly insists on that point in his argument; 
how ever, the usage o f  the term, co -constitution.' reveals a still subject-oriented tendency.
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“participants (objects)’’ in the manifestation o f  the multidimensional flesh is 

necessitated. In other words the ways, in which people’s perceptions and people’s 

thoughts rely on the obscure nature o f  things play a central role in this assessment.

As Merleau-Ponty (1970) suggests, the concept of institution may help us find 

a solution to certain difficulties in the notion o f  consciousness. Merleau-Ponty insists. 

If the subject were not taken as a constituting but an instituting subject, 

it might be understood that the subject does not exist instantaneously 

and that the other person does not exist simply as a negative of myself 

. . . .  an instituting subject could coexist with another because the one 

instituted is not the immediate reflection of the activity o f  the former 

and can be regained by himself [5 /cl or by others without involving 

anything like a total recreation. Thus the instituted subject exists 

between others and myself, between me and myself, like a hinge, the 

consequence and the guarantee o f  our belonging to a common world.

( p .40)

To perceive is not to constitute a meaningful, sensible situation. Rather, to perceive is 

to find oneself in the midst o f  an appearance that demands or suggests the 

possibilities of meaning. Thus, the phenomenon o f  perception precludes any simple 

notion o f  beginnings, insofar as it is already ahead o f  itself. In this sense, every 

perception has the characteristic of “ever-present origin" as its nature, because a 

world o f  things is always unavoidably already there before us.

Hence, the thing has its own right in the establishment o f  the institution of 

perception. However, “ for consciousness there are only the objects which it has itself
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constituted” (Merleau-Ponty, 1970, p. 39). Therefore, if perception and technology 

(as objects) are essentially institutional and not constitutional, everything must be 

explained in a dramatically different way. When we perceive something, we are 

taking up an institution o f  perception as our own, engaging what was before us. The 

institution is not some empty transcendental but rather, the relationality of perceiving 

and perceived, and insofar as things are invested with this relationality, they precede 

any personal perception as well.

Technologv and perception 

When technology is regarded as a good or evil that is external to the essence 

of perception and thought, we continue to see it as something controlled and 

manipulated, rather than grasped as a historical manifestation. Merleau-Ponty 

illustrates the means through which technology comes into perception. As Merleau- 

Ponty (1962) explains, when the blind person’s cane becomes an extension of the 

sense of touch, the cane becomes invisible as cane and “visible" as bodv. Likewise, 

the masterful pianist comes to inhabit the keyboard in such a manner that it seems to 

be a fleshly extension of that person's hands by which he or she makes music. 

Merleau-Ponty emphasizes this point profoundly, saying, “the lived body is not where 

it is nor what it is” (p. 72). These examples demonstrate the human body’s talent for 

extending itself beyond its objective boundaries.

For Merleau-Ponty (1964), the question concerning technology is invoked as 

the bridge between his radical notion of body and even more radical notion of tlesh. 

Hence, to him, all technique is “technique of body” (p. 168). It represents and 

amplifies the metaphysical structure of our tlesh. Merleau-Ponty (1964) explores the
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relationship between body and technology through the example of mirror (pp. 168- 

169). In this case, mirror serves as one example o f  the virtually unlimited number of 

technical and perceptual relationships in the modern technological milieu.

With the improvements of the mirror, generally, those of the technology, the 

human body is reflected more and more accurately; however, it is only because the 

body already held the possibility o f  existing in two senses, as "seeing body” and 

“visible body.” In other words, the mirror (or technology) and the human body imply 

and provoke each other 's  latent qualities i.e., the body as double body and the mirror 

as the perfectly "transparent” medium that encourages this doubling aspect of the 

body. In this sense, the mirror symbolizes the way in which all technology seems to 

play a representational role in human life. Yet, in fact, the symbolization is not so 

simple or straightforward; rather, amplification, even transformation, is underway in 

the technological milieu.

Following Merleau-Ponty (1968), "the visible-seer (for me, for the others) is 

moreover not a psychic something, nor a behavior of vision, but a perspective, or 

better, the world itself with a certain coherent deformation” (p. 262). From G ebser's  

perspective (1985), M erleau-Ponty 's  concept, "the visible seer” is close to the power 

for concretizing the specific consciousness structures, or better, the world itself, with 

the characteristic of "plus-mutation.” Hence, from Merleau-Ponty's perspective 

(1964, 1968), the question concerning the place o f  technology is the question o f  how 

a technical body becomes instilled and insinuates itself into the broader structure of 

flesh.
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For Merleau-Ponty (1964, 1968), it Is crucial to understand how the human 

body and the technical body provoke and sustain one another, as well as how together 

“amplify" one another or exceed the potential of either alone. However, Merleau- 

Ponty also recognizes that this technical “amplification" of the body, i.e., the 

revealing of something that is most proper to the body, has a price. All such 

amplification is. in fact, deformation or transformation. Implicit in this transformation 

is the privileging of a certain form (e.g.. Euclidean geometry) of perception and the 

accompanying forgetting or masking o f  other possibilities."^ Euclidean geometry, as a 

typical example of the co-happening transformation and deformation, shows itself as 

an overwhelming and appropriative embrace o f  the Renaissance perspective. 

Euclidean geometry is an embrace not only o f  some new perspectival technique, but 

also of the revelatory spirit of the Renaissance perspective. The perceptual power of 

modem  science stems from its unconditional embrace of this historical possibility, not 

the technique per se (Carey, 1989, pp. 113-141, see also footnote 16 in Chapter III of 

this study).

Ihde (1979) insists, “modem technological embodiment lies in our technology 

and its relation to polymorphic perception" (p. 99). It is possible to illustrate that there 

are approximately three different configurations exemplifying the relation between 

technology and perception, i.e., technological embodiment.

First, in his arguments about what computers could not do, the conclusion 

Dreyfus (1972) drew is that the computer could not be intelligent, because it d id  not

Gebser ( 1985) indicates the same point. A s Gebser notifies, this shift or the privileging o f  a certain 
form is. however, "a gain as w ell as a loss" (p. 12). W hen consciousness mutation occurs, som e aspect 
gains manifest state, together with som e lost in other aspect. Kramer explains the same matter in his 
theory o f  dim ensional accrual/dissociation. See. chapter IV o f  this study.
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have a body, which is to say, a human body. Its materiality neither perceives, nor 

moves, nor acts. In another sense, of course, the computer does have a body; 

however, there could be a great deal of argument regarding bodily differences 

between electronic and fleshly bodies.

Second, Heelan ( 1983), in contrast, comes close to "humanizing” the artifact. 

Insofar as the instrument enters into an extended human embodiment, it becomes 

virtually transparent. Therefore, Heelan claims that reading a thermometer is 

“equivalent” to a direct perception. Heelan, however, collapses his "readable 

technologies” too much into unique measuring perceptions of a particularly trained, 

as well as technologically extended, human body. In this respect, Heelan's 

technologies are taken inside, whereas Dreyfus leaves the technology outside. For 

Dreyfus, not only do computers "think” differently than humans, but they also do not 

"think” at all. The computer in fact remains an alien presence that only through 

philosophic illusion becomes similar in appearance to the human.

Finally, Ihde (1998), following Merleau-Ponty, insists that technologies are 

neither outside nor inside. Technologies do not reveal themselves "directly” but 

rather, "indirectly” or reflexively, in a phenomenological way. Ihde concentrates, tlrst, 

upon technologies as artifact; i.e., it is possible to use praxically any material entity 

"technologically.” Ihde insists that to take up the artifact into some human-directed or 

referential praxis toward the world, e.g., simply picking up a stone and throwing it for 

some purpose, is to accomplish, as humans often do, at least some minimal technical 

modification o f  the artifact before putting it into use.
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Ihde (1998) insists that interpretation is a distinctively relcitivistic act. 

Relativistic, as discussed in the section on Heisenberg 's notion o f  ‘potentia,’ which is 

in a sense analogous to contemporary physics, means the perspective always has to 

account for what is observed and is, simultaneously, necessarily dependent on the 

situation or position o f  the observer. The obiect does not simplv reveal itself to me. 

particularlv not obiectivisticallv. In this phenomenological, relativistic framework, it 

is the co-constitutionality (or institutionality) that is crucial. Thus, a 

phenomenological e.xploration must examine at the realm of human-technology 

relations, not the technology and human subject alone. In the spectrum of such 

relations, as Heidegger (1962) observes through the hammer example, our uses of 

artifacts are such that the artifacts themselves do not stand out; indeed, when they do 

stand out, they are no longer funclioniiig in the world-related way through which wc 

experience them.

Ihde (1998) suggests technological mediatedness is a central feature of the 

human-technology relationship. His explanations o f  a mediated situation are helpful 

for understanding the term, “medium," in Diagram 2. He says.

In the mediated situation, my “reach" is extended or magnified"-I can 

do more than I could do in my naked body position. But, 

simultaneously, at least during the actual use of the technology, my 

experience of apple is “reduced." This latter point is often overlooked 

in favor of the former magnificational point-but for example. I do not 

feel the fleshiness of the apple, nor tactilely sense as fully its state of 

ripeness, e tc  The mediated situation, then, is one in which both
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what is experienced and how one experiences the object are changed. 

Technologies transform our experience o f  the objects in the world non- 

neutrally. (p. 47)

Borrowing Ihde’s (1982, 1990) configurations. Human— Technology— World, we 

can express the embodiment of technology as below. Here, we differentiate 

technology from two distinctive viewpoints, as a tool or an instrument and as a mode 

of revealing. In this sense, medium is a more appropriate term than technology, 

because the term medium includes a specific technological apparatus and 

technological mode, as well as time and space.

Configuration 1: (Human < ---------------> World), Un-perspectival conscious structure

Configuration 2: Human ....................— >World, Perspectival consciousness structure

Configuration 3: Human —  medium —  World, or, (Human — medium) —  World.

Configuration 1 illustrates the characteristic of the un-perspectival world in 

terms of "embodiment." As Gebser ( 1985) illustrates, there is no clear distinction 

between world and human in the un-perspectival world. In other words, there is no 

intentional directionality in the perception of things-in-the-world.

Configuration 2 indicates the typical characteristic of the mental, perspectival 

world. This configuration is an expression o f  the Cartesian objectivistic biased 

paradigm. As discussed in previous chapters and the early part of this chapter, this 

perspective objectified things in the world, including human being and world. This 

configuration stresses the Cartesian conscious subject; thus, the world is waiting to be 

discovered and to be perceived by cogito.
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Configuration 3 illustrates the mediated world. Ihde (1990, see also. 1998) 

suggests this mediated context as "I — Technology — W orld” (pp. 85-90). Further, 

he classifies two specific contexts: " (I— Technology)— > W orld” as “embodied 

relation” , and "I—  > (Technology— World)” as "Hermeneutic relation.” In embodied 

relations, following Ihde (1990), “what allows the partial symbiosis of myself and the 

technology is the capacity o f  technology to become perceptually transparent” (p. 86). 

In configuration 3, if embodied relations approve the authority o f  things, that is, 

approve their own power in perceptual relations, the medium is regarded as another 

side in the co-constitutional process, e.g., as the Greek people thought when they use 

tools, which is what Heidegger calls poeisis. Then, the (Human —  medium) — World 

configuration can be regarded as the expression of the mental consciousness structure, 

because, as Gebser (1985) indicates, rational people still have the reflective power to 

recognize the limits or relational confinement of their consciousness structure.

However, if people already embody the very mechanism or technicization, not 

merely the knowledge or usage of technological apparatus or skill, then the 

configuration, (Human — medium) — world, can be regarded as the expression of 

the rational consciousness structure, i.e., as the extreme extension of the Cartesian 

tendency. Within this kind of configuration, as Dreyfus criticizes in What computers 

cannot do, the unattainable ambition, such as AI (Artificial Intelligence), arises. This 

argument will be discussed with relation to semiosis/communication in chapter VI.

Based on the notion o f  ‘body' and 'flesh,' the notion of institutional 

embodiment on which Merleau-Ponty insists can be illustrated as, {(Human/world) — 

- medium] — world}. Following Merleau-Ponty (1968), “The world seen is not ‘in'
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my body, and my body is not ‘in' the visible world ultimately" (p. 138). Stated 

differently, “we must not think the flesh starting from substance, from body and 

spirit— for then it would be the union o f  contradictories— but we must think it, as we 

said, as an element, as a concrete ensemble o f  a general manner of being" (p. 147). 

Therefore, the enigmatic notion o f  ‘embodiment’ cannot be explained with substance; 

rather, it can only be understood through the concept of ‘potentia’ or ‘possibility.’ 

Merleau-Ponty (1968) clarifies this point;

To designate it [the flesh], we should need the old term ‘element,’ in 

the sense it was used to speak o f  water, air, earth, and fire, that is in the 

sense of a general thing, midway between the spatio-temporal 

individual and idea, a sort of incarnate principle that brings a style of 

being wherever there is a fragment o f  being. The flesh is in this sense 

an ‘elem ent’ of Being. Not a fact or sum of facts, and yet adherent to 

location and to the now. (pp. 139-140)

Merleau-Ponty’s notion o f  ‘em bodim ent’ can be illustrated as in Diagram 3.

: Institutionalized subject
: Embodied subject
: Flesh
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Diagram 3: The relationship between technology and embodiment based on 

Merleau-Ponty 's notion of body, embodiment, and flesh

As Kramer (1997) insists, together with Gebser (1985), the “two most 

fundamental media are time and space” (p. iii). Therefore, without speculating on the 

mutations of consciousness structures or the mutations of the way of grasping time 

and space, we still fall short o f  full understanding o f  the concept, "embodiment." For 

Merleau-Ponty (1968), perception becomes enigmatic precisely in relation to 

“cultural” factors. He states, “what I maintain is that: there is an informing of 

perception by culture which enables us to say that culture is perceived” (p. 212). 

Hence, technologies are always culturally embodied; that is, any given technology 

will also be culturally relative as well. Cultural embeddedness is a matter of 

technology-in-a-contcxt; where it is and what it is have meaning only contextually.

The notion of ‘embodiment’ can explain why there is no such thing as a 

simple technology transfer. There is only a culture-technology transfer, for all 

technologies have a cultural network of its assignment. In this sense, as Latour (1993) 

illustrates, the ozone hole is simultaneously “natural” and “cultural” if our science is 

correct in claiming that about a quarter o f  its formation is o f  homogenic origin. The 

enigmatic notion of embodiment and its relationship with communication will be 

discussed with more detail in chapter VI through the exploration of “vision.”
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VI. Visiocentrism and  Overdeterm ination 

In this chapter, the transformation or mutation of visualism will be discussed 

as a typical and fundamental realization of consciousness structures and perception. 

The explorations on the mutation o f  perspectivism (or vision) serve as good examples 

that illustrate the characteristic differences among pre-perspectival, perspectival, and 

M erleau-Ponty’s (1968) embodied perspective (or, “embodied vision” ). Further, the 

implication o f  "embodied vision” with regard to semiosis and communication will be 

investigated through the notion o f  "overdetermination.”

With the advent of the modem  way o f  perception, tools, i.e., technology, come 

to represent the means by which objects and works are Judged. Taken as model 

entities, the being against which all beings can be evaluated, tools facilitate and 

further instigate the transformation that indicates the perceptual faith o f  modern 

people from that o f  earlier phases, such as magic or mythic. Hence, production and 

usefulness become the dominant ontological motifs o f  the modem mental perceptual 

faith, and, as such, the essence of objects is always cast in the light of purposefulness 

and availability. In Heidegger’s term, poeisis  gives way to a sort of fundamental 

instmmentalism that finally, as demonstrated by Feinberg (1973) and explained in 

Chapter III, declares the human being can do anything desired, just as God does. 

Therefore, it is not a mere coincidence that instmmentalism is reflected in the 

incessant reference to God as clockmaker."^

’’’ The success o f  the New tonian appropriation o f  appearance profits from the Baconian vision o f  
objects as already primordially technical. In other words, what had been for Descartes a necessarily 
direct appeal to G od's creative power in the attempt to ground the essential origin o f  objects or things 
in a truth o f  rectitude is no longer necessary. In the Baconian view . God provides humanity with a 
technical inspiration from the beginning; the nature o f  all things, natural or not. follow s this divine 
m odel o f  production. Thus, the appeal to God is no longer necessarily direct: rather it flow s through a 
quasi-technical constitution o f  real (Koyre 1965. pp. 53-58).
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Descartes’ philosophical visualism coincides with the beginning o f modem 

"subjectivism” or "individualism.” According to McLuhan (Carpenter & McLuhan, 

1960), there is, in Descartes, a unique coriespondence between "eye culture” and "I- 

culture.” The "I” o f  the Cartesian Cogito or human subjectivity becomes the center of 

thought from which the "I-viewpoint” and subjectivism of modem times originate. 

Further, with the developments that help to "fix ” or stabilize observations without 

bodily training and with the developments that can and do "distance” the previously 

direct bodily activities from the original context, the actual embodied seeing is 

replaced by the technoconstmction that allows the vision to be mechanically 

stabilized. In this vein, the Greek metaphysical preference for the eternally fixed 

remains within the Galilean/Newtonian configuration of the world, time and space. In 

shon, machine embodies the metaphysics. The hypertrophy of T ’ in Cartesian 

subjectivism and the objectivistic-biased configuration of space and vision are 

inseparable. These are two faces of the same phenomenon.

The emergence of modern technology accompanies the emergence o f  modem 

perception (i.e., mental-rational consciousness stmcture). This technical and 

perceptual thrust shapes a new world, a world which is so radically new as to 

retrospectively render all worldly precedents unthinkable and unperceivable. As 

Mumford (1973) and Gebser (1985) indicate, the emergence of new technologies, 

such as precision of time through precise measurement devices, e.g., chronometer, the 

instrument to measure time and optical devices, was as much an outcome of the 

modem scientific impulse as a result of some innate human volition to master the
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material world. Therefore, the world as perceived, its shapes and contours, its 

durations and periodicities, changed dramatically with this new age of discovery.

Scale and fixation of space 

The spatial preoccupation of modernity is expressed by ever-greater precision, 

which means ever-more minute subdivision of the world. Quantification expresses 

this desire. These subdivisions are then arranged in hierarchical schema that pretend 

to operate automatically, methodically, and irony o f  ironies, “naturally." Therefore, 

autonomy of method is an attempt toward objectivity and freedom from awareness, 

i.e., subject-consciousness.

Modernity presumes, and through discursive means, establishes and maintains 

a consistent version of a fixed, measurable, and systematic universe. The modem 

world is unitized into discrete bits that are essentially identical and infinitely 

divisible. Each bit is identical with every other piece. Consequently, unitization 

enables manipulation. As Gebser (1985) indicates, this fundamental way o f  looking at 

the world enables technology to reshape, reconstitute, and make the world on a grand 

scale. “Technology is making, not describing (emphasis added]" (p. 114). Unitization 

enables precision and efficiency (conformity), which heralds the awakening of 

temporal anxiety in the modem  world.

The domestication o f  space/time is the central problem of visiocentrism: to 

render all experience as visual/spatial (Kramer, 1992; see also 1994, 1997). The 

privileging o f  the eye-brain is visiocentrism. The more faith in the veracity of 

mediated information grows, the more the faithful become vulnerable to the power of 

the medium, because seeing is “ real," seeing is believing. Though scales are social
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constructs having power/value only so long as convention holds, scales become real 

(Kramer, 1992, pp.l 14-115).

As Ihde (1990) illustrates through the example of map, scales orient the world 

spatially, including invisible phenomena such as opinions, so these phenomena can be 

made visible and thereby "grasped." In the Gebserian sense, scales are magical. As 

scales transform anything into a spatial quantity, thereby it is regarded as real. For the 

m odem scientist, measure is the thing itself. As a magical phenomenon, ratios are 

seen as things-in-themselves, as if the numbers are independent o f  human action.

In addition to the magical characteristic o f  the obsession o f  scale, an 

operational definition contains the essentially m odem  prejudice that the phenomenon 

defined is conceived, a priori, as being measurable; it is fixed as spatial and unitary. 

Thus, following Gebser (1985), "operational definitions include a priori, the means of 

creating the phenomenon as m easu rem en t . . . .  By this operation, the world becomes 

a mathematical product" (p, 115). To sum, scales are mythical when their products are 

assumed to exist before human intervention and are represented, or rather, revealed, 

by measurement. Mythically, measurement is not seen as identical with what it 

measures; however, the numerical values are not wholly arbitrary either. There is an 

emotional association between the two.

Perspectivism and m odem  technological perception 

Following Gebser (1985), although humans' horizons expanded, their world 

became increasingly narrow as their vision was sectorized by the blinders of the 

perspectival worldview (p. 23). The gradual movement toward clearer vision was 

accompanied by a proportionate narrowing of hum ans' visual sector. The deeper and
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farther humans expand their view into space, the narrower is the sector of hum ans’ 

visual pyramid. For Gebser (1985), the ultimate achievement o f  perspectivity is the 

"aerial perspective,” in other word; the G o d ’s eye view of Leonardo’s Last Supper (p. 

17). Gebser (1985), Ihde (1990), and Koyre (1965) commonly indicate that 

Leonardo’s establishment of the laws of perspective is a very significant historical 

event in that it made technical drafting feasible and thereby initiated the technological 

age. Gebser (1985) asserts,

Perspectival vision and thought confine us within spatial limitations. . .

. The positive result is a concretion of man [m-j and space; the 

negative result is the restriction o f  man [sic\ to a limited segment 

where he [sic\ perceives only one sector of reality, (p. 18)

Thus, the basic concern o f  perspective is to "look through” space and, thereby, to 

perceive and grasp space rationally. From then on, the history of perspective is 

considered as a triumph of the sense of reality with its detachment and objectivation 

and, at the same time, as a triumph of human striving for power with its negation of 

distances. Finally, with the help of modem technology, the desire reached the final 

point or what Heidegger calls "distantlessness.” Gebser (1985) asserts that this 

tendency can be seen as a process o f  establishing and systematization of the external 

world and an expansion o f  the ego sphere (p. 19).

Gebser (1985) provides two important remarks regarding perspectivism (pp. 

16-22). The first contains one of Leonardo’s earliest general definitions of 

perspective: “Perspective is a proof of test, confirmed by our experience, that all 

things project their images toward the eye in pyramidal lines” (as cited in Gebser,
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1985, p. 20). This viewpoint expresses Leonardo's Platonic, even pre-Platonic 

animistic attitude that "all things project their images toward the eye," and the eye 

does not perceive but rather, suffers or endures. This creates an unusual and even 

disquieting tension between the two parts of the sentence, as the Aristotelian notion of 

the first part, i.e., 'perspective is a proof of test,’ not only speaks of proof but also 

indeed proceeds from the "experience" of early science. This struggle in Leonardo 

himself reflects the transitional situation between the unperspectival and the 

perspectival worlds (See, Diagram 4).

The second note on perspective is illustrative of Leonardo's complete 

dissociation from the dominant unperspectival structure of ancient and early medieval 

consciousness. In its measurements, perspective employs two counter-posed 

pyramids. The one has its vertex in the eye and its base on the horizon. The second 

has its base resting against the eye and its vertex at the horizon (See Diagram 4). 

Gebser (1985) explains these two pyramids as follows:

The first pyramid is the more general perspective since it encompasses 

all dimensions of an object facing the eye . . . .  while the second refers 

to a specific position . . . .  and this second perspective results from the 

first, (p. 20)

These remarks express the change from a participation inconsciente to what 

we may call a relation consciente, or conscious relationship (Gebser, 1985, p.

20). Leonardo was able to place the vanishing point in space (on the horizon) 

in opposition to the passive or “enduring" point o f  the eye, the receptor of the
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stream of object impressions and thus, realized the close interrelationship 

between the two.

Horizon (external world) Horizon (vanishing point)

▲

: Second Pyramid

Eye

Perspectival world

Eye

Un-perspectival World 

Diagram 4. Perspective from pre-perspectival to perspectival world 

As Leonardo himself notes, the second pyramid (realized externally) results 

from the first (as cited in Gebser, 1985, p. 20). The emphasis has shifted to the eye o f  

the subject, the eye which has realized space, and, thus, established an equilibrium 

between the ego world (of the eye) and the external world (the horizon) (Gebser, 

1985, p. 20). The statement by Leonardo also represents a conceptual realization or 

actualization of perspective, a realization that has determined the Western image of 

the world ever since.

The magnification o f  space and spatiality that increases with every century 

since 1500 is at once the greatness as well as the weakness of perspectival human. 

Their maximization o f  the "objectively" external, a consequence o f  an excessively 

visual orientation, leads not only to rationalization but also, to an unavoidable 

hypertrophy of the “ I," which is in confrontation with the external world. This
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exaggeration of the "I" amounts to may be called an ego-hypertrophy: the “i ” must be 

increasingly emphasized, indeed, over-emphasized, in order for it to be adequate to 

the ever-expanding discovery of space. Gebser (1985) nicely summarizes two results 

o f  the modem objectivistic paradigm that is expressed as the form of hypertrophy of 

“I.” He indicates.

The expansion of space brings on the gradual expansion, and 

consequent disintegration o f  the ‘T” on the one hand, preparing 

favorable circumstances for collectivism. On the other hand, the 

haptification o f  space rigidifies and encapsulates the "I," with the 

resultant possibility o f  isolation evident in egocentrism, (p. 22)'^"

Following G ebser 's  configuration (1985), the perspective changed from mythic to 

mental/rational consciousness structures. In other words, the mutation in 

consciousness and perception occurred.

As a consequence, increasing precision replaces the qualitative as the 

dominant theme of the time. However, this replacement is not a putting aside but 

rather, a penetration and fusion, or in G ebser 's  term, “plus-mutation." In this way, the 

pre-perspectival quotidian form o f  perception, with its tendency to grant the 

qualitative and the imprecise, is dominated by the new, more radically appropriating, 

rational perceptual form.

With regard to this perceptual mutation, Ihde (1990, 1998) and Heelan (1983) 

explain that the disappearance o f  non-Euclidean space in conjunction with the 

appearance of the Renaissance technique o f  perspective was exemplified by Leonardo

■" The collectivization or "the masses" is not only c lo se ly  related to the expansion o f  space, and the 
consequent "being lost" in space, but also that it is conditioned by a temporal-psychic component.
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da Vinci's perspectivism, which offers a striking example of the way in which a 

specific transformation o f  the everyday realm paves the way for the advent of early 

m odem science. The appearance o f  modern science involves not only the 

transformation of perception but also, the new science's bold claim that it is entirely 

self-motivated and thoroughly clear about, and in control of, its own aims.

However, according to Ihde (1998), modem technology precedes modem 

science insofar as modern technology plays a central role in the perceptual mutation 

that embodies the legacy without which modem science could not arise. The 

innumerable aspects o f  technological utopianism, such as Feinberg 's position (1977), 

imply the increasing indispensability and invisibility of technology. In other words, 

various technologies gather intimacy and, thus, become more and more familiar to the 

ways of our seeing and speaking in everyday life.

The dominance o f  the mechanical paradigm in early modem science offers us 

a direct yet subtle formulation o f  a new light and an order that are provided by the 

new technical horizon. In Descartes, both body and world must necessarily function 

according to strictly mechanical laws, due to the clear and distinct superiority and 

perfection o f  this sort o f  physical system. However, with the advent o f  the Newtonian 

denial of Cartesianism, the Newtonians never call the mechanical paradigm entirely 

into question; instead, the questioning is selective, leaving the paradigm in unbroken 

form in terms o f  the operations of sense perception (Koyre, 1965, pp. 54-56). 

Therefore, in this respect, if the mechanistic approach gradually loses its popularity 

among people, it is only because it does not faithfully follow the driving force of
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already transformed technological tendency, a tendency that tries to incarnate 

technology into human everyday perception (Mumford, 1973; Ellul, 1964, 1980).

Contrary to so-called objectivistic-biased science, our perception is neither a 

fixed nor an ahistorical structure. People have not always seen the world quite the 

way modem, especially Western, people do. As Kramer (1997) indicates, "some 

cultures present an atomistic, fragmentary mode of being, while others present a more 

animistic and fluid world" (p. x). It is becoming increasingly evident that our "post- 

Renaissance" perspective stems from a historical formation that has manifested itself 

within the last five hundred years. Kramer (1997) insists that:

Some cultures qualify, or establish a quantifiable type of space and 

time, while other cultures establish (through their expressions) spaces 

and times that are qualitatively different. Leonardo da Vinci did not 

"discover" three-dimensional depth-space, as if it were somewhere or 

somewhen else. Rather, he established it by articulating it." (p. x)

Therefore, this unique historical mode o f  perception, i.e., Leonardo da V inci's  vision, 

characterizes early modem science. Koyre (1968) indicates that the destruction o f  the 

Kosm os and this emergence of a universe of homogeneity in its place is a direct and 

profound result o f  seeing the world in a radically new manner (see also Ramo, 1999). 

From this stage hence, modem  science began to pronounce itself to be an ahistorical 

institution. According to the modem scientific viewpoint, everything obscure is 

declared unthinkable and imperceptible and, therefore, is necessarily irreal. Clarity 

becomes the prime parameter o f  the real and the perceivable. In this configuration.
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that which does not make itself manifest to consciousness, and what falls outside the 

bounds of clear thought and vision are undeniably regarded as fictitious.

Modem people find, in the new geometrical approach o f  the Renaissance 

perspective, a new form o f  revelation, a new world possibility. However, as Merleau- 

Ponty (1964) recognizes, it is "no 'infallible' gimmick. It is only a particular case, a 

date, a moment in a poetic information of the world which continues after it" (p. 175). 

In other words, perspective is never "instituted by nature,” rather, "it is to be made 

and remade over and over again" (p. 175). Merleau-Ponty (1964. 1968) recognizes 

the way in which technical perception covers up its own status as a perceptual form. 

The transformation o f  perception by technology holds, at its most negative, the 

danger of entirely forgetting itself as perception, a historical possibility. However, 

"our perception is cultural-historical," therefore, "the perception o f  the world is 

formed in the world” (Merleau-Ponty, 1968, p. 253). This point would be the 

common emphasis for every phenomenology scholars discussed heretofore. 

Meanwhile, McLuhan ( 1964) also seems to understand the relation between the 

transformation o f  perception and technology, though he has critical shortcomings in 

understanding the nature o f  that transformation from the phenomenological 

standpoint; he gets closer to the point o f  ‘overemphasis on visual sensorium" yet fails 

to understand the concept o f  'embodied vision."

M cLuhan’s misunderstanding o f  the sensorium. 'visual.'

For McLuhan (1964). like Innis (1951), it is the medium o f  communication 

that shapes and controls the structures o f  the human sensorium and association. The 

message is contentless. The most important aspect o f  M cLuhan 's  thought is the
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effects of the medium on sensorium. A change In the medium shifts the ratios or 

rationality (ratio-nality) o f  the senses. In this vein, McLuhan (1964) declares, "in the 

electronic age, we wear all mankind [^/c] as our skin" (p. 47).'^'

Following McLuhan (1960), the typographic period is characterized by the 

preeminence of the space-binding power of the eye over the time-binding power of 

the ear. Speaking of typographic culture as "eye culture," McLuhan says, "Truth, we 

think, must be observed by the ‘eye ,’ and judged by the I’. . . .  most of our thinking 

is done in terms of visual models, even when an auditory one might prove more 

efficient" (Carpenter & McLuhan, I960, p. 66). By associating television with 

tactility, as opposed to vision, M cLuhan contrives to heighten the sense of a union 

between human and the medium as technology. For McLuhan (1964), tactility 

represents the utmost intimacy of human with technology. Whereas sight is the least 

intimate, touch is the most intimate on the scale of the human sensorium.

Ong (1977) also orders the sensorium in this manner: Touch— Taste—

Smell— Hearing— Sight. The sensory direction from touch to sight indicates the 

movement toward greater distance, abstraction, formalization, objectification, and 

idealization, whereas the opposite direction indicates greater proximity, concreteness, 

potency, subjectivity, and actual existence (pp. 136-137). As discussed in chapter IV, 

this ordering o f  the sensorium can be found in the order of signs in Peirce’s 

configuration of his semiotics. However, in Peirce’s configuration, the ordering of the

The elevation o f  the role o f  the media in McLuhan ( 1964) is more thoroughly criticized by Mumford 
(1970) for its technological determ inism and other over-generalizations. M umford‘s critique on 
M cLuhan's position is more m eticulous than those o f  more recent efforts by others, such as M eyrowitz 
( 1985) and M osco (1989).
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sensorium is not hierarchical. Peirce, rather, suggests the level or degree of 

dissociation.

M cLuhan’s idea of the tactility of electronic technology or television is an 

incredible proposition that is, at least, phenomenologically untenable and 

inadmissible. This is because M cLuhan's configuration has a fundamental confusion 

between two ontological categories: the human and the technological. Stated 

differently, McLuhan (1964) replaces the primacy of the sensing subject (body) with 

that o f  the sensed medium. Television viewing or watching belongs to the category of 

“seeing as, ” or seeing a picture-object.’"

By associating television with tactility, McLuhan (1964) instantly 

homogenizes human and machine. M cLuhan's conception of the medium as 

technology merely places the human body as the natural mediator between human 

and the world. The human body is no longer regarded as the anchor point of 

perception but rather, is reduced to the medium of communication called television. 

From the phenomenological standpoint, at least from Merleau-Ponty's (1962, 1964, 

1968) position, to understand the carnal source o f  tactility means to understand the 

notion o f  embodiment, the ‘flesh’ o f  the body as Being-in-the-World.

Ihde (1979) opposes M cLuhan’s presentation o f  the shift from one (vision) to 

another dominant sensory form (hearing); he insists,

[T]he reduction of early modem scientific culture was not so much a 

reduction to vision as the McLuhanites hold, but a reduction o/'vision

■■ W ittgenstein (1954) makes distinction between "seeing" and "seeing as." that is. seeing a real object 
and seeing it as a picture or an image. For W ittgenstein, there is the "categorical difference" between 
seeing a real object and seeing a picture-object: the latter or "the flashing o f  an aspect on us seem  half 
visual experience, half thought" (p. 197).
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[emphasis added]. What is needed is a re-evaluation of the full range 

of possibilities within sensory experience, (p. 99)

Therefore, Ihde proposes a fully phenomenological restoration of vision along the 

path already opened by Merleau-Ponty previously discussed in terms of body in 

Chapter V. Merleau-Ponty (1968) has understood more profoundly that “perception 

itself is polymorphic and that if it becomes Euclidian, this is because it allows itself to 

be oriented by a system" (p. 212). Accordingly, in the technological milieu, if the 

vision and hearing become attuned to the potentials of technology, it is because our 

perceptions are concretely situated within a newly oriented system.

Television as a "reproducing" medium of communication is preeminently 

visual and auditory. M cLuhan’s metaphor of tactility for television conceals and even 

deceives its visualness. So too does Internet and almost all computer mediated media. 

McLuhan (1964) conceals the fact that our existence channeled by television is visual 

enframing. That is to say, McLuhan neglects the fact television processes, programs, 

focuses, skews, selects, edits, etc. In essence, the casting of both its visual image and 

its sound is all enframed. Television, therefore, disconnects, rather than integrates the 

operative senses of vision and hearing which creates a sensory schizophrenia.

In television, the natural informational balance between aural and visual has 

been shattered. Information that we take in with the visual sense cannot be used to 

modify or help the information from the aural sense, because they have, each, been 

isolated from each other and reconstructed. Thus, for Heim (1993), as well as for 

other VR theorists and critics, virtual reality may be an exciting new medium of
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representation, but like all imitations, it must always be distinguished from and 

grounded in a clear sense of reality.

The images do not transparently “ refer” to some external event or reality, as would be 

the case with a television monitor showing who is entering the door.

All mass image technologies also lack depth. These effects are thus 

“reductive" when compared to plenary, constant, and active or full sensory 

experience. They are effects that keep imaging technologies, at most, “virtual,” rather 

than actually substitutable realities. Within the multiple uses o f  scientific imaging, 

there is a spectrum that does run from partial isomorphism to variations upon 

isomorphism that vary away from the “ literal” or copy form, toward a certain kind of 

“ fictive” or technologically enhanced form o f  variation.

Note that, although the “ intent” is to highlight in such a way as to reveal some 

“real” phenomenon, the complex techniques are very close to the fixing which can be 

done through digitally enhanced photography, which in journalism context today has 

become an ethical issue. While none of the imaging described mimics old-fashioned 

copy-epistemology notions, it does, through variational means, "refer” to “real” 

effects.

M erleau-Pontv’s embodied vision

The body as expression lies in the center of Merleau-Ponty’s concern, the 

essence o f  the body as an open and appropriative structure. Therefore, the question of 

embodiment is obviously a major theme o f  M erleau-Ponty 's work. However, it would 

be too hurry to say that Merleau-Ponty reifies the “ lived body” above all else. If the 

“ lived body {corps proper)"  stands at the center o f  his ongoing exploration of
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incarnation, it will only be so in the more broad sense of the term, the “proper body" 

in the notion of "flesh."

What Merleau-Ponty's account o f  the lived body and flesh introduces is the 

possibility o f a world whose essential form does neither stem from a constant and 

ever-lasting objective presence, nor from the expressivity of a thinking subject. 

M erleau-Ponty's this account criticizes the scientific vision of Cartesian objectivistic 

bias that attempts to come to hold the contemporary technicization of the body as 

objective body. Heidegger (1962) succinctly remarks this point, as he says, "The kind 

o f  Being which belong to entities within-the-world is something which they 

themselves might have been permitted to present; but Descartes does not let them do 

so." (p. 129) Hence, the confinement of the status of objects to a realm of simple 

existence is untenable in itself. It is possible only within the modem biased 

configuration of the clear-cut subject and object dualism.

As McLuhan (1964) misunderstands, it would be a mistake to conclude that 

Merleau-Ponty places vision in a privileged position in the hierarchical order of 

senses or treats it as the regal sense among other senses. Rather, for Merleau-Ponty 

(1968), visibilitv is a generalitv o f  the sensible, an exemplar sensible, or one variant 

o f  the variations of the sensorium, as the flesh of the body, or, as Being-in-the-World. 

As "there is the visible seer", so are there "the audible hearer" and "the tangible 

toucher” (pp. 254 - 260). Therefore, there is just a circular interplay o f  senses; the 

senses are interlaced or intertwined in a circular way. As the hand can "see" in the 

dark, touch is, also, close to the invisible form of hearing. Accordingly, Merleau- 

Ponty is very cautious on "a  fundamental narcissism of all vision" (Merleau-Ponty,
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1968, p. 139). Based on this narcissistic tendency on visual, the idea that “seeing is 

believing” is endemic to television. As Merleau-Ponty (1968) illustrates the fact that 

people must learn to see world (pp. 3-4), there, also, is will to believe in what people 

see even though what people see on the screen is enframed or reproduced as 

pictures.

Merleau-Ponty (1968) provides a new understanding of seeing or vision, what 

the author calls, ‘embodied vision', when he says.

It is idea not of a slice of the objective world between me and the 

horizon, and not of an objective ensemble organized synthetically 

(under an idea), but of an axis of equivalencies— of an axis upon 

which all the perceptions that can be met with there are equivalent, not 

with respect to the objective conclusion they authorize (for this respect 

they are quite different), but in that they are all under the power o f  my 

vision of the moment.

Elementary example: all the perceptions are implicated in mv actual I 

can -  (emphasis added 1. -----

Mander ( 1978) indicates the lack o f  peop le’s learning to see the nature o f  framed world fully and 
points out the bias toward naïve belief about what people are seeing. He argues: “Without the human 
bias toward belief, the media could not exist. W hat’s more, because the bias is so automatic and 
unnoticed, the media, all media, are in a position to exploit the belief, to encourage you to believe in 
their questionable sensory inform ation...The media, all m edia but particularly m oving-im age media, 
which present data so nearly natural, effectively  convert our naïve and automatic trust in the reliability 
o f im ages into their own authority ” (pp. 249-250).
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What is seen [in one of my perception] can be an object near and small 

or large and far-off....The ray of the world is neither this series of 

logical possibles, nor the law that defines them— (interobjective 

relation)— It is the gaze within which they are all simultaneous, fruits 

of mv I can— It is the very vision of dep th . . .The "rav of the world" is 

not a svnthesis and not “reception,” but, sesresa tion  i.e., implies that 

one is alreadv in the world or in heins  [emphasis added]. One carves 

in a being that remains in its place, of which one does not make a 

synopsis— and which is not in itself—, (pp. 241-242)

Here, Merleau-Ponty appreciates the “voice o f  things” and the ability, or rather, the 

institutionalized possibility, of subject. In other words, Merleau-Ponty emphasizes the 

co-constitutive process of seeing between world and institutionalized body.

Gebser’s explanation of Picasso 's  picture illustrates the concretization of what 

Merleau-Ponty insists above. According to Gebser (1985), “ we accord to the present, 

for both space and time exist for the perceptual capacities o f  our body only in the 

present via presentiation: (pp. 25-26). The presentiation or making present evident in 

Picasso's drawing was possible only after the he was able to actualize, that is, bring 

to consciousness, all o f  the temporal structures o f  the past latent in himself, in other 

words, those structures are institutionalized in h im . Only where time emerges as pure 

present, and time is no longer divided into its three phases o f  past, present, and future, 

it can be said concrete. To the extent that Picasso from the outset reached out beyond 

the present, incorporating the future into the present o f his work, he was able  to 

“presentiate” or make  present the past.
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Stated differently, from the phenomenological standpoint, the relational 

distance is the intentionality distance that must include both referent object and 

perceiving, perspectival “ lived'' body, however, not in the same way as in Cartesian- 

Newtonian frames. Therefore, what must be avoided is the ideal observer, or god 's  

eye simultaneous sight. Merleau-Ponty's embodied vision provides the way to 

overcome the Cartesian-Newtonian objectivistic biased perspective.

For Merleau-Ponty, the Cartesian-Newtonian ideal perspective is impossible. 

As Merleau-Ponty (1968) insists.

In short, there is no essence, no idea that does not adhere to a domain 

of history and o f  geography. Not that it is confined  there and 

inaccessible for the other, but because, like that o f  nature, the space or 

time o f  culture is not surveyable from above, and because the 

communication from one constituted culture to another occurs through 

the wild region wherein they all have originated, (p. 115)

Hence, for Merleau-Ponty (1962, 1968), there can be no pure objects (things) of 

vision, because, there is no pure visibility. He insists even the future and the past are 

caught up in the “cohesion" that is “visibility."

Following Merleau-Ponty (1968), the regularities we devoutly seek as well as 

the unmanageable differences that offend our sense of conformity springs from the 

fact objects cannot ultimately be taken as isolable and interchangeable individual 

things permanently fixed in an objective time and space. Certainly there are 

regularities, even lawful structures, but this does not permit us to assume that the 

world is laid out before us like some perfect topographical map. Rather, the world is
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inhabited with beings, each possessing a certain manner of managing the domain of 

space and of time over which it has competence to pronounce judgment and to 

articulate (pp. 150-154). In other words, people should understand that such a map 

depends upon the ways it depicts and that what depicted are not fixed entities, rather, 

are ways o f  catching up time and space.'^'*

One example illustration helps to understand Merleau-Ponty's embodied 

vision more clearly. Let 's  suppose a situation that both the photographer and the 

cameraperson of a film decide how much time the recoding should take. There is an 

important difference between them concerning the "sense" of time perception. The 

cameraperson has to pay attention to time while the camera "work." This is a way of 

paying attention to time that the photographer doesn't have to deal with. This sense- 

difference between these two ways of paying attention to time becomes clearer when 

we try to imagine the conditions of recordings as similarly as possible.

In order to do this, one can imagine someone recording a short film showing 

only one room, nothing changing in it. Just a desk, a chair, and a lamp. The movie 

would show no change, just some static picture. This movie-or part of a movie-would 

show the same thing as could be shown by a diapositive. Let's imagine that for 

technical reasons, the photographer, in order to produce this diapositive, has to look 

through the viewfinder, as long as it takes to take the shot; this time being as long as

In the same vein. Dreyfus and Rainbow ( 1983) indicate that Foucault “should be seen not as a 
historian but as a new kind o f  map-maker— maps made for use not to mirror the terrain" (p. 128). 
Dreyfus and Rainbow suggest that Foucault's “genealogical" approach to the past reflects Foucault's 
awareness o f  the contingent character o f  every historical “truth." his recognition that knowledge is 
m oved by pragmatic concerns. “G enealogy." a term Foucault borrows from N ietzsche, im plies the 
interpreter's involvem ent in the activity o f  making sense. For Foucault, the correspondence theory o f  
reality is dead. Therefore. Foucault cannot claim  that to give us a true history o f  the past in the sense o f  
one that is fully adequate to the past, which represents it correctly, which gets the w hole picture. The 
history o f  the present explicitly and self-reflectively begins with a diagnosis o f  the current situation.
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the cameraperson would use to produce his or her funny static film. Even though the 

two seems to “do" exactly the same. However, we would say there is, still, a huge 

difference between what they are doing. The cameraperson, while filming his or her 

movie, has to pay attention to the duration o f  what he or she sees, while the 

photographer has to pay attention only to the measurable time that is necessary to take 

photograph. In the first form of interaction, the duration of the perceived process is 

communicated, which is not the case in the second one. Even though they "seem to" 

see the same picture, the ‘em bodied’ viewing is totally different. The difference stems 

from the context o f  "I can" and "I would like to."

Overdetermination and communication (semiosis)

With relation to the notion of “embodied vision," the concept of 

“overdetermination" illustrates a characteristic nature of communication, the co- 

constituting process o f  communication. As Merleau-Ponty indicates, there is no pure 

object of ‘vision,’ communication, always and already, implies noncomprehension 

and non-claritv. The whole of one’s attention sways between two rather fuzzy 

categories, focal and subsidiary. Therefore, Bennington (1994) insists, 

“Communication takes place, if at all, in a fundamental and irreducible uncertainty as 

to the very fact and possibility of communication" (p. 2).

Focal attention, the term coined by Michael Polanyi (1958), is one of 

conscious awareness (or perception), such as one’s concentration on a book one is 

reading, while one is subsidiarily or relatively unconsciously aware of other processes 

in on e ’s surroundings. Subsidiary attention can be booted up to focal attention, and 

focal attention can switch to subsidiary attention, as one’s field of interest and
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practical needs so dictate. What was previously one’s focal attention became 

subsidiary attention, and vice versa.

On Merleau-Ponty's view (1962,1964), the unity of the thing is exhibited in 

the perceptual grasp of the thing as showing itself through a given perspective. The 

thing is not built up out of perspectival showings. It is evident to us in these 

showings. However, it is never “given exhaustively" in these showings. Merleau- 

Ponty (1964) concludes from this that there is “a paradox of immanence and 

transcendence” in perception. Perception, or, in other word, vision, is “ immanence, 

because the perceived object cannot be foreign to the one who perceives; 

transcendence, because the things always contains something more than what is 

actually given” (p. 16). From this paradox, Merleau-Ponty draws the concept, 

“overdetermination.”

Given that people see things, and not mere sensory profiles, then, it must be 

the case that perception “asserts more than it grasps,” that is “overdetermines” the 

showing given to any particular bodily point o f  view (Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p. 361; 

1968, p. 240). Merleau-Ponty (1962) provides the following as the example of 

overdetermination.

When I say that I see the ash-tray over there, I suppose as completed 

an unfolding o f  experience which could go on ad infinitum, and I 

commit a whole perceptual future. Similarly, when I say that I know 

and like someone, I aim, beyond his [sic] qualities, at an inexhaustible 

ground which may one day shatter the image that I have formed of 

him. [5fc] (p. 361)
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Thus, Merleau-Ponty concludes.

It is, thus, o f  the essence of the thing and o f  the world to present 

themselves as 'open , ' to send us beyond their determinate 

manifestations, to promise us always ‘something else to s e e ' . . . .  there 

is nothing to be seen beyond our horizons, but other landscapes and 

still other horizons, and nothing inside the thing but other smaller 

things, (p. 333)

In fact, it is the mystery of things that solicits the overdetermination inherent in our 

perceptual experience. Accordingly, Merleau-Ponty (1962) insists that conscious life, 

which taken to be “the seat o f  clear thinking." is, on the contrarv. "the very abode of 

ambiguity." (p. 332) Therefore, Merleau-Ponty (1968) proclaims, "there is no vision 

without the screen" (p. 150). Not so much surprisingly, Peirce insists almost same 

points.

Following Peirce, a conception of semiosis based on habit disrupts the notion 

o f  referentiality. In the same vein, it unsettles the objectivistic bias. Form the 

standpoint o f  Peirce’s notion of habit, meaning is not attached to a sign by a habit. 

Meaning is the relation itself. Meaning is the habit. Just as the result of a quantum 

mechanics experiment is the interactional relation o f  object, instrument and observer. 

Peirce indicates “the whole function o f  thought is to produce habit o f action . . .  .To 

develop its meaning, we have therefore, simply to determine what habits it produces, 

for what a thing means is simply what habits it involves" (5.400). Habit refers to 

more than the relationship that holds between a one-to-one, signifier-signified dyad. 

Habit, as institutionalized body or as Merleau-Ponty calls, “habit-body," leads the
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way toward a conception o f  communlcation/semiosis as inter-actional, as a 

concretization, and as a production o f  relations.

At a given time and space, what is considered “true" might be “false" from the 

perspective o f  another time and space; or, from different consciousness structures. In 

this manner, within the sphere of pure possibilities of overdetermination, 

contradictory interpretations can, quite easily, live in peaceful coexistence with one 

another, so the classical principle of contradiction does not necessarily apply. These 

sphere of overdetermination, whose signs are exceedingly vague, is complementary 

with the sphere of underdetermination, consisting of signs of generality, which is 

chiefly of the nature of, what Peirce calls, Thirdness. As what was previously neither 

“true" nor “ false" can emerge as an underdetermined sign, the classical principle of 

excluded-middle does not necessarily regarded as unbreakable “principle."

In short, a thing is never given simply “on its own.” In other words, it is 

impossible to remove the screen of vision, so as to gain an unbiased and “all-seeing" 

point of view, i.e., a god’s eye view, on transcendent reality. In a similar vein, were 

people to remove the screen of vision, people would lose their access to reality of 

world, so that instead of seeing “all," people would in fact see nothing.

People do not first “constitute" a sense through which the world and things are 

given “as existing." Rather, Merleau-Ponty (1968) seems to arguing that people are 

first in reality; only then do people try to make “sense" o f  it. In addition, what people 

are trying to make sense o f  is not the thing, not the world, but rather the “mark" or 

“ trace” that the thing and world have made on them (p. 194). Hence, the constituting 

activity is always already a situated activity, always already m y activity, the activity
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of  a being whose insertion in the comm on sensible world is already a point of view. 

Following Merleau-Ponty (1962), the constituting life of transcendental subjectivity 

is, thus, already a particular subject’s way of “ taking up” the world, o f  “taking note” 

of facts, or of “taking in” the spectacle o f  world as flesh (p. 395). For Merleau-Ponty, 

our primary initiation to meaning com es in the world, in the contact between the flesh 

of my body and the flesh of the world.

All my knowledge o f  the world, even my scientific knowledge, is gained from 

my own particular point of view. Therefore, Merleau-Ponty (1962) concludes, “We 

must begin by reawakening the basic experience of the world of which science is 

second order expression” (p. viii). In this vein, Merleau-Ponty (1968) acknowledge us 

that “we do not see, do not hear the ideas, and yet they are there, behind the sounds, 

or between them” (p. 151 ). Merleau-Ponty (1968) stresses the point that people are, 

neither a pure spectator standing before pure objectivity, nor an absolutely active 

being who is capable of bringing about the detachment necessary for the sort of 

objectivity that might result from people’s “changing into their meaning” (p. 108). 

Merleau-Ponty (1964) says:

Do I not know that there is a life of ideas, as there is a meaning o f  

everything I experience, and that every one of my most convincing 

thoughts will need additions and then will be, not destroyed, but at 

least integrated into a new unity? This is the only conception of 

knowledge that is scientific and not mythological, (p. 20)

In this vein, the more people have learned about language, the less its structures have 

come to look like portraits o f  the speaker or pictures of reality. (Pinker, 1994) When
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language informs people about reality, it does not picture what is remote in time, 

space, or conception, but reminds people of the eloquence of things or prompts 

people to imagine their voice.

Though such eloquence emerges from the physical structure of persons and 

things, it does so in contingent and unforethinkable ways. In this sense, signs are 

vehicles and vectors. The meaning they convey directs us beyond themselves to 

things. Because, things are a part o f  institutioning (orco-constitutioriing) of reality, of  

ever-present vision of the world, o f  a structuring o f  time, or, of  a transformation of 

space.

Referentialitv of sign: A broken arrow

Referentiality or representational theory o f  sign is a typical form of 

objectivistic bias that broadly influenced on communication theories. However, if 

things are intimate and active participants in a world-structure that undergoes 

continual transformation as a result o f  its essential openness, then, it is absurd to insist 

that language remain a representational structure when what it supposedly represents 

is no longer taken as more than half made up. Hence, if perception does not capture 

the visible “print" of things, then it seems that language is not entirely willing to 

consort with perception. This is what the notion, “overdetermination" indicates.

For Merleau-Ponty (1962). signs, as the bodies of language, do not simply 

“stand for," nor straightforwardly “stand in" for, what they signify, any more than 

perceptual things are entirely accessible and fathomable by the observer's gaze. 

Merleau-Ponty (1962) insists.
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If the body expresses at each moment the modalities of existence, we 

shall see that it is not like stripes signifying rank or like a number 

designates a house. The sign in question here does not merely indicate 

what it signifies, it is inhabited by it. (p. 188)

It means "the meaning is not on the phase like the butter on the bread” (Merleau- 

Ponty, 1968, p. 155) because, in sign action or semiosis, the situation is complicated 

by an essential property of embodiment, a property of embodiment which may differ 

in the shape it takes, such as written sign, speech, human body, etc., while remaining 

nonetheless essentially a bodily phenomenon. In the same vein, Heidegger (1962) 

indicates,

A sign is not a Thing which stands in for another Things in the 

relationship of indicating; ... A sign to mark something indicates what 

one is "at" at any time. Signs always indicate primarily “wherein" one 

lives, where one 's  concern dwells, what sort of involvement there is 

with something, (pp. 110-111)

Accordingly, signs point to our preoccupations and concerns, not as simple, artificial 

indicators, but rather, as intimate participants in what and where we live.

Semiosis (or communication), then, is not properly speaking linguistic, but 

rather, is the general interpretive activity that makes language possible. Accordingly, 

in a sense, language (e.g., "Argument,"R3 0 3 l3. in Peirce’s semiotic analysis in 

Chapter IV) is the most abstracted form (structure) of semiosis. For Merleau-Ponty 

(1962), the question of language is investigated, for the most part, in terms of the 

body’s nascent potential o f  expression, on the contrary to the idea that expression
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stems from intentional power that are the property of the subiect and the subiect 

alone. Therefore, the semiotic/communicating subject is not a subject at all, at least, 

not in the sense of the Cartesian “thinking subject.”

The visibility or opaqueness o f  an object is decided by the movement of 

things-in-the-world; actions that are already underway. From this standpoint, to 

render objects thoroughly transparent and persistent is, paradoxically, to obscure their 

most proper possibility and make their nature thoroughly inaccessible. Stated 

differently, to make obiects unquestionablv visible is to make them unquestionably 

opaque. From this standpoint, it is crucial point that Cartesian objectivistic bias paved 

the way to the annihilation of communication and semiosis. Because, as Kramer 

(1997) indicate, the inclination to the obvious transparence and reliability of tools and 

instruments sides with the emergence o f  the modem perceptual authority as the 

Cartesian notion of presence. It is the tendency in which tools come to have an 

intermediate or intervening status between objects and works, which indicates the 

advent o f  m odem (scientific) perception.

T o  sum, following Merleau-Ponty (1962,1968), when we perceive something, 

bringing it into perceptual focus, other things must remain in the background. To 

perceive something is to leave other things behind, even if these other things are 

actually in front of us. Perception involves not only what is behind and before us 

literally, but also what is “before” us in a very different manner, one that is referred to 

by the historical sense o f  the word, “before.” This sense of “before” describes the way 

in which our perception always begins in the middle o f  things.
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Merleau-Ponty (1962,1964, 1968, 1970) struggles to show that the world is 

not filled with a collection o f  objects that are radically distinct from consciousness, 

rather the world is an open-ended domain in which sensible and invisible things, 

bodies and ideas, come to arise, however, it is never regarded as pure or absolute 

essences. According to Merleau-Ponty (1962, 1968), perception, what engenders our 

capacitv for revealing, also limits it. it is because of the openness of things in the 

world. In other words, people find themselves in a typical perception that is 

threatened by other possibilities.

This tension between the typical perceptual form that people adhere to 

faithfully and the other forms that threaten it engenders their perceptual power. This 

is the very nature o f  perception and semiosis: "overdetermination." Stated differently, 

things provide more than the raw material for some thoroughly constructive subject; 

they lend themselves to endeavors that people call their own, but always in a 

provocative, even appropriative manner. When people act as if things are always 

given in a simple and unambiguous manner, the participation of the things 

surrounding us is distinctly repressed. Thus, people face the "distantlessness," 

between them and the things. Therefore, people assume that the work they are 

pursuing stems from them and them alone, everything about them serving merely like 

furniture or impediments. The computer, typical thing of present days, is not the 

exception. This is not a kind of "embodiment” of technology or "embodied vision” 

for technology, but rather it is the "technicization” o f  human being. Therefore, 

people, only who embodied technological vision, can "see” or "perceive” the distance 

between technology, e.g., computers and themselves.
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With the development of state-of-the-art computer mediated communication 

technology, there are two distinctive way o f  transforming the relation of the world 

(things) and human being. By mutating both communicational and physical 

(technological) potential of participation in the communication or semiotic process, 

the author argues, communication o f  present day faces two different directions or 

tendencies: metric and topologic. Metric tendency is an extremized configuration of 

and the acceleration of objectivistic biased viewpoints (Cartesian, Newtonian, and 

Galilean viewpoint, interchangeably). Topologic tendency is, if properly understood, 

a way of configuration that is close to Gebser’s ‘aperspectivity’ and Merleau-Ponty's 

‘embodied vision.'

Metric and Topological characteristic of communication technology

As many scholars, such as Heidegger (1962,1977), Ellul (1964), Mumford 

(1963; 1970), and Gebser (1985), have already discussed in previous chapters, to 

overcome the confinement o f  time and space has been a powerful tendency since the 

beginning of modem technology. However, communication technology does not so 

much bring near what is far as it cancels the metric of time and space. Because, 

communication technology relieves mere physical, not communicative, effort. As 

Heidegger illustrates (1977), technology, rather, provides vast distances over 

communication. Consequently, everything merger together into the uniform 

distancelessness. This is the result o f  the outermost tendency of annihilation of space: 

the realization o f  objectivistic bias in an extreme from.

The modem  technological milieu that is founded on computer mediated 

networking, e.g., Intemet, has two characteristic tendencies that need special
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attention; metric and topologic. M odem  communicational setting has little metric, as 

in typical Newtonian sense, rather does have a topologic characteristic. In topological 

space, distances are irrelevant, rather connections and continuities matter. For 

example, maps of subway systems are more topological than metric. What matters for 

maps of subway system is what line connects with which and which station comes 

after. However, highway maps are metric, because what matters for it is distances and 

locations; i.e., people want to know how far it is from here to there. In similar vein, an 

airline schedule is metric, yet, concert programs are topological, in that all the 

programs tell is where one item is placed in relation to all other. In this sense, the 

characteristic feature of Intemet, hyper-link that allows people to skip what people 

think unnecessary is typically topological. Thus, what matters to user is the 

connection and continuity of their own interests.

In metric space, people measure distances with a "rigid ruler" that is 

established by Galilean/Newtonian worldview. This rigidity of the ruler is an 

indication of the unyielding extension o f  metric space, i.e.. Euclidean space (Heelan, 

1983, pp. 27-45).

However, Gebser (1985) illustrates, in a  setting o f natural information, i.e., the magic 

and the mythic world, integration of information and reality is normally 

inconspicuous and even automatic. In other world, the magic people, literally, lived in 

the signs: without dissociating self from the objects, because there is no such kind of 

dissociation.

Money, as Kramer (1997) and Borgmann (1999) demonstrate, can serve as an 

extreme example of metric consciousness. Money can even show the value o f  sexual
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attractiveness and the amount of an acquittal cost, at the same time. More clearly, 

even than clock time, the information that money indicates about reality leads to the 

transformation of reality. Thus, the reality loose it depth, there just remains the 

calculation based on one powerful metric space, money.

As already discussed, even though the referentiality o f  sign is an absurd and 

unsustainable notion, at least from the phenomenological standpoint, for Plato, the 

founding father o f  metaphysics, the image has been understood as a kind of derived 

reproduction, the value o f  which is determined by the proximity and similarity to the 

original or real. Likewise, traditional communication theory insists that the effect of 

communication can be “ measured” by the amount of agreement or similarity with the 

original message or contents, which sent from the sender to receiver. The desire to 

represent or imitate the reality as similar as possible comprises a technique of 

imitation that attempts to close the distance separating the copy from its formal 

referent by producing an image or icon so accurate that it could be confused with the 

real thing by reducing, further finally annihilating, the distance things-in-the-world. 

Therefore, seeking, what Biocca (1995) calls, the ‘essential copy’ is to search for a 

means to fool the senses, which provides a perfect illusory deception (p. 7).

The transition or the transformation from analog to digital form demonstrates, 

on the one hand, the accelerating tendency o f  Newtonian, objectivistic biased 

paradigm, i.e., the metric aspect, and the possibility o f  the demise o f  objectivistic 

paradigm, i.e., topological aspect, on the other hand. Analog information contained in 

photographs and on maps, film, tapes, and vinyl records, an outdated mode compared 

to digital mode, is, yet, more massive than written or printed information, and it can
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be handled a little more easily and quickly by means of the traditional editing and 

displaying devices. However, analog information is in constant danger of falling back 

into reality, i.e., every time it is copied or displayed, it suffers irreversible damage. 

Then, analog signs are abraded and come closer to being mere and useless things. 

Moreover, the structure o f  analog information is, once fixed, difficult to manipulate.

In other words, analog information system has the more eloquence of things as a sign 

than digital; analog has its own contextuality.

Digital information has a marvelous performable potential, and pliability. All 

the same, digital information seems opaque and mysterious to most people.

State-of- the-art, present days digital technology holds the promise that, if properly 

linked with reality on the input side, the rigor of its algebra will faithfully preserve 

and process meaning, and yield reliable and valuable information on the output side. 

Further, digital technology prepossesses the metaphysical assumption that the 

progress of information technology yields information more instantaneously and 

easily. However, at the same time, digital technology disengages people from reality, 

and diminishes people 's expertise, thus, narrows people 's embodied vision, due to the 

distantlessness o f  digital information.

With the articulation o f  digital technology, simulation seems to consist in a 

double gesture that, on the one hand, it inverts the dual hierarchy o f  real/imitation in 

an almost absolute proximity to the notion of symbolic constructivism, and, on the 

o ther hand, displaces the so-called representational or referential system that has been 

overturned by employing conceptual frames that allegedly extends the scope of the 

conceptual field in question. Hence, some theorists, such as Baudrillard (1983)
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insists, “ It threatens the difference between 'true' and 'false ' and 'real' and 

'im aginary '"  (p. 5). Simulation, therefore, not only inverts the relative positions of 

imitation and reality, but also disperses or dissolves the very difference that would 

hold them in opposition.

Accordingly, VR can no longer be understood as a technology to be evaluated or 

judged according to the criteria of realism. Because virtual worlds do not re-present 

the primary lifeworld. Thus, they are not realistic, only, in the sense of photo-realism 

(Heim, 1998).

However, it is crucial to realize that even though the adjustments and 

alterations that can be introduced in cyberspace, the adjustments and alterations 

remain nothing more than strategic variations deployed from and delimited by what is 

already called and legislated as real. Stated differently, simulation lacks of, what 

Peirce calls, Thirdness. Because, as already indicated, by nature of simulation, the 

rigor of its algebra will faithfully preserve and process input meaning, and, yield 

reliable and valuable information that is already legislated by Thirdness (lifeworld 

commonality) from the input stage. Accordingly, simulation as a sign goes back to 

the Secondness stage, an index. Simulation itself has no meaning; rather, it is a mere 

mechanism, more correctly, a calculation with binary digits, i.e., 0 and 1. From 

phenomenological standpoint, VR is not necessarily a tool for grasping the real 

through illusion, nor a potentially dangerous delusion. Rather, as repeatedly 

discussed, the metaphysical dualism o f  reality and imagination, or of real and 

imitation, is absurd and unsustainable as much as the objectivistic biased paradigm 

does. What really matters is that the co-constitutional process between human being
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who embodied technological vision (i.e., who has the power to deal with distances set 

by technology) and VR or simulation as things-in-the-world.

If information is a relation rather than a thing, it is far from obvious what in 

information is reducible or measurable and what is not. As letters, decimal number 

signs, punctuation and function signs can be rendered in binary notation by assigning 

s specific number to each character, and that is, exactly, what the Am erican Stamkirci 

Code fo r  Information Interchange  (ASCII) does. In fact, a binary system of signs is 

sufficient to express anything that can be rendered in any notation whatever. Hence, if 

the typical characteristic of rational consciousness is the obsession of "efficiency" 

and the nature of technicization is the transformation to calculation, a system of two 

signs, a binary system, is, in fact, the fultlllment of people’s desire in rational 

consciousness world and the realization o f  most efficient calculational form.

It is often thought that two signs also provide the elementary measure of 

information, i.e., the amount of information that is carried by one of two possible 

signals, by a binary digit. The basic bit of  information can be thought o f  as a 

contraction of binary digit. Departing from this presumably basic unit o f  information. 

Shannon (Shannon & Weaver, 1949) gives an account o f how to measure information 

and how to judge the fidelity and economy o f  communicating information. In his 

argument. Shannon himself seeks to confine his project to the technical problems of 

signal transmission (pp. 3 -91 ).  However, not so is Weaver. He (Shannon & Weaver, 

1949) acclaims, “the mathematical theory is exceedingly general in its scope, 

fundamental in the problems it treats, and o f  classic simplicity and power in the 

results it reaches” (pp. 114-115). While engineers refer to the billions o f  bits on the
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hard drive of a computer as disk space rather information, futurologists such as 

Feinberg (1977) and Sola Pool (1990). to the contrary, easily slide from the fact that 

people store and manipulate millions and billions o f bits to the questionable assertion 

on the fact how efficiently and beneficially information storage and processing will 

transform human experience of reality.

In a notebook computer used for word processing, the keys and the mouse are 

typically the input devices, and the screen is the output device. The writer, as the 

anchoring point o f  perception, can embody the unpredictable contingency of the 

world. Between input and output, however, there is nothing but the pure structures of 

"Yeses" or “ Noes." The stability o f  these internal structures rests entirely on. mere 

and pure, difference. In other words, the two kinds of inputs, the yeses and noes or Os 

and Is, must be kept clearly distinct.

Hence, the more closely you look at a computer chip. yet. the more remote its 

function becomes. With a VR system, people cannot see the computer anymore; it’s 

gone. It is this invisibility of the computer that renders the representations of VR 

virtually indistinguishable from reality. It is the alibi of VR. The automaticity and 

invisibility is the best alibi. However. Compared with the vividness and interactivity 

of actual reality, virtual reality turns out to be a pale and fragile world and is. by 

nature, bound to remain so.

As early stubborn structuralists wished, transparency of communication would 

approach perfection if all information about reality could be united in one well- 

ordered information space. T oday’s prototype o f  such a space, the Intemet or. more 

vaguely, cyberspace, is far from all-inclusive, and well structured. However, such a
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dream survives in today 's notions of spatial navigation, i.e., hyperlink and search 

engines as an extended form of Euclidean/ Newtonian space; the extremization of 

metric and objectified space.

Although, Internet has the characteristic desire of proto-typical structuralism 

or Platonic metaphysic, i.e., “metric aspect,’ Intemet also has the “topological aspect” 

that comes from the same phenomena, such as hyperlink and search engines.

Because, firming up boundaries and highlighting differences requires a delicate 

interplay o f  computerized methods and human iudgment. There is no hope of 

mechanizing and generalizing the process from raw data to visualization, nor can the 

dream of smooth and universal information navigation ever be realized. Therefore, 

what is a necessary condition in this Intemet technological milieu is the embodied 

vision that enables to view (or perceive) the world with the backdrop of invisible, not 

merely with the visible.

Information technology can, at most, assure that the information with the right 

content o f  frequent readership, such as by counting Web-page view, is brought up. 

However, they cannot guarantee that the stuff is accurate and worth viewing or 

reading. Stated differently. Even if AI expert 's  argument that computer can know a 

context as limited form is acceptable, however, as Searle (1980) illustrates, 

computers cannot know the contextuality o f  c o n te x t .C o m p u te r s  cannot know which 

context is proper context among various contexts. Therefore, computers seem to

Searle (1980) demonstrated in his exam ple. “C hinese Room." we can not understand human life 
merely in terms o f  individual subjects who frame representations about and respond to others, because 
a great deal o f  human action happens only insofar as the agent understands and constitutes him or 
herself as an integral part o f  "we."
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communicate, however, it just looks like so. What computers really does is a mere 

processing as programmed, not communicating.

While the texts become superficially more available, the machinery that 

suppons such availability becomes invisible and unintelligible. Reading a traditional 

linear text, people are compelled to narrow the possibilities into a single narrative. 

However, when through digitizing and information processing, a text has become a 

network, it no longer has a univocal sense; it is a multiplicity without the imposition 

of a principle of domination. This is one topological aspect o f  modem  communication 

technology.

However, there is, also, a metric aspect. An example of the fortifying 

tendency of metric aspect is the convergence of hardware. Integration of hardware 

will advance, as it already had in the "convergence technology" that fuses television 

sets with telephones and personal computers (See, Ad. 5 & 6). Many diverse analog 

media converges in one medium with digitalization. In other words, present days 

people do not live in a so-called “multimedia" age. rather, live with mono-digitalized- 

medium that can do multi-function. What only matters in this situation is the 

‘compatibility.’

As Carey (1989) argues, "reality is not given, not humanly existent, 

independent of language and toward which language stands as a pale refraction. 

Rather, reality is brought into existence, is produced by communication-by, in short, 

the construction, apprehension, and utilization o f  symbolic forms" (p. 25). Yet, as 

Rorty (1989) indicates, the tendency of mainstream thought is to reduce the
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component of givenness and sheer presence to randomness and meaninglessness (pp. 

63-69).

Based on all the arguments heretofore. Diagram 5 integrates Peirce’s semiotic 

process, Gebser’s idea o f  plus mutation,’ Merleau-Ponty’s embodied vision, and

Kramer’s notion of dimensional accrual/dissociation. The line ” " i n  Diagram 5

indicates the dimensional accrual/dissociation. As signs or semiotic process moves 

from the Firstness, i.e., latency or potentiality, to the Thirdness, i.e., conventionality 

or law, the degree o f  abstraction goes up. In that sense, as Peirce indicates. Argument 

is the most abstracted sign class. However, one thing should be remembered is the 

Thirdness goes back to the Firstness as time goes. More properly speaking, when the 

Thirdness is fully incarnated, or embodied by the people, thus, when the Thirdness 

becomes transparent to people, it is more closer to the Firstness, potentiality or 

possibility. In M erleau-Ponty’s term, it becomes my embodied vision or my tlesh. 

Stated differently, the more o n e ’s own cultural context or law embodied, the less it is 

visible. Therefore, what people can see comes from the invisible; embodied cultural 

context. Accordingly, what representational theory of sign focuses is, only, the 

visible. That is typical expression o f  objectivistic bias or dualism. The “Argument" or 

the Thirdness, i.e., law, indicates this aspect.

From the standpoint mentioned above, modem technological 

communication/semiosis situation has two different, yet happening at the same time, 

aspects. One is the aspect that the extremization or fortification o f  objectivistic bias 

through the technicization; this is the metric aspect of m odem technology. The other
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Is embracing the potency and concrete, or visible and invisible, through the embodied 

vision; this is topological aspect.

The term, topology, needs careful interpretation. The author use the term, 

topology, in the sense that the human being-in-the-world has one 's  own topology; in 

other words, through the embodied vision, one can set one’s own topological world, 

not be merely placed in the objectified time and space. As Merleau-Ponty (1962) 

insists.

World, a certain predisposition, it can be called the prepersonal 

topology of the flesh. It is precisely my body which perceives the body 

of another person, and discovers in that other body a miraculous 

prolongation o f  my own intentions, a familiar way of dealing with the 

world. Henceforth, as the parts of my body together comprise a 

system, so my body and the body o f  the other are whole . . . .  and the 

anonymous existence of which my body is the ever-renewed trace 

henceforth inhabits both bodies simultaneously (p. 354).

In other words, M erelau-Ponty 's embodied vision can be regarded as a form of 

topology. In this vein, signs can be regarded as a vehicle, at the same time, a vector.

Communication/semiosis in m odem  technological milieu has tendency to 

being transformed or confined to the realm of "Index," the class of sign that has the 

characteristic of fixation and classification which make calculation or computation 

easy. As indicated, digital mode of information, in particular, is the best type o f  index 

that consists of Just binary digits, I and 0. This is what Gebser (1985) characterizes as
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the phenomenon o f  rational consciousness structure. In the name of efficiency, 

semiosis demised by fixed, so-called object time and space.

The transformed Indexical communication looses its cultural roots. In other 

words, the more it looses its cultural roots, the faster or the more efficiently it can be 

communicated, properly speaking, calculated and transmitted. In sum, the desire to 

overcome time and space, i.e., a goal o f  objectivistic biased paradigm, is realized as 

the "uniform distancelessness;” the deficient form of communication/semiosis. As 

Peirce indicates, the sign that lacks o f  Thirdness, i.e., cultural, communal 

characteristic, or what he calls "law,” is not "genuine” sign. The semiosis that is 

based merely on the indexicalized sign, leads in, therefore, the annihilation of 

semiosis/communication.

The line "— ” indicates the other aspect of modern technology, it is 

‘topological.’ The communication technology has the topological aspect as far as 

people know the fact that only my body and further ‘flesh’ can serves as an anchor 

point for my topological vector. Merleau-Ponty (1962) writes of the ‘intentional 

threads’ that run out from my body, from my arms and legs, projecting the trajectories 

o f  my motility in a vectorial field and composing a reality of intertwining identities, 

(p. 130). Merleau-Ponty, further, insists, "M y body is the fabric into which all objects 

are woven” (p. 235). If someone does not have the ability to set the topological 

anchor point as the form of "I can,” the topological characteristic of modern 

technology, e.g.. hyperlink, is a mere different form of same tendency; the metric 

extremization. In other words, only the one topology (or matrix) that is anchored by
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the some experts who can calculate which one is the allegedly ‘best’ topology for 

every people.

As there are many dangers in modem technology, so does much possibility to 

set the topological vector following each people’s embodiment vision. As far as this 

kind of embodied vision is realized, in other words, aperspectivity is concretized, 

people can overcome the m odem technological paradox that Heidegger, Ellul, 

Gebser, Mumford wamed.

Firstness Secondness Thirdness

Representamen 
Possible signs
(Hence largely 
the nature of 
Firstness)

Qualisign
a quality, timbre, 
color

4

Sinsign
a particular item 
or event

\ X

Legisign
conventional
representation

Relation of 
representation 
to
object
Actualizes signs 
(Hence largely 
the nature of 
Secondness)

Icon ' 
a likeness to some 
object (naturhlly 
or by
convention)

Index \
a causal  ̂
connection to 
the object

\

Symbol
a conventionally 
stipulated relation 
(most words)

\
\

Relation 
of sign to 
object and 
interpretation
Conventional
signs
(Hence largely 
the nature of 
Thirdness)

Rheme
sign of possibility 
(terms or Words)
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/Sentences)
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(̂ Texts)

X.

■p- : Dimensional accrual/dissociation process 
>  : Topological aspect 
-► ; Metric aspect

Diagram 5. Semiosis/communication in the technological milieu
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Examination of example advertising picture

A few advertising picture provided here will show modern technological 

tendency. Advertising pictures succinctly demonstrates some already discussed 

aspects how objectivistic biased view penetrates modem everyday life. These 

advertising pictures comes from a few Korean and American journals, which 

regarded as demonstrating typical characteristic of modem technological 

tendencies.’^

Advertising 4: “How real can an image be? is this real enough?" This ad 

demonstrates what M cLuhan committed errors. The metaphorical invocation of 

tactility for technology or for electricity is nothing but a clever ploy to incite the 

primordial emotion o f  touching intimacy to fortify the framework of technology.

Advertising 5: “T copy, fax, print and scan. All he does is push the green 

button. DO I HAVE TO do everything?"

Advertising 6: “Get out o f  here. Half Intemet!" When we use wire and 

wireless Internet, both system can be called “half-Intemet. All utilities and media 

should be merged. PC, Hand phone, PDA, VMT etc...  The more the media increase, 

what reality matter is the Intemet service which can deal with all these different 

media.

Both Ad. 5 and Ad. 6 illustrates what remains in the technological milieu is 

the compatibility among media. By converging all the media into one, multi-

As a result o f  som e governm ent projects, the number o f  Korea’s Internet users reached 21 million, 
which was alm ost half o f  the total population in Korea as o f  March 2001. About 5.5 million  
households have high-speed Internet connections over I Mbps in Korea. With nearly 40  percent o f  all 
households having high-speed Internet services, the broadband penetration rate in Korea is the first in 
the world {Internet White Paper.  Korea National Computerization A gency. 2 0 0 1 ).
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functional, medium, people can 'save ' time, and people live in more convenient life. 

However, as Gebser (1985) acknowledges, the driving force of this time-'saving' 

technology is, not, so-call, the desire for freedom from time, but rather "time- 

anxiety,” the inevitable result of  m odem  rational objectivistic bias.

Advertising 7: “Honey bee say only by dancing" "If we know honey bee's 

dancing, we can see where the honey is? Yes, the dancing is the highly articulated 

communication technology in honey bee’s world . . .  . when it dance shaping the ‘8 ,’ it 

means the honey is within 50 miters. Honey bee 's  communication is marvelous 

compared to human language with which we can not fully communicate, sometimes 

even we are in trouble."

LG electronics enhances the most accurate communication technology just like honey 

bee's. The power of changing world. Digital LG.

The Ad 7 illustrates the metaphysical assumption o f  objectivistic biased 

paradigm. The most desirable communication is clear and unambiguous transmission. 

All the organic systems can be utilized by the technological system, the digital.

Advertising 8: "The science o f  making connections, elevated to an art form." 

European's fastest, most efficient connections to 238 destinations in 88 countries."

Advertising 9: "W e make the world connected with the light, LG Cable"

"Even though Song y i 's  grandfather lives in Seoul, he can have story time everyday 

with Song Yi living in Italy. Without OPTIC FIBER, it is possible?"

Adverting 10: "W e make the world connected with the light, LG Cable"
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“Even though Mr. Jung is, now, in Sydney for his job  training, he usually spend his 

leisure time with family in Gangreung, Korea. Without OPTIC FIBER, it is 

possible?"

Ad. 8, Ad. 9, and Ad. 10 illustrate the extended form of metric aspects and the 

possibility o f  topological aspect. Ad 8 indicates exact metric aspect o f  modern 

technology. By utilizing technology, modem people try to overcome time and space. 

As Ad 9 and Ad 10 shows, in state-of-the-art technological networking society, as 

many futurologists asserts, metric distance can no more be an obstacle. Technology 

makes the metric distance almost obsolete. However, metric distance still has the 

power o f  its own, contrary to futurologist. Mr. Jung and Song Yi’s grandfather cannot 

touch each other. If they live together with their family in a world, in spite o f  the 

metric distance, it is not the object world, rather it is their embodied world, their 

flesh. Space (Ad. 9 & 10), in a global network of computers, is a "fuzzy" concept 

when compared to the "place" (Ad. 8) defined by the modem technological milieu.
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VII. C o n c l u s i o n

It is eminently worthwhile to inquire as to what sustained or reinforced the 

“development" over past four centuries that led to the results, the tendency of the 

annihilation of time and space and, consequently, the annihilation o f  communication 

and semiosis. As Gebser (1985), Mumford (1963; 1970), Ellul (1964, 1980), and 

Heidegger (1977) commonly indicate, it can be found in the notion o f  technology that 

brought about the age of the machine with the aid of perspectival, technical drafting; 

in the notion o f  “progress" that spawned the “age of progress."

The theoretical abstractions o f  limitless power, profit and prestige are inherent 

in the myth o f  the technology that abundance guarantees the "good life," and are 

inherent in the magic o f  the technology that it can make happen without the limits of 

time and space. The concept of time and space as boundaries of social interaction is 

countered by the concept of place i.e., an abstract or metric space and moment i.e., in 

the form o f  time-anxiety as a socially desirable relational position from which to 

relate the world and realize the modem-rational discrete individual self.

Where, i.e., in what time, and space (or place), one dwells shapes and frames 

the world that one can claim as one’s own. What makes the modem rational people’s 

world characteristically their own is the manner in which they situate themselves in 

the world through technological equipments. Perception that had always been 

intimately linked to the human talent for manipulation, what Merleau-Ponty (1962) 

calls motility; the capacity to train our “projectors" in all directions, inside and out, to 

situate ourselves in the world is characterized by a dominant technological and 

mechanistic manipulation in the technological milieu. The promise and dangers of
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modem technology is the sterilization of space, the myth of technical progress, and 

the absolutization of space and time. In detaching facets o f  reality from their actual 

context, and setting them afloat in cyberspace, information technology not only 

allows for trivialization and glamorization, but also for the blurring of the line 

between fact and fiction. The ambiguity o f  cyberspace dissolves the contours o f  facts, 

o f  persons, and of places. As consequence, human loose horizon or tlesh of their 

perception and the ground o f  meaning.

Regardless of how large, tine-grained, three-dimensional, and photo-realistic 

the displays, no matter how universally accessible and smoothly integrated every 

imaginable piece of information, the rule o f  simple desire, having conceived of flying 

carpets, genie in bottle, and magic wands, has always and already  preempted the most 

sophisticated feats of technology. Hence, to be sure, reality as things-in-the-world 

remains inescapable and enigmatic. The world as "flesh" is the ground on which the 

decontextness of technological information can be rehabilitated and its fragilities 

repaired.

At the beginning stage o f  researcher, what students are told is that scientist 

comes up with a hypothesis, does some experiments to check it out, and if the 

hypothesis can withstand the “test” o f  experimental verification, then a theory arises. 

Further, At the risk of the danger resulting from the author’s too simple description, it 

could be said we are told that a theory is a good theory, only if the experiment can be 

repeated in different places with the same result. This attitude is a legacy of 

Newtonian science, the view that makes experimentation the faithful assistant of 

theory. However, as many scientists already recognize, it is a naïve story. As Heelan
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(1983) and Ihde (1998) illustrate, scientific theory and scientific phenomena generally 

emerge together at the end of a scientific inquiry. Expressed differently. Hacking 

(1983) represents that experimentation need not be taken as simply blind on the one 

hand or completely theory-laden on the other; rather experimentation and theory are 

interdependent. Together they “create" new scientific phenomena. The laboratory, 

according to Latour (1993), is not only the place where scientists do their work, it is 

the place where inscriptions are produced. The instrument, while producing the visual 

display, is not itself visible, nor is in forefront. Therefore, the tendency to see new 

“scientific" phenomena as awaiting to be discovered stems from a objectivistic biased 

and theory-dominated philosophy.

Contrary to the pre-supposed maxim o f  objectivistic biased paradigm. Max 

Planck 's quantum theory that nature does make leaps effectively demolishes our 

prevailing view of time. Our world is not constructed continuously, or with respect to 

time, as a constant, as the mechanistic view o f  classical physics had held, but rather, 

discontinuously and unpredictably. This implies that a perception from physics 

reveals the complexity o f  what has been hidden “behind" the mere concept of time. 

Further, the probability theory which has undergone an unheard-of refinement and is 

still progressing into all of the sciences on its triumphal march, and is about to 

remodel the classic world-image dominated by laws into a ‘statistical world-image' in 

which there is no certainty but only ‘degrees o f  probability.'

The invention of photography can be seen as a genuine technological 

breakthrough. Technologies as perception-transforming devices not only magnify 

(and reduce) referent phenomena, but also, often, radically change parameters either
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barely noted, or not noted at all. It is the dramatic appearance of a transformation of 

time which photography brought to scientific attention. The stoppage o f  time 

produced a repeatable image of a thing, which could be analytically observed and 

returned to time and again. Further, Virtual reality (VR) audaciously insists it can 

“make” time, yet, virtually. However, the hallmark of virtual reality is escape and 

seclusion from the actual world. VR is already defined and further pre-designed or 

programmed in detail. The more the program meticulously defined, the more it looks 

like the actual world, yet, virtual world goes further from real world. That implication 

can be applied to CD music. A compact disc tends to have a preternatural purity and 

perfection that make any live performance sound rough and flawed. Similarly, the 

space we traverse in virtual flight promises to have more captivating shapes and more 

saturated colors than anything in the actual world. Nevertheless, virtual reality 

provides no information about the world out there, and that is, in this regard, totally 

ambiguous, although perfectly transparent within its world.

All forms of abstract rationality, such as VR, are actually substantiated by the 

lifeworld. In this sense, rationality is thought to be a social product as instituted 

consciousness and not a prescriptive logic. Time is a fabulous example and, at the 

same time, a crucial theme for overcoming objectivistic bias. For Gebser (1985), the 

mental/rational, three-dimensional world is ordered temporally; yet this time is 

thought to possess its own ratio. Therefore, time is basically autonomous or 

anonymous. What this mean is that each moment of time is mutually exclusive of 

each other, and that the entire temporal system is thought to posses its own 

organizational principle.
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The modem objectivistic notion of the mechanical world might best exemplify 

this three-dimensional world. The point here, however, is that each component in this 

temporal system is self-contained, and is dualistically removed from every other.

Most important is the fact that the individual is thought to exist in time, and therefore, 

be moved by its basic direction. As Gebser (1985) illustrates, the consequences of the 

perspectivization of the world evident in the isolation and mass phenomena o f present 

day; the isolation in thinking in the form of the deceptive dazzle of premature 

judgments or hypertrophied abstraction devoid of any connection with the world. In 

addition, it is the same with mass phenomena; overproduction, inflation, rampant 

technology, atomization in all forms.

In the integral world, on the other hand, the organizing principle is not the 

system, but the systasis. This understanding of world as integration announces a new 

conception o f  time. As Gebser (1985) says, it actually dissolves time, but does not 

renounce it. Rather, time comes to be viewed as “time-freedom," instead as time 

location. History is no longer understood to be in time, as if time merely labors to 

connect discrete historical episodes. In terms of social action, the individual is not 

comprehended as existing in time, but rather, instead is believed to upsurge as the 

temporal capacity to structure the dimensions of existence. Because of this, temporal 

moments are not consigned to a status of mutual exclusivity, and the individual social 

actor is not viewed as subsisting in a manner that is categorically removed from the 

world. As Gebser says, the integral world is a world without opposite.

What Gebser advances with this notion of the systatically integrated world is 

what might be called in M erleau-Ponty 's  term a “ fleshy" transcendental. What this
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means is that the world and the constitutional acts of human consciousness are to be 

understood to be intimate correlates. Accordingly, the world can no longer be 

perceived as a mere empirical referent, which provides the social world with its 

required organizational principle. W hat is important here is that the world does not 

possess an autonomous status, rather it must be understood to be as another part of the 

embodiment.

The purity o f  mathematical structures is a reflection of signs that do not refer 

to things, but to structures; simply, to lawful relations whose objects are free of 

empirical or causal contingency. As Borgmann (1999) illustrates, mathematical 

structures can be applied to music or cosmology, however, they do not of themselves 

encapsulate the essence of a cantata o r the universe. As for pleasure, an organist as 

well as a listener will enjoy the performance of Bach’s music, even if player and 

audience are quite familiar with the piece. Nevertheless, it is doubtful that many 

mathematicians would once more go through the proof of the Pythagorean theorem 

just for the delight of it. Because concretization based on spontaneity make the 

delight of music what is lacked in the process of proofing the Pythagorean theorem. It 

is a crucial to a piece o f  music that it be realized and richly.

In jazz music and oral poetry, their composition is their performance. 

McLuhan (1964), yet paradoxical to his notion of technology, indicates this point as. 

If jazz is considered as a break with mechanism in the direction of the 

discontinuous, the participant, the spontaneous and improvisational, it 

can be also seen as a return to a sort o f  oral poetry in which 

performance is both creation and composition. It is a truism among
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jazz  performers that recorded jazz is "as stale as yesterday's 

newspaper.” Jazz is alive, like conversation; and like conversation it 

depends upon a repertory of available themes. But. performance is 

composition, (p. 28)

For a musical score to become real, it requires its proper place and time and a 

communal tradition of extraordinary discipline and training as well. Human beings 

need to struggle with the recalcitrance o f  things and awkwardness of their bodies 

before ease and grace of music making descend upon them. Once they are trained, 

musicians give voice to the grandeur of reality.

From this standpoint, the first prerequisite for our future survival is a 

revolution in our thinking. As questioning is the piety of thinking, and as it makes a 

way, our survival depends on the questioning of technology as enframing. The saving 

power of humanity will hopefully come with recognizing the danger of technology as 

the metaphysics of the present technological milieu. As Gebser (1985) indicates, the 

world is currently undergoing a new mutation. This new mutation embodies what 

Gebser refers to as the integral or diaphanous world. This world is not really a new 

world, but actually subtends all other worlds and provides them with their 

dimensions.

However, as Gebser (1985) cautions, for acceptance of what is "new," and the 

willingness for it always meets with fierce resistance, because it demands the 

overthrow of what has been handed down, i.e., various kinds of objectivistic biases, 

which are acquired and painfully secured. Also, new situations pose a threat arising 

from our inability to understand them, because we are still too enmeshed in the old
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structure o f  awareness. This is why what is “ new" looks as if it were beyond the real; 

as if it were, perchance, supernatural. Further, it not only appears that way, when 

considered on the basis o f  the structured awareness, it transcends the reality people 

are accustomed to. Then, the only possible way that can save the situation is the 

attempt to accommodate the new to the old. O f course, in so doing, the new loses its 

genuineness. In attempt to explain the new by concepts rooted in tradition, 

misunderstandings, misinterpretations, and wrong attitudes are bound to arise. In 

order to avoid these misconstructions and do justice to the originality o f  the new, 

people have to realize that the complete novelty o f  a situation must be appreciated if 

it is not to be hopelessly wasted in its adjustment to living reality. However, Merleau- 

Ponty, likewise, insists in his notion of “embodied vision," this can only be 

accomplished if people are clear in their own mind about what has gone before. That 

is the reason why G ebser’s genius grasps o f  the mutational unfolding o f  human 

consciousness is crucial for this study.

Peirce uses the term, semiosis, with respect to the general phenomenon o f  sign 

process. The very idea o f semiosis challenges the objectivistic biased view of sign; 

signs are relatively static instrument as tools used to describe, and thus “mirror." the 

world. Semiosis is a dynamic process over which the sign users are capable of 

exercising only limited control. In other words, the conception of language as an 

abstract and static mechanical system devised for communication is untenable and 

inaccurate. As Peirce explores, the infinite production o f  signs and infinite expansion 

o f  sign-fields acknowledges that there is no possibility of permanent fixation, even in 

a partial context. Any interpretation o f  signs must admit bias, and acknowledge the
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eventuality o f  being surpassed or relativized by, yet other interpretative moments 

from different contexts.

Meaning, truth, and “reality” are all the relative, related products o f  a triadic 

relation of Object-Representamen-Interpretant; they, in turn, relate to other triadic 

fields or contexts. Meaning and knowledge must be conceived of solely as a 

production and interrelation of signs. The only way to study semiosis at all is to 

isolate certain contexts, while also taking into account people's own critical- 

interpretative contexts. However, it is impossible to pose laws o f  semiosis, which are 

fixed and absolute.

The continuous interaction o f  sign-relations is the communicative procedure 

of allowing many voices and perspectives to coexist and interact without reducing or 

subsuming one to the other. The fixation is the typical characteristic of modem 

rational consciousness in terms o f  language and symbolic signs, while ignoring or 

relegating to the background signs of indexical and iconic nature; ignoring the aspect 

of potentia and latency that is also real phenomenon, yet, invisible.

As Gebser ( 1985) and Ellul ( 1964) warn, communication, either political or 

cultural, is threatened by an ultimate loss o f  quality in that the people are threatened 

by submergence into the autonomous mass, and consequent atomization. In everyday 

life, few are aware that the mechanization and technicization that impose quantitative 

conditions on human leading to an immeasurable loss of freedom; the atomization of 

human being.

Have no fears about automation McLuhan (1964) assures us that, in the end, 

electronic technology as synesthetic tactility promises to confer upon us a “global
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embrace" and "a perpetuity o f  collective harmony and peace” (p. 359). Because, 

“electronic technology does not need words any more than the digital computer needs

numbers Today computers hold out the promise of a means o f  instant translation

of any code or language into any other code or language” (p. 80). In this regard, 

McLuhan cannot escape from the criticism of an ideologue of technology or a 

technophile. If M cLuhan 's  world can be realized, it means the end of communication. 

There only remains calculation process by already programmed computers.

The historical moments o f  technological change from the oral tradition, 

through the era o f  the printing press, to the current era o f the computers, shifting the 

language o f  technology and the exploration of philosophical inquiry from the analysis 

of conversation, to that o f  text, and currently, to the metaphoric analysis of 

communication as a program or algorithm manifest in a system of technologies and 

practices (Carey, 1989). Therefore, the cultural moment of now is, irresistibly, the 

moment metaphorically represented by the symbol of the computer as the defining (if 

not as determining) technology o f  contemporary cultural change.

The computer as a communication technology, connects, controls or organizes 

all other communication technologies and their content (Mosco, 1989), as 

interconnected appliances and systems that include television, telephone and 

telecommunication networks, as well as text and talk. As cultural mechanism, the 

computer as the ultimate refinement o f the machine in form and function, serves to 

challenge the modem  technology as the focal point o f power (Mumford, 1970; 

McLuhan & Powers, 1989). The computer, the mediating organizer of the machine 

that is the totality of the technological complex, will absorb the modem technological
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milieu, usurping its manifold functions and forms of social intercourse. Space, in a 

global network o f computers, is a “fuzzy” concept when compared to the “place" 

defined by the modem technological milieu. As many communication theorists do, de 

Sola Pool (1990) theorizes technologies of communications as “without boundaries" 

and implies that the world is also . From this typical viewpoint of mental-rational 

consciousness structures, we can draw the characteristic of “time-anxiety" and the 

desire to conquer the space.

In the case of technologies of communication, their deconstruction coincides 

with their internalization. This is a social and consensual process that alters the 

group 's  consciousness of culture as that which is taken in as part o f  the social 

organism providing constructs that define the individual in temis o f  interaction. This 

dynamic of social interaction is formed by, and formative of, the communication 

technology. The materialization o f  technology and the internalization of practice are 

symbolic exchanges of dramatic representation of the utopian project of preserving 

and bettering the quality o f  life in the present, here, in concrete, in form and function. 

Therefore, to McLuhan, ultimately, electronic technology culminates in “automation" 

or “cybernation" in which the invisible tactile contact is made between human and 

technology. Cybernation is a retribalization and a return once again o f  the synesthetic 

interplay o f  the senses. The fact that people today, still, think in terms of the spatial, 

fixed, three-dimensional world of conceptuality is an obstacle to our realization of the 

more complex significance o f  the phenomenon. As Gebser (1985) and Husserl (1970) 

demonstrate, time, however, is a much more complex phenomenon than the mere 

instrumentality or accidence o f  chronological time. In this sense, topological aspect of
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modem communication technology has much implication, as far as it is understood 

properly.

There are still unsuspected, although probably merely one-sided 

technological, dehumanizing “progressive" development within the realm of 

communication. If the destructive power of so-called “progress” is not weakened, as 

Ellul (1964) and Heidegger ( 1977) significantly warned, these developments, 

according to their nature of emframing the world, will automatically occupies the 

place o f  the law o f  the earth. However, Gebser (1985) relieves this fear as, if people 

are soberly prepared for this, then there is nothing terrifying about it. The modem 

technicization will be terrifying only to those who feel threatened, and thus, they will 

be the ones affected.

People are not doomed to calculate with each other in the pale, and pure 

objectified technological world. For this, what is today called “free time" must not be 

squandered leisurely but rather, employed to acquire “time-freedom." People can 

always surrender their vision of realizing and learning the danger or paradox of 

modem technological milieu, i.e., what this study tries to provides the various aspects 

o f  it, then, go back into the natural attitude, back to the straightforward pursuit of 

one 's  own theoretical or other life-interests. In doing so, however, one must recognize 

the fact that he/she has undergone a fundamental re-schooling. In other words, from 

the phenomenological standpoint, people go back as before, and yet not quite as 

before. For they can never again achieve the old naivete; they can onlv understand it. 

This is a way this study tries to find to solve the technological paradox. There is an 

old saying in the Orient, “You can see, as much as you have realized.”
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